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Had Wordsworth been alive today, not only would his heart have danced with the

East since ancieni times. Now see what state-of-the-art Spanish cooking is doing
wilh them.
Tradition and renovaiion are two words that sttm up the approach of a man whose
name commands respect ihroughoitt the .S[janish wine world and beyond: Mariano
Garcia, head of Vega Sicilia For so many years. We trace his career and those of his
sons.
Murcia is well worth visiting, noi leasi for iis highly individual wines. They get
their character from Monasirell grapes, a variely that has acclimatized perfectly to
the regions challenging climate, whose temperatures veer from 45°C (113°F) in
siJtnmer lo -10°C (14°F) in winter.
We complete our panoran-uc survey of Spanish cheeses-so many, so varied, so littlelaiown-wiih a feature on our soft varieiies.
Many tourists construct their image of Spain on the basis of a visit to Toledo or
Santiago de Compostela. They don't know what they're missingl UNESCO has
inscribed a total of 40 properties in Spain on the World Heritage List. Thirteen of
ihem are entire towns, some of which are virtually undiscovered: explore ihem
with us.
Enjoy the trip!

Caihy Boirac
Edilor-in-chief
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Among the culinary trends of the last few years, edible flowers have emerged as a badge of avant-garde cuisine. Spains top chefs, gastronomic pacesetters for the start of the new century, use flowers for
their color and plasticity, but more importantly for their distinctive
flavors and aromas. Their myriad of nuances and textures contribute an extra dimension, turning dishes into edible gardens and landscapes, recreations of nature. In response to increasing demand from
the culinary world, some Spanish companies have focused their attention on growing and marketing flowers of all kinds. They use sustainable, organic farming methods and are experimenting with recovering lost plants and flowers (mainly herbs and salad leaves such
as purple basil and pimpernel) and adapting species brought in from
abroad. All in all, it is a specialized market and, judging by recent
performance, an expanding one.

power

TEXT
RAQUEL CASTlLLO/©ICEX
One of the most fascinaung a.specis of
conieinporary cuisine is ils apparent
abiliiy to evolve and reinvent itself at a
speed that can leave one reeling. One
ol the principal aiti ibutes of turn-ofilie-century- gastronomy was ils
receptivity to new pi'oclucis .mci
lechnic|ues. There was a veritable
explosion of new culinary tendencies,
and the ideas and approaches of
worldTamous irailblazers-like Ferran
Adria-becamc all the rage, and then
even familiar. Something similar
happened with using Rowers in food.
In the 1990s. two French chefs-Michel
Bras and Marc Veyrai (both three
Michelin star holders)-staried
experimenting wilh using llowers in
iheir cooking, largely as an expression
of iheir culinary philosophy of
engaging wiih nature and ihe
environmeni. Since thai time, llowcrs
have gradually caughi on in ihe upper
echelons of the lesiaurant world,
though lower down the scale ihey are
still used iimidly, in a rather token way
Though wc may think of il as a
cutting-edge phenomenon, ealing
llowers actually dales back many
centuries. The lellers of Cicero (Roman
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I iA\u's i'ki irH,Ai';!Voicrx
philosopher. 1 century BC) inform us
ihat he ate meat stews dressed with
chard and mallow llowers; in the 1"
centurs AD, Aplcius (Roman
gasironoine and presumed author of
the cookbook De re coquinaria) gives a
recipe for rose wine for which he
recommends the use of fresh flowers
with the while part of the petals
removed. Plowers were also used in
food in ihe Middle Ages to enhance ils
visual appeal. It was no accident that
ihe iniroduciion from the Orient of
flowers such as orange blossom, siolet
and jasmine preserved in sugar
coincided with the famous medieval
crusades. In France, the first flower
recipe book was wriiien in the 16"'
century by Doctor Michel de
Nostrcdatne (better knowTi as
Nostradamus), ihough he was more

concerned with their medicinal
attributes than their gastronomic ones.
Flowers and aromaiic herbs have, of
course, been used ihroughout our
history for their many proven
therapeutic properties: they are
certainly an esseniial element ol ihe
traditional Asian pharmacopoeia.
Dahlia, chrysanthemum and lotus
flowers, used lor their medicinal effects
throughout history, also feature as
seasonings in Asian food. Asian cuisine
celebrates the bounty of the earth, and
each flower is used for the spiritual
associations it contributes to the food
1)11 one's plate.
In ihe Middle East, rose, orange, and
lemon flowers were in use centuries ago
lo aromatize many different dishes and,
paniculariy in delicious sweets redolent
of their scent. On the other side of the
Atlantic, in South ."Xmerica, flowers have
always played an important role in
food. In Mexico, for example, ihis
phenomenon was observ ed and
reported wilh fascination b\- the early
chroniclers of the conquest of the New
World. Fr Bernardino de Sahagitn (]&"
ceniur\- Franciscan monk, author of
several w^orks now considered seminal
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sources for reconstatcting the pre1 lispanic history- of Mexico) records the
ilillercnt flowers used in a cacao drink,
and others used by the natives:
pumpkin, yucca, maguey, lime, nopal
cactus, bulrush, bean... lie also notes
that "a mallow" and "an orchid" were
added to drinte; these were, more
specifically, hibiscus (whose use was
disseminated hy the Spanish colonizers)
and vanilla. So there's nothing new
about ealing llowers-what is new is
what coniemporarv' cuisine is doing
with them.

Flowers in
contemporary
Spanish cooking
We have been eating flowers for
thousands of years, it seems. Some are
ordinary and familiar; e\'en though we
think of anichokes, caulitlower and
broccoli as vegetables, they are
classified botanically along with
pansies, nasturtiums and calendula.

Saffron, an irreplaceable condiment in
Spanish cooking, is also a flower-or a
least a flower pistil. But whal we refer
to here is using llowers in such as way
as 10 conjure up garden evocalionssplashes of color, subtle hints ofsweei,
piquanl, bitter or acid flavors, silky or
crunchy textures, unexpected fresh
aromas and nuances. This all adds up
to a new approach, a difTerent appeal,
and explains why flowers fit in so
perlectly with the mindset behind
avant-garde cuisine, wilh us
commiiment to pleasing all the sen.ses
and its abilily to thrill and transcend
the issue of lasie alone.
Many of Spain's caniemporary chefs
use llowers. Ferran AdriS of elBulli, the
ihree-Michelin-star restaurant in Rosas
(Gerona province, northern Catalonia)
uses them often, and indeed was one
of the first to do so. Examples from bis
repertoire include: an attractive,
supremely delicate edible floweipaper; some of the finely nuanced
dishes served during the 2008 .season,
such as his highly original mand.u in
flower, marrow oil and mandarin pip
iced cream; a dish he calls VVcJd'r lilies,
in which cashews are ser\'ed over an
infused soup of tea, geranium leaves
and while begonia flowers; and his
llower canape-beautiful to look al and
an aromatic delight to eai, wilh a pine
meringue base topped with elder and
borage flower sorbet.
The Roca brothers (of two-Michelinstar El Celler de Can Roca, Gerona)
also use lloral aromas in their food.
For the last four years they have been
developing a range of desserts thai are
tributes to well-known brands of
perfume (Biilgari, Cahin Klein,
bmcome...), breaking each one down
into its components and using various

ingredients (Rowers noi least among
them) to create parallel fragrances on
the plate. They use them in savor>recipes too, as in their famous dish
eniiiled The plant: root, stem, leaf and
flower, a layered, bui upside (.U v. ii
creation, consisting of a distillation of
eanh with truflle (the root), fennel (the
siem). and lemon llowers and
bcrgamot (leaf and Rower)-an
excellent example of an edible
"landscape" generally conducive to
Proustian recall.
Edible landscapes, iniended to play
lanializingly with the senses, have
become an innovative culinary concepi
in which Rowers play a \qtal role. One
leading exponent is Quique Dacosta of
the restaurant El Poblet in Denia,
Alicante, on the Mediierranean coasi
CSptiiii Gourmetour No. 54). whose
reinicrpretations of nature are
siunningly beautiful creations. His
Bosque animado (Enchanted forest), for
example, evokes the woods and
mountains using wild thyme and
rosemary llowera and countless sprigs
of greener)' and Rowers in a dish of
enormously complex flavors and
aromas.

Honing down
However, (fic archetypal exponent of
this lype of horticultural cuisine in
Spain is Andoni Luis Aduriz.
owner/chef of the iwo-Michelin-star
Mugaritz (5/)ciin Gourmetour No. 65)
in Renieria (the Basque Country,
northern Spain), In the len years since
he opened his restaurani he has found
his own style, which is essentially to
look on cooking as the ultimate
ex-]:ression of nature. He has done a lot
of research into plants, herbs and
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If a classified collection of dried plants
used as material for studying botany
is known as a "herbarium", then there
is a good case (with a little linguistic
license) for calling an array of the
flowers most often used in cooking a
"florarium". First of all, however, there
are a few conditions that need to be
pointed out. Not all flowers are
edible-some of them are
poisonous-and flowers bought at a
florist's just won't do. They need to
hav« been grown organically, free
from pesticides and preservatives,
and to be as fresh as possible. Tliey
must be washed with great care,
removing ttie stamens, pistils and the
petals' white base, which can taste
bitter They keep well (up to a week)
in the fridge, stored in a container
with a damp cloth to prevent loss of
freshness and color It is, of course,
vital to buy or pick them just before
use, to guarantee that their scent and
flavor are intact.
The most popular flowers used in
cooking in Spain today are:
• Begonia i&egonia semperftorens)
A very suitable flower for culinary use
in that it contributes tieauly, color,
acidity and texture. Its pink, red or
white flowers are used in savor/
dishes and desserts. The many
varieties of this plant are grown for
ttieir distinctive acidic, lemon flavor
which makes them combine so well
with salads and fish. At Vivaldi, for
example, Carlos Cidon's menu
features a salad of peppers with
cockscombs, pineapple and begonia
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vinaigrette. Meanwhile, Ferran Adria's 2008
elBulli menu includes a soup infused with
tea. nasturtium flower and leaf, and white
begonia.
• Borage (Borago officinalis)
Borage can be eaten as a vegetable in its
own right, but its flowers, with their lilacblue petals, taste very much like cucumber,
with hints of bitterness; for this reason they
add a fresh zing to salads. They can also
be caramelized and used in desserts and
as decoration for cakes. Al El Cafe de
Paris, Juan Carlos Garcia serves avocado
with prawns and borage flower, vjhile at
Mugaritz, Andoni Luis Aduriz offers baked
hake loin witli borage and salted anchovy
jus, and borage stems and flowers.
• Zucchini flower {Cucurbita pepo)
Tliese large, orange-colored bell-like flowers,
both male and female (the difference is that
female ones are attached to a mini-zucchini)
are smooth-textured and sweet-flavored,
and their firm petals make them a prime
choice for stuffing or dipping in tatter and
frying. Their delicate quality is almost
certainly whal makes them one of the most
popular flowers.
• Garlic flower (Tulbaghia)
Gariic fiower is similar in characteristics to
cultivated garlic. Its purplish flower has a
powerful, freshflavorthat is good in salads
and stews or braises. Ideally, it sliould be
used raw. Aduriz does just that in his
saut^ed baby cuttlefish served in a rich ink
sauce with spring onion fragments, garlic
flower and chive twirls.
• Geranium (Pelargonium spp.)
With their eye-catchingly vivid colors and

acidic, fmity taste, geranium flowers make a
lovely addition to salads, and pasta and rice
dishes. Nowadays, lemon geranium
(Pelargonium crispum). with Its very lemony
taste, seems to tie the geranium of choice.
Cidon's fresh pasta with potatoes, pancetta
and geraniums is big success at Vivaldi.
• Jasmine (Jasminum officinale)
Jasmine has a very characteristic scent thai
makes its white flowers an attractive
ingredient in salads, with fmit. and in sauces
to accompany fish, as well as a fragrant
aromat, especially good in infusions.
• Nasturtium (Tropaeatum majus)
This classic spring flower vividV-cobred and
v^h rounded, shield-like leaves, was
introduced into Europe from the HB'M World
by the Spanish. It has a distinctive peppery
piquancy and tfiere is also a hint of
watercress in its flavor, though not in its
scent. It is excellent in salads, Spanish
omelettes, with cheeses and sortiets, and
also in herb butter Cid6n sea-es a salad of
salt-cod marinated with nasturtium and
onion in sweet and sour salad.
• Orchid (Orquidea sp.)
Orchids-so stunningly beautiful and
delicate-are grown for their culinary
properties as well as for their good looks.
There are over 25,000 species of orchid all
over the world: their petals are fleshy and
their essence sweet and aromatic, making
them suitable for use mosthy in desserts,
ice creams and sorbets. They also
combine well with fruit and with meat
(especially game) dishes. elBulli serves a
dish known as Orquidea de la pasion
(Passion orchid) in which orchid plays the
leading role.

o
o
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• Pansy iViola x wittrockiana)
Fall to eariy spring sees the arrival of many
varieties of pansy whose color range
(purple, wTnte, yellow, two-tone) makes
them a very attractive addition to dishes.
Sweet-and-sour in flavor and raiher oily
and silky in texture, they are particularly
good in mushroom dishes and are widely
used in salads and desserts such as Iker
Erauzkin's creation entitled Acid sensation,
featuring passion fruit, red fmits and
pansies.
• Rose (Rosa spp.)
Roses are Middle Eastern in origin, and
there are over 100,000 varieties whose
range of colors and subtle differences is
enonnous. The rose is the edible llower par
excellence. Its flavor can range from sweel
to hot, so it is compatible with a wide
range of sweet and savory dishes. It is
usually made into jams, jellies, butters, ice
creams and crystallized petals. Erauzkin
has invented an imaginative dish of rose
ravioli served in consomme.
• Sichuan button, or Toothache plant
(Spilanthes acmella)
This plant is commonly known as tor
efectnca (electric flower) in Spanish because
of its effect in the mouth, as it sets off a miniexplosion of piquancy/acidity, rather like
putting one's tongue on the two poles of an
old-fashioned twttery. Originally from the
Amazon, this plant's yeltow flowers-hitherto
always used as an anesthetic and for treating
toothaches-Tiave now tseen taken up by
avant-garde cuisine. Aduriz was the first chef
to use it in Spain: he incorporated it into a
salad of fnjits, shoots and flowers served
with a warm Idiazabal cheese consomm6. At

elBulh. Adria has tieen known to serve
an "electric milk" and an equally
surprising "electric biscuit".
• Violet (Viola odorata)
The perfume and charming appearance
of vtolets have always been celebrated
in cosmetics. They taste rather sweet,
smooth and delicate: confectioners
have been using them for years in the
famous form of candied vtolets, and in
irresistible combinations with chocolate.
However, they also have a place in
savory cooking, contributing subtly to
endives, salads aixj Spanish omelettes
and, of course, providing an attractive
garnish. Aduriz goes for the salad
optton with his dish of prawns with leek
compote, spring ziras (St. George's
mushrooms), vtolet oil and petals, and
sheeps' milk aromatized with vtolet
essence.
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flowers, and become quite an expert in
the process. "When 1 came to Mugarii;
in 1998," he explains, "1 wanted to
work from one basic idea: simplilying.
or honing dov\Ti. Until thai time,
Spanish cuisine-indeed all cuisine-had
been constructed on foundations
consisting of complicated dishes with
lots of ingredients. Herbs were used in
the French way-liille i\)ii[/i<('(s garnis of
parsley or thyme. Every-thing was
o^•erblown. dishes were 'finished' v\ith
sprigs of parsley-a nonsensical gesture,
especially since no one ever aie them.
That was why we embraced the idea of
honing down: creating dishes
composed of just a few elemcnis."
Once engaged in this approach, he
started noticing his environment, the
verdani landscape around him. Andoni
started eolleciing plants, creaiing his
I'.^ri l::klio:' v:::i.l;;r. v'\iir!r-ii.'rl;i
;ii;d \\ iirking in collaboration with
botanists. The next step was to use
Rowers because, as he sees it: "Il was a
natural sequel to use a product that is
an iconic expression of nature and
beauty" This mindset made .Andoni a
pioneer in the use of Rowers. "When we
staned to work with them," he explains,
"we realized that we had to consitler
two ihings. First we had to ensure thai
all the Rowers of aromatic herbs possess
the characier of the parent plani, but in
a ver\' subtle form. If I want
rosemary—which is very powerful-in a
dish, but an elegant version of it, I can
use its Rowers, which have a fabulous
aroma, raihcr than rosemary as such.
Anoiher thing we like aboul iheni is
their texture; some of them have a very
special texture."

Andoni doesn't think that using
flowers in cooking is a passing trend
because: "... increasingly, they are
being used in an e\'en-handed way. [
don't put Rowers in all my dishes; 1
use them where, in rny opinion, ihey
are going to communicate someihi ng,
like aiioilier ingredient." And his
favorites? "At the moment. I'm very
inio the Rowers of resinous rosemar)-,
which impart not just thai him of
rosemar\\ but a touch of resin as
well-more complex, more individual.
Daylily is something I use quite a loi;
it's an odorless flower, but its petals are
very Reshy and have a unique ciTinch\'
texiure. Elder Rowers are
marvelous-they smell honeyish and
sweet, like Muscatel grapes. If flowers
have e-s,sential oils, 1 like to sprinkle
them on at ihe end, placing an accent
on the dish. Big Row'ers can be stulled
or cooked, while little ones are more
delicate and melt in the mouth." His
garden makes him self-sufficient, and
his cooking makes a feature of the
changing seasons.

Scents and
sensibility
Perhaps it has something to do with
aesthetic sensibilities. A woman,
Monuic Estruch (Recipes, page 88),
has emerged as standard-bearer for
cooking with Rowers. From her
Catalan resiaurani El Cingle, in
Vacarisses (near Barcelona,
northeastem Spain) she has created a
series of dishes in v^ hich flowers play a
significant role, making whai amount
to edible gardens full of scents and
subtleties. Montse, who has been a
one-Michelin-star holder since 2004,
took her first steps into ihis curious
world 15 years ago, Cjuiie by chance.
There used to be a tradition of making
elderflower bunuelos (friiiers) in
Catalonia; in the process of reinstating
the custom, she started experimenting
with the prelt)- white Rowers of this
Mediterranean tree, and the rest just
seemed to follow on naturally She
tried pansies and orchids, as ".. .they
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were fashionable at the time because
Asian cuisine was enjoying a boom
ihen.' ?hc i vphiii.^. VLiiiy '-i
dishes, both sweet and savory, contain
flowers because: . .they contribute
not only beauty and color but also thai
subtle him of flavor; nasLuniutii has a
hot musiardy zing about it that 1 love
wilh chocolate. Lavender has an
evocarive smell that triggers all kinds
of recollections, just as spices do. For
their appearance, I use rose, orchid,
calendula and pineapple sage, which is
a very preiiy red. For its lexiure-the
pansy-which is delicate and velvety;
orchid has a certain Reshincss aboul it;
nasturtium is subtle, and meks in the
mouth; violet is very delicnie;
rosemary flower tastes of the forest;
pimpernel is piquant and clover is
bitter," Her particular flora! lexicon
contains hundreds of flowers, from
wild rocket to the gelatinous aloe vera
flower, hibiscus, chive Rower and
borage. These, and many others,
appear in her delicately beautiful
dishes, some simple, others
sophisticated, but all lightweight and
elegant, be it cream of squash with
lavender, sole wiih violets, or cheese,
Rower and herb "garden".
Malaga-based chef Juan Carlos Garcia
of the one-Michelin-star Cafe de Paris
(in Malaga, on the south
Mediierranean coast) has been using
flowers for years. Like many of his
colleagues, he did so at first for purely
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aesthetic reasons (wiih rose petals,
actually) and gradually moved on to
exploring ways of using ihem "...as an
important ingredient that gives you a
new take on my dishes and makes my
cooking distinctive," he explains.
Hence his use of borage flower,
cucumber-like in flavor, in an avocado
and prawn dish; and garlic Rower in
his refined version of apblanco
mala^iefio (cold almond soup); and
orchid alongside a dish of char-grilled
fruit and vegetables. All that said, he
has no illusions about the likely
reaction of",,, the man on the
street-you can't go serving him too
many flowers, you have to hold back.
They're not compleiely accejited yet;
ihey're for very specific customers."
Among the few Spanish books aboul
the culinary uses of flowers, there is
one that stands oul from the resi: £1
sabor de las flares (The Taste of
Flowers), by Iker Erauzkin (Basquebom cheL now settled in Catalonia),
published by Oceano Ambar. The
book covers the species most
Commonly used in gasironomy,
ranging from those that-from a
scientific point of view-contribute
their botanical characteristics, to those
ihat-from ihe practical point of
^iew-contrihuic interestingly to a
whole range of dishes. Tlu-.t- d.iy-.. Iker
gives cooking classes, writes books,
and is working in conjunction with a
Catalan company on launching new-

products; one of the most recent is a
biillftirra (a typical Catalan pork
sausage) thai includes roses among ils
ingredients. He is still very interested
in flowers, inirigued by "...their
flavors, their different connotations
translated into a dish and combined
wilh other ingredients." His current
work with flowers entails
rediscovering extracts, aroniais,
essences, conserves and juices, "so thai
ihey can be enjoyed out of season."
Many of his dishes offer an
opportunity to do just that: sashimi
tuna pie with essence of violets;
chicken breast with gardenia cream
sauce; steak tartare with rose water
and petals; and pifia colada with
jasmine conserve. Ail provide surprises
and unexpected pleasures.

Herb and tlower
prodlucers
I
In response to increasing demand for
flowers from restaurateurs, various
Spanish companies have been set up to
grow and sell them, aimed almost
enrirel)' at the national market. In
many cases, what they produce reflects
the results of researching new products
and growing methods, experimenting
with both rehabilitating native flowers
and plants and acchinatizing herbs and
llowers from all over ihe world to the
terroirs and climatic conditions in
which the farms are located. Some are
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newl\- created companies, while others
are traditional family firms, and in
many cases they work hand in glove
wilh Spain's top chefs, supplying w^hat
they order and even growing specific
plants specially to accommodate their
gastronomic inventiveness.
One of ihe most firmly established of
these companies is a family-run
horticultural firm called Paniies
Horticoles. based in the Lleida
province (Catalonia, northeastern
Spain), l l has been growing and selling
flowers, wild and aromaiic herbs, baby
vegetables, decorati%'e squash and
medicinal plants since the 1990s. One
of its propneiors, Josep Pamies, is keen
lo point out that ihe company
"presents new products on a regular
basis, fulfils commissions from
professional chefs and also acts on its
own initiative "
rhe company owns 12 ha (30 acres) of
cultivated land and 1 ha (2 1/2 acres)
of hothouses in which, using
sustainable farming methods, they
grow many Rowers and plants as yet
unknown in cooking. Beiween
commercial and experimental varieties
there are around 70 in all. which they
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sell all over Spain. 'I'm not in favor of
exporting," he declares, "because 1
belie%'e thai each country should
supply its own local markets; we
should all consume what our oum
country can provide." Based on his
Loniinluneni lo seasonality, quality and
freshness in his products, his
inolto-an unusual one in business-is
to not grow too much, to undertake
only as much as can be produced in
top condition, largely because, as he
explains: "1 want to keep in touch with
the soil and not just be an executive."
Even so, the company has grown
considerably over the last few years,
and can now justifiably describe itself
as a supplier to Spain's lop chefs.
.'\nother important company in the
field is Aroa, vvhich is based in
Guelaria (Guipuzcoa province, in the
Basque Country, nonhern Spam). This
company specializes in authentic
teardrop peas: rare, ex"pensive (100150 euros for 1 kg / 2 1/4 lb) and
100% gourmet, and certain other
vegetables including baby broad beans,
leeks, baby chard, baby carrots and
tomatoes, all of superb quality. Indeed,
it was the fact that they grow these

vegetables (as they have been doing for
ihe past 22 years) that brought them to
the attention of the Basque Country's
big-name chels, under whose influence
they then added other products to
their li.st: mustards, narrow-leaved
Spring Beauty, shiso or Japanese 5a\'or\',
pimpernels, seeds, sprouts, aromatic
herbs, flowers (which vary seasonally)
and a range of salad leax'cs, which they
sell as an assortment called mesclun, of
20 or more different types.
.'\roa owns 5 ha (12 acres) of cultivated
land and 3,000 sq m (32,291 sq ft) of
hothou.ses, plus a small laboratory in
which they conduct ex-perimenis with
new products. Committed lo
sustainable farming since 1989. their
entire production is organic, ihough it
is not marketed as such. They sell to
the whole of Spain and export m
France, Sweden. Italy and,
occasionally, the US and Japan
(processed products only in the case of
these two last because of the
difficulties that fre,sh ones email).
Owner Jaime Burgaiia acknowledges
that Rowers are in style. "When haute
cuisine starts using Rowers and herbs,
there's a knock-on effect as olhei's
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• Basil (Ocimum basilicum)
Basil leaves are dark green, silky
textured, and highly aromatic. The
plant's little white or bluish flowers
appear as spikes from which an
essential oil can be extracted that
can be put to many uses in cooking.
With their pleasant, slightly salty
flavor, basil leaves and flowers are
perfect for mixing into sauces and for
flavoring dishes that require long,
slow cooking. Basil is, of course,
closely identified with fylediteiranean
food,
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• Lemon thyme (Thymus x citriodorus)
Thyme [Thymus sps) is one of the most
popular herbs in the Mediterranean: it was
often used by the Egyptians, Etruscans,
Greeks and Romans both for its culinary and
medicinal properties. Lemon thyme is just
one variety of the Thymus family, and is very
useful in cooking, given its strong thyme
scent with hints of green lemon. Its small
plants produce clusters of little white flowers
whose fresh, penetrating scent is perfect for
contributing nuance to fatty meat disties and
for aromatizing salads, fruit, sorbets and
sweets.

• Lavender (Lavandula dentate)

• Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis)

The delicate. 11 lac-colored flowers of
the lavender plant are much more
widely used than those of the other
aromatic herbs. It will come as no
surprise to learn that they are used
for aromatizing creams, emulsions
and salads, to which they contribute
their gentle piquancy; however their
performance in combination with
rabbit, chicken and even red meats
reveals an unsuspected versatility.
They hit the spot in sweets and ice
creams, and are spectacularly good
in chocolate-dominated desserts.

This aromatic plant, rich in essential oils, is
found in abundance throughout the
Mediterranean, it is habitually used to flavor
distieswith red meat, chicken, rabbit {both in
stews and char-grilled), and salads. It also
works well as aflavoringin cookies, jellies,
jams, mixtures of fruit, ice creams and
sorbets, and with cheese. Tine flowers,
which grow from the leaf axils, are purplishblue, small and fragile, with a bitter aftertaste
that is a fainter version of that of the leaves.

• Sage (Salvia officinalis)
The sage group consists of numerous
species iivith pretty blue, purple, pink, white
or redflov^ersthat grow all over the world.
The leaves and flowers of the sage plant
have a sweet, fi-uity scent and recognized
culinary and medicinal properties (the very
name, salvia, is derived from the Latin
salvsre, to cure). Sage flowers work well in
salads and with oily fish, legumes and pasta.
• Wild basil (Calamintha nepeta)
There are many varieties of this plant, both
cultivated and wild. Its versatility means that
it can be used successfully in all kinds of
dishes, to which it contributes its enlivening
menthol scent and flavor It makes a good
addition to both fruit and vegetable salads,
boiled vegetables, fish and meat, and can be
relied upon to add zing to desserts.
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follow suit. Butflowersaren'i a
product that go down well in middleof-the-road rest au ran is-lheir
customers don't see the point, and
flowers are expensive!" For example,
100 g (3 1/2 oz) of mallow are listed at
€7 at distributor's prices, and most

FLOWER
SUGARS

WATE R S,
AND
V 1 N E G A R8

Ttie delicacy, texture and scent of
flowers-nearly alvrays addedflreshand at the
last minute-contribute subtle grace notes to
dishes. However, flowers C3l^ also be made
into various, and sometimes surpriang,
preparations ttiat make them more versatile
and their scope much wider Carlos Ciddn,
proprietor/chef at Vwatdi (Spain Gourmetour
No. 69) in Le6n, a proponent of putting
flowers to different uses in cocking, has
brought out a fascinating cookbook with
recipes that illustrate his point. Flares,
aromas nuews en tu cocina flowers, New
Aromas in Your Kitchen) is packed Viith
interesting suggestions and is accessible to
complete beginners as well as by
professionals.
• Crystallized flowers
These are usual^ made with rose, violet or
pansy petals. After washing and drying, they
are dipped In egg white and then sprinkled
with white sugar and left to dry. Perfect for
decorating.

• Flower aromatized sugar
There are two methods for making this:
either place whole petals in a dosed
container with sugar and leave it for a day, or
grind the flowers and sugar together and dry
in the oven at 50°C /122°F until the mixture
turns crunctry. Cidwi recom maids white
sugar for this recipe and suggests using ttie
end product in desserts or infusions (herbal
teas).

30

nays offlowers,containing about 10
each, cost between €2.50 and €3.50
wholesale.
Sabor y Salud grows tls products in die
warm climate, clean air and sunshine
of the area of Malaga (Andalusia,
southern Spain) that lies at the foot of
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• Flower waters
Rosewater is perfiaps the best-known of
these, though the petals of any flower can be
used. Rower waters are generally used for
aromatizing desserts, stews and braises.
They are easy to make: place two parts
petals to three parts water in a pan and
simmer very gently f a an hour Pour the
mixture through a sieve, then add ttie same
quantity of petals again, bring tiack to a txA,
simmer tor another hour, then strain again,
Hower water becomes more concentrated
the longer you cook it, so you can make it as
strong as you like.
• Flower oils and vinegars
Flo\Aier oils are very attractive because of
their color and aroma, though flowers do not
manage to transfer tfieir flavor into them. To
make a flower oil, mix 1 1 [4 1/4 cup) of mild
•11 viith 100 g (3 1/2 oz) of chopped, dried
peteils, leave to macerate for 24 hours, ttien
strain. Rower vinegars acquire not only color
from the flowers in question, but the acids in
the vinegar are also aromatized hy them. To
make a ftower vinegar, add 10 g (1/3 cz)
fresh flowers, or 70 g (3 oz) petals, to 1 I (4
1/4 cup) of wnegar; place in a glass txtttle
and leave undisturbed for one month, then
strain it. It is then ready for use.
• Jams
Rower petals can t>e used for making
excellent consen.'es, jams and jellies. For
jam. simply macerate 500 g (1 Ib 2 oz) petals

with 300 g (10 1/2 oz) sugar until the
flowers have gi>/en off all their liquid.
Place the mixture in a bain-marie in
the oven for an hour and then blend.
• Flower breads
This concept comes from chef
Montse Estruch, of El Cingle
restaurant. She starts off with a batch
of white bread dough into which she
mixes fiower petals, vanilla and
orange before baking, and then
makes into a sort of flower cake,
uang violet and rose jam to echo and
addflavor.This new ap^moach to
bread is original, unuajal and an
aesthetic treat.
• Flower butter
This idea also comes from Estruch,
who loves making nasturtium butter,
for which she uses softened butter
Her technique calls for a certain
sleight of hand because petals have
to t>e spread out on a butter base
which is then rolled up and cut into
little rounds for spreading on brown
or white bread, for example, to be
eaten with sweet-cured ham, or
sprinkled with sugar Estmch also
makes aromatic herb butters using
lavender and rosemary flowers.

o
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RESTAURANTS
the natural park made up of the
Tcjeda, .Alniijara and Alhama mountain
chains. This company \vas sei up four
years ago by plant-loving Gemian
couple, Peter and Tekla Kurpjuweit.
Their aim was to grow plants in a
climate mild enough to enable them to

maintain constant production levels.
Though both enthusiastic exporters,
they have ended up concentrating on
the Spanish market ".. .largely because
of transport and the problem of
keeping Rowers in top condirion,"
explains Peter.
They grow their crops on two farms
near the coast, and use no chemical
pesticides or fertilizers; this has been
an environmentally-friendly venture
from the start, akhough not certified as
such. In total, the Kurpjuweits grow
around 100 different species of leaves
for mesclun mixes, aromaiic plants
and Rowers. Their product list
includes over 40 flower varieiies, with
which they supply Spain's most
famous chefs.
"We do a lot of playing around with
plant tastes and textures wilh a view to
coming up with ones that are relevant
to cooking," explains Peter, going on
to say, with undisguised pride:
"Because of our quality, ser\'ice and
product range, there's a big demand for
what we supply." Along with herbs,
leaves, flowers and condiments, they
make and sell their own orange and
aromaiic herb jeUies, rose petal and
basil syrups, and an unusual pesto
made with rocket rather than basfl.
Raquc] Castillo is a food and wine
writer She heads the gastronomy section
of the financial paper Cinco Dias, and
writes re^larlyfor specialist jaurnals
such as Vino y Gastronomia, Vivnr el
Vino, Vinoselecci6n and Sobremesa,
among others. She is also co-author of the
hook El aceite de oliva de Castilla-La
Mancha (The Olive Oil of Castile-La
Manclia) and the restaurant guide
Comer y Beber en Madrid (Eat and
Drink in Madrid).

elBulll
Gala Montjoi
17480 Ros^{GerDn^
Tel: (-f34) 972 150 457
Viww. el bulll.com
El Celler de Can Roca
Can Sunyer, 46

17007 Gsrona
Tel: (+34) 972 222 157
wvvw.cellercanrDca.com
El Cingfe
Rat^a Major s^n
08233 Vacarisses (Barcelona)
Tel: (-1-34) 938 280 233
www. elcingle. com
Mugaritz
Otzazulueta tasara.
Aldura aldea 20 zk
Errenteria 20100. Gipuzkoa
Tel; (-1-34) 943 522 455 / 518 343
vww. mugaritz.com
El Poblet
Cametera de Las Marinas, km 2,5
03700 Denia (AJicErte)
Tet; (-1-34)965 784179
www.elpobtet.com
Restaurante Cafe de Pans
C/Velez Malaga, s/n
29016 M^tlaga
Tel: {-r34) 952 225 043
www. pcafedeparis .com
Restaurante Vivaldi
C/ Haterias 4
24003 Leon
Tel: [+34)987 260 760
www. restaurantevivaldi. com
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MONASTRELL
in its element

Text
Almudena Martin Rueda/OICEX
Photos
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Translation
Jenny McDonald/®ICEX

It is the third most wdely-grown red variet}^ in
Spain, yet Monastrell continues to be little
known in many international markets. A
Mediterranean variety par excellence, it is present in practically all designations of origin on
the Mediterranean side of Spain. But vi/here it
has really made its mark over the centuries is in

the southeast-Valencia, Alicante and, above all,
Murcia-where it accounts for 85% of the grapes in the Murcian DOs Oumilla, Yecla and
Bullas). Our fact-finding tour around the region
of Murcia shows that most of the local wines are
based on Monastrell, either in monovarietals or
as the majority grape in the final blend.

Ill . ^ i . 'O. R.i! . i; r,i;;,^'i drs. r;hi -j
Murcia as one of the world's most
promising winegrowing areas. This
came as a surprise to many people,
even in Spain, because from the late
19"' century until the mid-20'', the
region of Murcia was famed for
producing high-alcohol, strongcolored wines that oxidized fast. The
secret lies in the Monasirell variely, a
historic one in this area and one
which has been the subject of keen
interest on the part of wineries since
the end of the last century They are
now bringing il lo the forefront in
wines which are fast finding a niche
on the market, thanks to their
per.sonaliiy and unique territorial
characteristics.
Monastrell is known in France as
Mourvedrc and in the US and
Australia as Mataro. Within Spain,
one of its other names is Mun-iedro,
vvhich is very similar to the French
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name and points to its possible
origin in Sagunio, a Valcncian town
and port known in medieval times
as Mor\'edre. Since it was normal at
that time to name varieties after
their growing area, iiKisi liisioi ian?
consider Sagunco to be the home of
the Monastrell grape. The name
Monastrell. from the Latin
monasteriellu, suggests that it must
have been monks who took the
variety to other parts of southeastern
Spain. Archaeological evidence
indicates that a semi-cultivated \ itic
may have existed in Murcia 5,0t)0
years ago, and clear proof exists ol
cultivation during the Iberian period
(S'^-d'" centuries BC) on sites in
Mula and Jumilla. It was probably
the Romans that developed the crop
for the purpose of wincmaking, as
suggested by the archaeological
remains found in Yecla of a Roman
winery dating from the 1' century.

believed to have been in operation
up to the 1 5*
' ^ century;
There are many written references to
grape cultivation in the region of
Murcia from dilTcrent periods, but it
was only in the 19"' century that
people started to establish
(.lisiinctions between ihe dilTerent
varieiies, and at that time
Monastrell. under names such as
Morrasiel or Casca del Pais (a name
still used by certain older farmers in
the Bullas area), was already ibe
mam variety for winemaking.

Extreme
Mediterranean
conditions
This historical background e.\plains
why growers and producers in the
three DOs in Murcia talk aboul
Monastrell as if il belongeil to them.

and suggests that it has adapted over
the centunes to the harsh local
climate. On the high Murcian plains,
where the Jumilla and Yecla DOs are
located, temperatures vary from
45"C (113"F) in summer to -10"C
(14°F) in winter, and rainfall rarely
exceeds 350 mm (1.4 in) a year,
"only if we're lucky." says Fernando
Gonzalez, General Secretary of the
DO Jumilla. Bullas, vvhich is only 80
km (50 mi) away, has a slightly
milder climate with a little more rain
and more influence from the
Mediterranean. But it is stifl extreme
because some of the vineyards lie at
:in altitude of 1.000 m (328 ft) and
have to withstand sharp temperature
differences both bctw^een summer
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and winter and between day and
night, sometimes as much as 20°C
(78T); this is a feature of all three
DOs.
The Monastrell variety comes from
plants that have adapted ^^ery well to
iheir environmenL In generai, the
\ineyards are not irrigated and the
vines are grown in the iraditional
vase shape; however, in Yecla, in a
lower-altitude area called Campo
Abajo, and in Bullas. there are some
espaliered plains that receive
irrigation. The slocks are fairly
disease-resistant; they are hardly
affected at all by powdery mildew
and only moderately by downy
mildew. The plants are erect, which
helps ensure they are well-aired, and

tend to send out shoots late, which
makes them more resistant to spring
frosts than other locally-grown
\-arieties. The bunches are medium
in size and very compact, with small
benies. The grapes also ripen late,
and at their peak they must have
high sugar content (probable alcohol
content between 13 and 14.5°) in
order to prevent grassy flavors in the
wines.
The \ines mostly grow on hme-rich
soils, although a closer look at the
textures shows that they have in fact
adapted perfectly to different soil
types. But the soils are always poor,
with liitle organic matter. In the case
of Jumilla, they are sandy in texture,
\ \ i i i ^ h i"i;:in^ l i u l [ v n IIOXCILI ^p;\:.iLi

less in this area, with the result that
there are still some Monastrell
grapes growing on ungrafted vines.
All such ungrahed vines in Spain are
at least 30 years old because they
were prohibited in the mid-1970s in
order to prevent further infestation
by phylloxera. Some oenologists
consider that such plants give wines
that express the variety better, with
more marked aromas and more
body; explains Jose Maria Vicente,
oenologist at the Jurailla winery,
Casa Castillo. With grapes from
ungrafted vines planted in 1942 by
his grandfather, he produces Casa
Castillo Pie Franco, a wine thai
clearly reflects the variety's
personality. Its aromas include

stewed fruit vvith underbrush, and
the sweet tannins give a sugaiy
touch in the very long aftertaste.
Jose Maria's guiding principle is
crystal clear: "What I want is to
make Mediierranean wines, so I
focus on Monastrcll.'

Tine variety makes
the difference
Jose Maria welcomes us to the DO
lumilla, the largest of the three
designations of origin vvhich
together grow the largest amounts of
Monastrell in the world. Its surface
area is 30,000 ha (74,132 acres), of
vvhich approximately 55% are
located in the province of Albacete

iC:isnlc-LLi Man^h.v.
p.ui i.>l IIHDO Jumilla. But 90% of the wine is
produced in wineries in the
municipal district of Jumilla. The
landscape is one of broad valleys
and plains surrounded by low
mountains, beiween 300 and 900 in
(984-2,952 ft) above sea level. It
produces almost 90,000 tonnes of
grapes, resulting in 2007/2008 in
over 22 million 1 of DO wine, of
which about 11 million were
bottled.
The highest peak in the production
area is El Carche, and the area
around it is protected as a natural
landscape. At its foot is Casa de la
Ermita, which in just 10 years has
become one of the best-known of
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the Jumilla wineries, exporting to
more than 40 countnes. Here
Marcial Martinez produces wines
fn)m the grapes on the company's
120 ha (297 acres) of vineyards.
These are fleshy, warm-in-thc-inouth
wines thanks to the Monasirell.
which forms part of all the reds,
with the exception of some
monovartctals made from imported
varieties. Marcial considers
Monasircll to be the region's preeminent grape. It gives rise to warm,
concentrated, Mediterranean wine
with no aggressiveness, and
differentiates it in the market
The same concept is applied al BSl
(Bodegas San Isidro), the 500mcniber cooperative in Jumilla. In
the 1990s, they decided to focus
their ellorts on quality, knowing they
had the necessary raw material.
They also understood that it was
Monastrcll that would be their
disiinguishing feature, setting them
apart from other producing zones.
They continue to produce bulk
wines, but when they set up a
system of quality premiums, wines
such as Gemina, 100% Monastrell,
started to appear. This wine is made
in a small bodega that belongs to the
cooperative and makes only primequality wines. Oenologist Francisco
Pardo is convinced that what
Monastrell needs to ripen fully is a
very long summer, precisely what it
gets in the region of Murcia.
As a result of the dry climate and
the variety's resistance to the most
common grape diseases, growers are
able to avoid aggressive vine^'ard
treatments in Murcia. At Bodegas

In both the DO Jumilla and the DO
Bullas there are wine routes
certified by ACEVIN (Association of
Spanish Wine Cities). The Rula del
Vino de Jumilla (Jumilla Wine
Route), the oldest of the two,
suggests four itineraries around the
mountains that surround the town
as well as a one urban tour It
organizes visits to traditional
winenes, oil mills, dairies and pastry
kitchens, as well as tours along the
routes, and provides information
about the restaurants and hotels on
the v;ay, one of Virhich Is the Finca
Luzon Hotel, located In the midst of
the Luzon vineyards. The website
(Websites, page 45) gives full
information, with tourism packages
including visits to wineries, wine
tasting sessions, certified

I. I. T R .\ (' K

restaurants and accommodation. A
delightful spot to begin the Ruta del Vmo
de Bullas is the Museo del Vino de Bullas.
a small, very informative museum on the
site of one of the 221 old bodegas that
have been catalogued within the town's
old quarters. Consult the website
(Websites, page 45) lor Information on
visits to wineries and restaurants and on
accommodation for txsth independent
travelers or for those joining one of the two
suggested tourism packages. The DO
Yecla has recently started preparing its
own route. Meanwhile, some of its winenes
receive visitors on request, and one of the
most attractive is Senorio de Barahonda.
In a beautiful location surrounded by
vineyards, not only does it produce some
very elegant wines, but it also txsasts a
striking, glass-walled restaurant on the
upper floor where visitors can enjoy
wonderful views as they dine.
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Bleda, Alfonso Hernandez explains
that their 220 ha (494 acres), 98%
Monastrell, could almost be
described as organic, although they
are not yet officially certified as
such. This winery, whose most
outstanding wine is Div'us-95%
Monasirell and 5% Merlot, aged in
new French oak barrels for 9
months-started bottling wines 60
years ago and now exports 80% of
its products to Europe and the US.
Organic methods are also to be
found at another of the large Juinilla
wineries, Luzon, where the certified
organic part of the vineyards
produces the grapes for organic
wines. After joining up with Grupo
Fuenes, a large Murcian business
group working mainly in the agrifood sector, Luzon is now giving the
final touches to the new winery they
have built to produce their flagship
wines: .Mtos de Luzon and Alma de
Luzbn. In both cases, Luis Sanchez,
a local who gained extensive
experience w-orking in La Rioja in
wineries such as Ysios, complements
the Monastrell vvith other varieties.
In his opinion, SyTah gives the wine
an intense color and the flowervtouches not found in Monastrell on
its own. "It's the ideal partner," he
says, and the resulting blends are
tested at the Oenoiogicai Research
Center in Jumilla, (dating from
1911, it is one of Spain's oldest),
where for years they have been
experimenting wilh the Monastrell
variety from all parts of Murcia.
.And, Anally, we come to the family
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Off to Yecla

that has probably contributed most
to the international recognition that
the Monasirell variety enjoys today
Miguel Gil, an aeronautical engineer
who chose to lake on the family
wine business, eventually set up
Bodegas Juan Gil after gaining
experience in a number of different
companies in the wine sector. This
winery, at an altitude of 700 m
(2,296 ft), produces only
Monastrell-based wines. But it was
Bodegas El Nido, set up by Gil in
association with US importer Jorge
Ordbfiez, that took a Jumilla wine to
a star position in wine guides in the
world's main markets. Bartolome
AbellSn, the company's young
oenologist, receives advice from
Chris Ringland, an Australian
oenologist who has brought to FX
Nido's small wiiiery not only all of
his experience, but also the best
technical methods from different
parts of the world.

On the other side of El Carche and
at the foot of the Salinas Mountains
is Yecla, vvhich differs from Jumilla
in that it does not live primarily off
the land. Yecla's strong furniture
sector dominates the local economy,
but the furniture entrepreneurs and
workers possess vineyards which
supply the town's second most
important sector: winemaking. The
DO Yecla covers vineyards on 7,000
ha (17,297 acres), 85% of which
grow Monastrell, in two areas
differentiated by their altitude (400800 m / 1,312-2,624 ft). On the
high, dry-farmed lands in Campo
Arriba, Monastrell is the main
v^ariety, whereas on the lower Campo
.Abajo it grows under mostly
irrigated conditions alongside other
red varieties (Tempranillo, Cabernet
Sauvignon, SyTah, Merlot, Garnacha,
Gamacha Tintorera and Petit Verdot)
and some whites (Airen, Macabeo,
Mcrscguera, Malvasia, Chardonnay,
small-grain Muscatel and Sauvignon
Blanc).
But wine is not only important in
the economic life of Yecla. Its social
importance is clcady reflected in the
size of the vine growers' cooperative,
which boasts 1.200 members. In
fact. Bodegas La Purisima appeared
in the Guinness Book of Records back
in 1973 as the cooperative with the
highest level of production in the
vvorld-at the lime a total of 60
million 1 of wane a year. Those were
the years of "plenty of alcohol and
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color so that the wines would sell
abroad," explains Pedro Jose Azorin,
the cooperative's oenologi.st. In our
conversation wilh him, we notice a
word that keeps cropping
ui>-<irganization-because, although
they no longer have to produce the
record 90,00 tonnes, they are still
working with 14,000 tonnes. And
their organization is based on a
computer program that identifies the
plots by the variety grown, age of
the vineyard, type of soil and other
technical characteristics, The data is
controlled by two agronomists vv'ho
have to give their auihoriziuion
before any grapes can be brought
into the winery. They obviously
continue to produce bulk wines, but
now they use their besi Monastrell
from ungrafled stocks growing in
50-yeai-old vineyards lor their topquality Trapio wine (the name is a
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bulllighting term referring to a good
stance and attitude in a bulM. This
brings us back to the subject of the
tradition and personality ihey
achieve in their Monasirell wines,
which Pedro Jose describes as ver)fruity, with hints of plum and other
dark fruit. "It's an easy-going
variety," he says. It ages well in the
wood and takes from it touches of
scrub-thyTiie and lavender—and
sometimes may even be reminisceni
of liqueur cherries. An organic,
100% Monastrell wine is also
produced, Valcorso Ecoldgico, the
only Spanish organic wine to have
reached the list of the 100 Top
Wines at the London International
Wine & Spirits 2008 Fair.
If there is any single winery in Yecla
that exemplifies the demand for
singular, characteristic Monastrell
wines il is Bodegas Castano. The

Castano family, now in its third
generation of winemakers, exports
85% of the almost three million
hollies it sells beating the DO Yecla
back label. They focused on
Monastrcll years ago, before it vvas
known on the international scene.
Today, they are phastng out other
monovarictals because the
Monastrell wines offer "exceptional
quality and, above all, authenticity"
And this is exactly what consumers
are looking for Their oenologist.
Mariano Lopez, considers that
maxinuim expression is achieved
when aging is not too long, just long
enough for the wine to gain
complex, intense aromas of plum
jam and compote and a dense,
velvety texiure, full of body and
power. .At Castaiio, they achieve
high qualiiy by recognizing that
work has to begin in the vineyard

MONASTRELL

because, to balance the alcohol in
ihe end product, it is flrst necessary
10 achieve balance on the vine. For
this purpose, they have two field
specialists watching over the
winery's 500 ha (1,235 acres). They
were the flrst in Yecla to reject
systemic pesticides, replacing pest
control vvith pheromone-based
sexual confusion treatmenis. which
are now applied on almost all of the
DO Yecla vineyards.

Towards the
Mediterranean
It seems reasonable to assume that
as we move further south to the DO
Bullas, conditions will be harsher
but here the vineyards enjoy
protection from two allies: the
,Andalusian mountain range (SLsif/iui
Betico), which forms high plains and

cool mountain valleys at 600-1 .tWO
ni (1,968-3,280 fl), and the
Mediterranean Sea, vvhich brings in
the necessary moisture when the
wind blows from the east. The DO
Bullas is the smallest of the three
Murcian designations, covering little
more than 5,000 ha (12,355 acres)
of vineyard. Knovvm in ilie 18"'
ceniury as the largest winery- in the
Kingdom of Murcia, its vineyards
were almost completely wiped oul
as from 1894 with the arrival of
phyllo.xeia. But stocks were
replanted during the 20' century
and in 1994 Bullas was awarded
Designation of Origin status; one of
the main dnving forces behind it
was the Bodegas del Rosario
cooperative. The original DO Bullas
regulation made it compulsory to
include at least 60% Monasircll in
red wines. This obligation has

recently been lifted but, as stated by
Jose Siinchez l.ozano. President of
ihc Regulatory Council, this ts
unlikely to have much effect on the
stniciure of the wines, as 85% of the
vines are still Monasirell.
Controlling 80% of the total Bullas
vineyards is Bodegas del Rosario, a
cooperative ihat has upgmded its
operations. Having been one of the
largest bulk producers, it is now also
producing high-quality wines, some
of vvhich have been successful al
iniernational competitions, such as
ils Las Renas wine, ihe winner of
several awards ai the World Wine
Fair In Brussels. This is the result,
above all, of careful tending of the
vines and al.so ol new winemaking
technology based on advice from
foreign experts. The latest wine they
launched on the market, called 3000
Anos. is made from grapes from the
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Monastrell is authorized in 15
designations of origin, almost
all of them along the east coast
of Spain: however its
contribution is generally small,
with the exception ol the three
DOs in Murcia, and the Alicante
and Valencia DOs. It can be
found in Catalonia (Costers del
Segre, Penedes and Montsant)
and on the Balearic Islands at
the Binissalem-Mallorca and Pla
i Uevant DOs. Further inland,
but still in eastern Spain, it also
features in two of the
Aragonese DOs-Calatayud and
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Carifiena-and in the DO Almansa in La
Mancha. The odd ones out are DO Ribera
del Guadiana, in Extremadura in western
Spain, and DO Cava. In Alicante it is
gaining increasing recognition thanks to
wines such as Estrecho by the Enrique
Mendoza bodega. But it is the real star in
the traditional wine known as Fondillon,
made exclusively by the DO Alicante,
necessarily from Monastrell alone, using
grapes that are over-ripened on the vine.
The must reaches 16° probable alcohol
content and Ihen ferments (some of the
time with the skins) with native yeasts
until it gains a natural alcohol content,
that is, without the addition of sugars and

without fortification, of as much as 18''. It
is then aged for a minimum of 10 years in
oak casks, using a system similar to the
one used in Jerez. The result is a robust,
rancio wine, the color of old gold, with
toasty aromatic notes and sv.'eet flavors,
generous and creamy in the mouth. It
became famous in the 19" century and
then almost disappeared after the
Spanish Civil War (1936-1939).
Fortunately, in the 1960s, Salvador
Poveda, owner at the time of the family's
Alicante winery of the same name,
recovered a barrel dating from 1871 and
went on to reinstate this jewel of a wine.

oldest Monastrell stocks, aged SOSO, together with Syrah grapes. The
oenologisis behind it are Master of
Wine Norrel Robertson, a Scot w-ho
also worlts at the DO Calatayud in
Aragon (Spain Gourmetour No. 73),
and the vvinery-'s own Luis Javier
Perez Piieto.
In the beautiful Acemchc Valley
fomied b)' the Sierra Espufia
Mountains, a family of six siblings
decided in 1998 to withdraw from
the cooperative and set up their own
winery, Bodega Balcona. The
decision was triggered by a lecture
given by oenologisl Josep Lluis Perez
Verdu from the DO Prioralo. Pepi
Fernandez, one of the six who now
manages the winery, says a whole
world of possibilities opened up for
her when she learned that by

properly caring for the vineyard,
selecting the grapes in the field and
transporting them in crates, the
Monastrell variety which her family
had owned for decades could give
top-quality wines. Alongside their
old Monastrell stocks, they planted
some espaliei'ed SyTah, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merloi with the idea
of giving their wines some specific
touches. Their W'orking philosophy
is that everything needs to be
carefully timed. Harvesting must
lake place when the grapes reach the
exact degree of ripeness, and each
vatiety needs to be given time lo
attain the concentrarion that is right
for the aged wines they produce. To
ensure that the different varieties
blend well with the wood, bottles
are racked for up to hve years before

being placed on the market. The
fimi onl)' produces about 50,000
bottles of red wine under two
labels-Pa rial and 37 Banicas-both
of which are based on 65%
Monastrell, which affords style,
elegance and sweetness. Pepi, too,
emphasizes the concepi that has
guided our tour of the Monasirell
vineyards; "It's the Monastrell grapes
that give our wines their
personality,"
,A/ttiU(kfiti Mfiriiii Rucdfi is a
publicalion coordinator for Spain
Gourmetour.
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Mariano Garcia and his family have played a special role in the
story of Spanish wine in the last half century; they have
participated in birth, discovery, maturation and novv^ re-discovery
It IS ironic that, although Mariano's home is in northern Spain's
revered Ribera del Duero region, with a vinous history that
extends back to the Visigoths, the DO Ribera del Duero (CastileLeon, in central Spain) was formed in 1982, only a generation
ago. Mariano and his sons, Alberto and Eduardo, are excited and
creatively energized by their winemaking odyssey and the
potential of their high-profile projects in the Ribera region and
in the emerging DOs Toro and Bierzo. They combine the best
traditional and modern methods of viticulture and winemaking
to produce authentic wines with a sense of place. Mariano and
his sons have a keen ability to see opportunities and great
potential in undeveloped regions, and it's clear that the Garcia
family is adding new pages in the venerable chapter of CastileLeon's winemaking history.
Text
Chris Fleming/©1CEX
Photos
Miguel Monila/©ICEX
Lucia M. Diz/©1CEX

Family's Place in History

MAKING

During lunch at Meson Zurita in
Tudela de Duero, Mariano, 64,
recounted his history at Vega Sicilia.
He is his usual self: warm, engaging,
and honest, very similar lo ihc
characteristics one finds in his Mauro
wines. He almosi seemed surprised
that I was listening so intently to his
answers thai I ignored the excelleni
food. Ever the attentive host, he
insisted on tilling my plate several
times during our talk. Eduardo
Garcia, 31, claims the three the
Garcia men engage in "healthy
competition" and "push each other"
regarding winemalcing decisions. "We
agree on all the big issues; it's the
small i.ssues where we disagree

sometimes: how long to rack, vvhich
barrel to blend wiih others..."
Eduardo feels this interplay of
opinions between his father and his
brother ultimately improves the
quality of the wines, .-^gainst
expectations, at lunch, Eduardo and
Alberto, both 33, preferred Mauro
Vendimia Seieccionada 2004, a more
traditional wine, lo Terreus 2004,
while Mariano clearly felt the latter,
more modem-style wine showed
better. Alberto joked, citing a
university study which found that the
older palate loses its ability to discern
complexity and merely prefers ripe,
sweet flavors. Undeterred, Mariano
would have none of it. On the

family's projecis, Alberto observes:
"There is such diversity. Each project
has a different identity and the wines
are different expressions of various
places. This makes for very
interesting work."
After lunch, Mariano and i visit the La
Oliva vineyard, not far from the
restaurant, vvith mostly 25-year-old
vines, northern exposures and
limestone soils. His eyes gleam with
pride and anticipation as he talks
ahout ihe quality of the grapes and the
future of this vineyard. Most of these
grapes will go into Mauro, while
selected older vines will go imo
Vendimia Seleccionada, This vineyard
is a prized possession that will help

MARIANO G.ARCiA

make his family's wines beller in ihe
future.

Early years at Vega
Sicilia
Mariano began working at Vega Sicilia
in 1968 as head winemaker. A
graduate of the School of VVinemaking
and Viticulture in Madrid, Mariano
was Vega Si cilia's firsi trained
oenologisL and he soon became
Technical Director, a position he held
until he left in 1998. Important
mentors to Mariano during his days as
a young vvineniaker at Vega Sicilia
were the bodegas General Director
Jcsiis AnadOn, Prof Andres Mareca at
the Madrid School of Winemaking,
and Jesiis Manodan, a renowned
consulting oenologist who worked lor
many bodegas in ihe 1960s, most
notably Marques de Murrieta in Rioja.
Mr. Marrodan taught Mariano an
important wincmaking concepi ihal he
remembers to this day: "Big problems
come from small details." Marrodan

taught Mariano that it's vital to be
clean when racking ihc wnne. and lo
be fastidious with cellar work.
Gradually, the qualiiy and reputation
of Vega Sicilia's wines rose in Spain and
abroad. During his lime at Vega Sicilia,
Mariano utilized very traditional
wtnemaking methods brought from La
Rioja that had changed little in
decades, and he progressively
introduced some modern methods,
like reducing barrel aging periods.
In I he mid-198t"is. Bodegas Alicm was
Mariano's concept for Vega Sicilia to
produce a more contemporary wine
from DO Ribera del Duen). Made from
younger vines than Unico or Valbuena
5°, Ali6n is a wine to enjoy upon
release and it can improve vvith bottle
age, if not the decades intended for
Valbucna 5° and Unico.
Mariano's years at Vega Sicilia were a
fomiative lime. Following his
oenolcigical studies, he gained decades
of experience working at one of the
premier bodegas in Spain, utilizing
traditional winemaking methods while

learning about the best terroir and
grapes in DO Ribera del Duero.

Mauro; freedom
to experiment
Mariano believes thai leaving Vega
Sicilia was "a natural split" that would
have happened sooner or later.
Though he loved making both Vega
Siciiia and Mauro wines, Mariano
never gave Mauro serious thought for
the future, and his bodega's success in
the 1990s came as a surprise. To begin
his project, he bought prime vineyard
parcels in Tudela. He wanted the
freedom to experiment while making a
personal wine that would remain true
to Tinio Fino (the local name for
Tempranillo) and its terroir
Mariano is Technical Director while
Eduardo is Head Winemakcr for
Mauro. In receni years, Eduardo has
taken a larger role in day-to-day
winemaking operations, wiiile Mariano
is more of a senior con.sultani who
advises at a strategic level. Alberto is
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General Manager for almosi all the
family projects, and the fact thai he is
an active presence for most of these
bodegas in over 30 global markets
points up how busy he is.
In addition to mostly old Tinio Fino.
M.ui
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and Syrah. Because Mauro lies oulside
the DO Ribera del Duero limits,
Mariano and Eduardo are free lo
include other gmpes in ihcir blends.
Mauros first vintage was 1978, while
the bodega itself was founded in 1980,
A few years ago, production at Mauro
had outgrown the capacity of the
historic 17"'-cemury winery in Tudela
de Ducro, A new winery, completed in
2004, now lies just oulside town LIIRI
has recently been expanded. In this
modern, funciional winery, there's a
complete lab lt:>r analysis, a refrigerated
room to receive the harvested grapes,
and a temperature-controlled mom for
nialolactic fcrmeniaiion
Maitro's vineyard soils are a blend of
sand, clay calcareous clay, limestone.
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chalk and trace minerals like iron and
schisi. These soils match those best
found near DO Rihera del Duero's
hisioric wine towns of Pcsqucra,
Pefiafiel and V^lbuena, including the
vineyards of Vega Sicilia. Pesc|uera,
Emilio Moro and Alton, In general,
these soils yield grai^es that make
Ribera del Duero wines vvith the mt5st
finesse, elegance and balance, due to
ihe percentage of important limestone
and calcareous clay components.
Mauro Tinto is a distinctive wine with
traditional Ribera characters and a
remarkable ability lo age well lor its
^ ;Ui'';iv I, -u! lil.ii I 1 r'r-.|;u'; .1 I . i
from Alejandro Fernandez. The w inc
has bold, spicy wild cherry fruii, with
vv;irni miles of herns and loastcd oak.
For the last few vintages, Mauro Tinio
has included around 10% Syrah.
which lends the wine intriguing, spicy
aromas and a peppery edge. Mauro
Vendimia SL'krccionada Is a more
traditional Ribera wine made from
100% Tinio Fino from old vines, 60-

80 years old and older. 1 his wine
blends power and finesse, with broad
red and black fruit flavors on the
palate, and a mineral edge, in the
manner of a First Growth Pauillac or
Pomerol, and it can age for decades.
Teneus is a modern-style wine made
with grapes from old vines in a single
vineyard, Paraje de Cueva Bajc, on the
Duero River's right bank, near Tudela.
I'hls wine has powerful depth, dark
berry ripeness and a serious tannic
structure built for long aging.

Aalto: Ribera's
ultimate boutique
winery
As Aako cwmer Javier Zaccagnini
drives me to his new winery, he
discusses the genesis of the project. He
and Mariano met in 1998, and
circum.stances found both of ihem
inierested in beginning a new venture.
They had an idea to make a 100%
Tinto Fino wine from DO Ribera del

Duero using only the finest grapes
from selected, old clones of vines at
leasi 60 years old. Javier and Mariano
wanted their projeci to "make a wine
thai could be the equal of Chateau
Dihie or Mouton, and the best red
wines in the world, in 15 to 20 years
time." The new winery, just off the N 122 highway near Pefiafiel, has sleek,
clean lines of which famous Finnish
designer .Alvar .Aalio, ihe bodegas
namesake, would be proud. "Our
concept was to begin with a blank
sheet of paper. I asked Mariano, .Aalto's

Technical Director: 'If you could
design a vvinerv- and do anything you
want, how would you build it?"" The
buildings main feature is the transfer
of grapes, must and wine solely by
gravity, so Javier and 1 lour the
building "as if we were grapes": from
top to bottom, through five stories
which arc mosily underground, built
inlo the side of a hill.
Javier explains thai "the winery was
designed by Mariano, a great
winemaker who has many years of
experience, and now that vv^Ve made

three vintages here, working in the
vvinerv' has shown us that it's now
easier fc>r us to make beiier wine."
There are fermentation lanks in
concrete, French oak and stainless
steel, the laiier a custom, conical
design by Mariano that helps to spread
oul the cap during fcrmeniation to
obtain an optimal, softer extraction of
tannins. Three types ol fermentation
tanks give Manano and the oiher Aalio
winemakers maximum flexibility when
vinifying parcels of grapes with
different characters.
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The vistas from Aalto's offices look out
onto ihe surrounding paramos, the
tops of the valley slopes that appear to
have been dramatically llaitcncd, and
the Duero Valley fonns a swath cut
deep into the geology of the hills,
revealing striations of various soil
geolog)', like a rock layer cake, Javier
pointed to the young vineyards
fronting his bodega: "'Mariano and I
searched for this site for six years. This
slope forms a protected microclimate.
The soils are verv' similar to those
found near Vallodolid. with calcareous
clay, stones and limestone." Limestone
is a very important component lor
finesse and complexity in the wines.
"We will wait uniil these vines are at
least 20-23 before we use them for
Aalto Planted from selected cuttings of
the very old clones of Tinto Fino from
vartous locations, the growers call
these Tinio Aragcmez." According to
Mariano and Eduardo, Tinto Aragonez
vines produce concentrated fruit with
the best aromas, color, palate llavors,
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tannins and polyphenols.
Aallo shows proud bramble,
blackberry and black raspberry
aromas, along with cassis, leather and
licorice notes. There's a focus of fruit
on the palate, with a lush, creamy
character, antl with langy, svveei notes
like an orange bell pepper. With solid
simcturc, the tannins are sublime and
soil. Aallo PS shows more black fruii,
depih and complexity, wnth notes of
dark chocolate, espresso and toasted
oak, and overall the structure and
tannins call lor some bottle age.

Astrales: Eduardo's
"Burgundy Project"
This project began when the Romera
de la Cruz family three generations of
grape growers, stopped selling grapes
to bottle their own wine. They hired
Eduardo as Technical Director in 2000.
The bodega farms 20 parcels in
diffeiem villages near the town of
Anguix. not far from La Horra and Roa

in iiorihern central DO Ribera del
Duero. The oldest vineyard is called
Fuentesanta, with 85-year-old vines.
Eduaido .strictly utilizes organic
viticulture, wiih copper and .sulfur
treatments used only when absolutely
necessary. He believes it's necessary for
his grapes to reach optimal maturity in
the vineyards, so almosi all
winemaking has already been done
there, utilizing old clones,
Eduardo explains: "The clones of
Tinio Aragonez in AnguLx are
different than La Horra, ihan
.Aguilcra, than Tubilla; for me, in each
village the Tempranillo is different,
the morpholog)' is different. The
Tinio Aragonez in Toro, in Ribera, in
Tudela, in Cigales, in other places, it's
a clone wilh lots of hair, more leaves,
the grapes are smaller, more
conccniraicd, and you find it in many
places. People have taken cuttings
from many parcels and for over three
or four centuries, the vines change
and adapt to their parcels. In the end,
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us still Tempranillo,"
Walking DO Ribera del Duero
vineyards, it's easy to see wby the
region is ideal for winegrowing. The
days are sunny, hot and diy, while the
niglitsare veiy cuol and fiesli, siiiiilyi
to Napa in the US, although visually
Ribera looks more like Utah or
Nevada. Eduardo notes an overnight
temperature gradient of 22-23"C
(71.6-73.4"F), which is very imporiant
for the giape skins to develop acidity
and phenolic ripeness. Initially,
KduardosvMivKtv >w.;j;i'.i-i -.vtus
cocky, but wlien you see him deftly
check vine leaves and taste grapes, he
seems like a father checking to see that
his son's coat is buttoned before
sending him off to school. His
confidence comes from an impressive
knowledge of his vineyards and wines,
which he refers to like they're people.
We visit parcels near Aiigubv, and
Eduardo explains ihe soil types in DO
Ribera del Duero. "In Anguix, you
have limestone, clay and sandy soils,
l lere, in Ribera, you have differeni
kinds of soils. It's incredible-it's
LII
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there are no good vineyards, but just
100 m (328 ft) higher, you have
perfect terroir,
I don't like loo much ripeness,
powerful wines with too much fniit
and alcohol. I prefer wines with
aromas and acidity, balanced flavors
and tannins, and finesse. It's most
important for us to respect the Tinto
Fino grape, and to respect the typicity
and the characters of the different
terroirs in our parcels."
During vinificaiion, Eduardo is
conservative; there are no overly
technical methods like "cold soak" or
extended macerarion, but short
macerations, and careful oak aging.
Astralcs has pure black fmii and wUd
herb aromas; on ihe palate there's

depib with a character of sous-bois, or
foresi undergrowth. The tannins are
always paradoxically siruclured yet
soft.

San Roman: a
pioneer in Toro
In 1994, Mariano investigated
vineyards in DO Toro for Vega Sicilia
and Mauro projects. Toro has
numerous incredible old vines,
planted pic franco, on ungrafted
roolsiock unaffected by phylloxera,
vvhich is thwarted by DO Tore's very
sandy soils. These original vines
produce conceniraied fruit with
superior aromas, color and palate
flavors. With a vegetative season
lasting five months, compared to only
four for DO Ribera del Duero, DO
Toro grapes have greater ripeness and
tannins. Year to year, the climate here
is more consistent than Ribera, so it's
a more reliable place lo make wine.

Mariano recognized the poiemial of
ihese treasures, and he bought
vineyards. Maurodos was established
in 1995, and San Roman 1997 was
the first modern Toro wine, vinificd at
the old Mauro winery. In 2000, a
functional, gravity-only winery was
built, where, similar to other family
projects where both men work,
Eduardo works as Head Winemaker,
overseeing daily operations, while
Mariano functions as Technical
Director, helping make strategic
decisions.
Unlike DO Ribera del Duero, DO
Toro is noticeably flat vineyard land,
and ihe relentless sun prompts me lo
apply sunscreen. Alberto shows me
several different parcels in the towns
of Villaester, with sandy, clay and
gravel soils. In one parcel, he picks
up a chunk of clay rich in red irtm. 1
take it and try to break i l . but it's like
concrete. Parcels in San Roman de
Hornija are covered with stones,
many of which are the size of
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footballs, similar lo ihc many suvncs.
orgfllcts, in Chateauneuf-du-Pape.
"In Toro, you don't have limestone,
you have a lot of sand and clay, and
you have stones in the parcels in
Villa franca and San Rom^n; in El Pego,
it's only sandy, and in Morales it's a
mix, so we don't like lo have a wine of
one soil, of one terroir. We prefer to
have a lot of dilTerent terroirs and
areas. This way )'ou can have a lot of
complexity in the nose."
Two wines arc made here: San Roman,
aged for 22-23 months in new French
and used American oak barrels, and
Prima, a young, crianza-.stvie wine
aged for 11-12 months in 2-3-)'ear-old
French and American oak barrels. Both
wines have aromatic deplh wiih herbal
and mineral notes. Prima has fresh,
tlark berry fruit while San Roman
shows structure and velvety smooth
lannins. In blind tastings, the
impressive San Roman has repeatedly
placed ahead of all other wines from
DO Tore.
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Paixar: a unique
expression ot
Mencia
The project is named for the local term
paixares, meaning extremely high, old
mountain vines surrounded by
chesmut and oak trees. Inuially,
Mariano consulted w iih his sons on
the potential of this forgotten area,
located in Castile's northwest coiner,
about a five hour drive from Toro.
Alberto and Eduardo are the project's
General Director and Technical
Director, respectively.
DO Bicrzo (Spain Courmetour No. 72)
is a verdani, green, extremely
mountainous area vvith a wet. cool
.Atlantic climate; it couldn't be more
different from DO Toro or DO Ribera
del Dueio. The mountain vineyards are
in a protected microclimate, made of
small parcels at 700-1,000 m (2,2963,280 ft) elevation with southern
exposure, planted on very raked slopes
(some of which attain a 48" anglct ihai

iuirounJ ilie village ol Dragoiiic, on
one of the hilltops. The most difficult
vineyards in the Mosel, Douro and the
Rhone have nothing on these. The
soils are almost pure, fractured brown
and black .slate. Similar to iho.se found
in DO Priorat, and due lo the
elevation, harvesting occurs two weeks
later than in the rest of Villafranca. the
local village.
Taking direciion from Eduardo,
winemaker Maithicu Harrault, 29,
carefully wallts up and down these
vineyard s!o]5cs every day. He leads an
arduous, almosi mona.siic exisience
lending the vines, many of which are
60-105 years old. With prior
e:-;pfricnre in rnro. Si. Hniilion and ihc
Loire, he contends with jcibult (wild
boar) and birds that eat the old vines'
meager production. Chestnut trees,
planted gcneraiions ago by IcKal
farmers ;is a cash crop, have extensive
root systems that take water from the
vincj. Matthieu calls ihcm "another
problem." Paixar is a ver)- sin.i;ul,ii
expression of Mencia. and the slate soils
lend a pronounced charctial mineralily,
along with vibrant acidity and an
intriguing, Ixil pepper spice, similar to
Petit Verdoi or Cabernet Franc.

Praise from
winemai<ing peers
Mariano and his famil)' are greatly
respected and admired by their peers.
Icsus Madiazo, Cliicl WKicniakcr :il
Vinedos del Contino in Rioja Alavesa,
says: "The most important thing about
Mariano is his humanity. It's much
more important than if you're a lop
wincmaker A friend of mine, a wine
geek, had a tasting group in Barcelona.
.A few years ago, he and his friends
organized a vertical tasting ol Mauro

Vendimia Seleccionada and FeiTeus in
magnums. They couldn't find a bottle
of the Terreus 1998, so my friend
called the Mauro bodega to find oul
where they couki buy it. Somehow,
Manano ended up speaking to my
friend, and upon hearing of the
lasiing. he found a bottle of Terreus
1998 and drove it to them personally.
He joined the tasiing and he wouldn't
let the group pay for the wine... There
is humanity, there's passion, there is
something of Mariano's soul in all his
wines. Everv' year, his wines are very
good to cxcellcni. And for me, it's
really important to see the
communication of w incmaking
tradition in the family, from father to
son. If you look at his sons, you see
refieclions of Mariano."
Peter Sisseck, winemaker al Dominio de
Pingus and Hacienda Monasierio. feels
that "Mariano is a great guy and a great
professional, and he also has something
very important that many of us don't
have. He's been making wine in Rilx-ra
since '68. his family has known the area

lor many generations and that gives
what is so often missing in new areas: a
.sense of history, the abilily to connect to
how ihings were and how people in
Ribera used to work. He is also
extremely privileged to have worked
with Ribera's best grapes at a house
known for great quality"

Tiie Garcia famiiy
moves ahead
The excellence of craft in Marianos 40
years of wincmaking is astounding, like
an immense body of work bv' Pablo
Picasso. The Garcias were pioneers in
DO Toro, and iheir interest in DO
Bierzo and in DO Ribera del Duero's
town of .Anguix W^s spuned interest and
acliviiy in these areas. Comparable to
Mariano are the late Flenri Jayer in
Burgundy, Gerard Chave in the Rlione,
and Tom Dehlinger, Paul Draper and the
late Andre Tcheficheff in die US. These
winemakcrs pursued projects ihat
ultimately influenced others and helped
promote the C|ualily of their regional

wines around the world. Mariano and
his sons have shown others ihe potential
of Gastile-Leon, Utilizing a blend of the
best traditional and modern
winemaking methods, along with
con.servative winegrowing, the Garcias
are making several benchmark wines in
DOs Ribera del Duero, Toro and Bicrzo.
Uncork cine of the bottles made by
Mariano and bis sons and you'll have a
liquid bit of Castile-Leon wine hisior)' in
your glass. As for where the Garcfas are
headed next, their future appears as
bright, attractive and filled wiih infinite
promise as a glass of one of their many
sublime wines.
Cliiis Ffcming is a .Vciv York-based
freelance wine writer who has written for
Robb Rei^ori and winereviewonlinc.com.
Most recently, he was Technical Advisor
on a Rioja DVD produced for the
Ciilinaiy Institute of America by the
Vibrant Rioja PR campaign in the US.
Hes also Internet Communications
Manager at Frederick W'iltiiucm 6- Sons.
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The World Heritage Convention came into countries with the largest number listed.
being in 1972 under the auspices of Toledo, Sego\aa and Santiago de Compostela
UNESCO with the imperative and ambitious are names familiar to many, but in this series
goal of protecting the worlds cultural and of three articles, we will take you along to a
natural heritage so imponant to us all. Today, number of lesser-known (but by no means
almost 900 sites worldwide benefit from less interesting) World Heritage cities. First
such protection, and Spain, home to 40 of in line are Alcala de Henares and Cuenca,
them (13 of which are enrire historic city and a tale of two cities that could not be
complexes) happens to be one of the more different.

TEXT
ANKE VAN WIJCK A D A N / © 1 C E . \
PHOTOS
FERNANDO MADAR1AGA/©1CEX

According to its mission statement, it
is the pnmary goal of the World
Heritage Convention to "encourage the
idcniificaiion, protection and
preservation of cultural and natural
heriiage around the world considered
to be of outstanding value to
humanity." But while this may sound
simple, ihc Convention and the 18'^
countries that have ratified it to date
lace a fonnidable task. Possible threats
to current and poiemial World
Heritage sites come from both natural
and, sadly enough, past and tmgoing
man-made disasters such as pciUution.
wars, terrorism, unsustainable
urbanization, tourism, simple
indifference, and abandonment
Fortunately, none of ihe Spanish sues
are under direct threat and new venues
gradually join the already lengthy list.
These magnificent examples of human
achievement ofien cast in spectacular
natural environments are not
concentrated in specific areas; they are
spread throughout the country
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Visiiing ihcm Ix-comes a paiiiculariy
gratifving experience as it not only
enables us to put a relevant part of
European history in context, to behold
splendid works of an and architecture
of all limes, and to become immersed
in constanily changing landscapes, il is
also a unique opportunity for active
tourism and, last but noi least, to feast
on Spain's ever-surprising cuisine and
great wines.

Ttie iettered city
In view of the relative proximity of
both cities, we propose a roundtrip
starting from Spain's capital. Madrid.
.Alcala de Henares lies at a comfonable
half hour ride by car or train. This
"leiiercd city" (Ciudad de las Leiias) not
only holds ihe eariicsi specificalK laid
out university complex, i.e. the first
campus, but it is also the birthplace of
Miguel dc Cervantes, author of the
renowned novel Don Quijotc de La
Mancha. It is the world's second mosi
widely translated book aficr the Bible

and. not surprisingly, it is intrinsic to
.Alcnia de Henares' nomination as a
World Heritage site. This nomination
is based on three pillars: the city's 15"century layout as a modern university
city; the more loliy concept that it
represents the /\ugu,stinian ideal of
Civilrts Dei. the City of God, as a model
of knowledge, solidarity and high
moral standards; and its conirihution
to universal culture ihrough language
and, more specifically, through
Cervantes.
1 lowever, a fourth pillar should be
added: it has a lively atmosphere that
immediately invntes the visitor to
partake. Alcala de Henares is marked
by many small terraces and countless
benches, crowded with people from all
walks of life, all generaiiotts, and of
course lots of students, with the
unique Calle Mav or Uhc longest
poriicocd walkway in Spam) as its
central anery and the Plara de
Cei-vanies ai its core.

Hi>mc of Cer^'anles

A bit of background
But let us, for a moment, tum back the
clock and briefly put ihe ciiy in a
historical context. Alcala owes its full
name to the nver Henares. The site
gained ils first .great relevance as a
strategic location in the very center of
the Iberian Peninsula under the
Romans when it was called
Complutum.
A new period of revival came in the 8"'
ceniury under the Moors, who buili a
fonress that gave the city ils present
name iqu'alat. or castle). Although
practically nothing remains of the
original site, the inlfuence of Arab
culture appears repeatedly in ilic
beautifully intricate mudejar (a fusion
of Christian and Arab elements)
ceramics and wood-carved ceilings,
like that of the Auditorium of the
magnificent University's Colegio Mayor
de San lldefonso. It is here where the
annual presligious Cervantes Award
ceremony (the Nobel of Spanish
literature 1 takes place.

After being recaptured in the 12
ceniury, the city became the seat of the
Archbishop's palace of Toledo and
started to thrive, in large part owing to
a large Jewish merchant community
But il is indeed the avant-garde
University of Alcala that took the city
to new heights from the 15'" century
onward, thanks lo the visionary
Cardinal Cisneros (1436-1517).
Adjaccni to the medieval city, he
proceeded to build a university
complex specifically laid out in gridlike squares and offering full service to
scholars and students, including
colleges, residences, a hospital and
even a jail. Vicente Perez, an expen
historian at Alcala's city hall, explains
that brilliant students vviihoui means
were granted scholarships,
academicians were brought in from all
over Europe, and ihere were exchange
programs wilh other university cities
that mutually accepted credits. In the
midst of such a universal academic
melting pot, it comes as no surprise

ihat not only vvas Europe's first
M ' iiai ular grammar written here
(Gramaticd de la lenfi^iui castclkina by
Antonio de Nebrija, 1441-1522), but it
is also where the first polyglot Bible
appeared as a compilation of the
original (but not necessarily identical)
versions in Latin, Greek, Flebrevv and
-Aramaic.
This sei the stage for Spain's Golden
Age (16' and 17''' centunes) vvhich, in
lerms ol literature, greatly evolved
around Alcala. In addition to relevant
clerics such as Mazarin (1602-1661)
and Igrutiius of Loyola (1491 -1556),
and famous writers and poets including
Lope dc Vega (1562-1635), Calderon
de la Barca (1600-1681) and Francisc:o
de Qiievedo (1580-1645), mystics such
as Teresa dc Jesus and Juan de la Cmz
left their imprint here. And then of
course there is the lowering figure
Cervantes, who was Ixim here in 1547
and. although he did not work in
.Alcala. he is claimed to be the city's
most outstanding olfspiing.
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For political reasons, all academic
activities were moved to Madrid
during the 19" century, but the
university reopened in 1977,
occupying the original buildings that,
thanks to a most laudable initiative
from a consoriium of locals, had been
kept fiom major decay. This has
enabled a more than 500-year-old
university complex of great
monumental value to coniinue iis
modem day activities in much the
same way as it had done in the past.

Alcala today
Today .Alcald is a modem city with
large industries on its outskirts, yet
thanks lo its historic center, il has
become one of the most interesting
places to visit within a shon radius
from Spain's capital. This was, of
course, fully recognized in ils
nomination as a World Heritage City
in 1998.
" l l has definitely made a difference,"
says .Ana Magallares, the dynamic
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Director of the Tourism Excellence
Plan, which aims at improving,
struciuring, innovating and
consoHdaiing tourist activities in and
around Alcala, also vvith the citys
candidacy for Cultural Capital of
Europe in 2016 in mind, "Becoming a
World } leritage city has provided a
great value-enhancing impulse," she
comments. Not only have people in
Spain and tourists from abroad
become increasingly interested in
visiting, it has also spurred locals to
lake pride in iheir town,
Bui authorities in Alcala are looking
ahead and taking a great number of
practical and creative sieps to further
Alcala's appeal, not only as a lourist
slop, bui also as a linguistic and
congressional destination, where
culture goes hand-in-hand with fun. In
this vein, two areas stand out in
panicular: theater and gastronomy,
and all throughout the year, events and
re-enactments are organized, often
combining the two. From The Nights

of Don Juan, Classics in ,Alcala and the
Week of Cervantes, to ihe Tapas Route
and Gastronomic Week, 2010 will be
Alcala's gastronomic year, when foodrelated events on many levels are
plarmed.
Although there are guided tours, a
great thing to do is to simply lake a
map and just stroll through the streets.
There are sites you really should see:
the emblematic Colegio Mayor de San
lldefonso, with its magnificent 16'"century Plateresque facade, its patios,
and the aforementioned Auditorium;
the poriicoed Calle Mayor, where
you'll find ihe reconstructed Home of
Cervantes, the nearby Hospital de
Antezana. and where you can enjoy a
wide range of lapas on any of its
numerous terraces; and the Plaza de
Cervantes and its endearing Corral de
Comedias, a 16"'-ceniury theater
Crehabiliiaied several times) where all
kinds of performances are held, from
classic theater to jazz. You can walk
freely in and out of the magnificent

Calle Mayor
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This trip wouldn't be complete if you didn't have migas on more than
one occasion. This legendary Spanish folk fare is mentioned several
limes in Don Quixote {Spain Gourmetour No. 64). At the Hosteleria
del Estudiante in Alcaic (opened in 1929. it is the first and now only
Parador left to t>e only a restaurant), they are rich and packed with
tropezones (morsels of fresh bacon, ham and chorizo), while at the
Parador Convento de San Pablo in Cuenca, they are served plain,
but equally delicious. Migas may be served with fried eggs, green
peppers, crispy morcilla (tJood sausage), lomo en orza [pork loin
traditionally preserved in terracotta) or sardines, and akjse^ >Artth
fresh grapes to clear the palate. And then there is a modem
restaurant, in the modem section of Cuenca with a modem chef and
a modern menu, yet its name is as quixotic as can be. At B^ilsamo
de Fierabr^s (the all-curing remedy repeatedly mentioned t)y
Cervantes), chef Jesus Segura offers a most delicate sampler menu,
reinterpreting traditicxial dishes v/ithout interfering with their original
ingredients and flavors. Quite a feast and a wonderful gastronomic
experience. Wtx) needs to compare?
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college buildings and their patios, but
make sure lo look up Irom lime to
time to admire the many cupolas and
lurreis, and to get a glimpse of the
storks that Ry in and out of the
roughlv' 100 registered nests.
Mandatory slops include Salinas in ihe
Plaza de Cervantes lo sample the
famous LO.siitidci.'; de Alcala (a light puff
pastry with cream and meringue,
topped vvith cnished almonds and
lightly oven broiled). According to

h2
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baker Manuel del Rosiil, they were
already a tradition here before ihe
shop opened in 1846. Anoiher not-tobe-missed treat are the tvisical sugarcoated almonds that you can purchase,
while you recite an "Ave Maria", afier
passing ihrough a small revolving door
al the Clarisscs Convcm just off San
Diego Square. Finally, if you happen to
be here on a Sunday, especially wnth
children, do as the Spaniards do and
enjoy an afiernoon of ?7ilgcis con

chocolate (fried breadcrumbs vvith
chocolate) ai the classic Hosteleria del
Fstudiante (Migas to compare, page
61), Also have a peek across the street
at ihe impressive and innovative
Parador (Spanish heritage hotels, Sptiiii
Gourmetour No. 69) that opened last
October With ils intricate roofiop
garden, it represents a great
architectural feat (the model was
shown at the MOMA in New- York in
2006) and it epitomizes Alcala's
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symbiosis between old and new. It is
also a valuable asset lo a city that is so
effectively bringing the past into the
future.

n i e Cervantes Home
and Museum
.P^^^
Magistral
Chyfch

S^amancii

Through sunflower
fields and canyons
The journey to Cuenca, our next
World Heritage treasure, takes us along
route N-320 ihrough the region of Lt
Alcarria. famous for its prestigious

?
Alcala de Henares
tifStoric quarter

Cacares

o
Cisneros
University

France

Sartisgo de
ConiposteJa

TBnagona
Segovia
ia.raqpi
, " AlcalS de Henares
Avila •
Toledo

Cuenca

warida

Ibiza

San Crislobal
de la Laguna
1 Htf^AaQtCiX}^
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Enchanted (!ilv

PDO Miel de la Alcarria honey, which
can be found in any of the charming
villages along the highway Crossing a
piciuresque rural landscape covered
with wide expanses of bright yellow
fiunfiowers and bordering the edge of
the Serrania de Cuenca, we are
gradually prepared lor what is yet to
come.
II you have the lime, a great alternative
is 10 make a detour along the Wicker
Route (a longstanding, but dwindling
handcraft) into the Serrania, with its
breathtaking hoces (steep canyons
iLiinkrt! !•!. ^[^.\ :.iLula;' r.K:k lorii:;ui-in>
carved oui by rivers now far below),
abundant wildlife, rich flora (including
wild orchids, a wealth of mushrooms
and splendid fall foliage) and spring
producing famous mineral waters.
Solan de Cabras, which is especially
well-known, comes in attractive blue
designer bottles and, while already
popular in Spain, they increasingly
adorn restaurani tables ihroughout the
worid. It is also a paradise for naiure
sports, and ils vicis ferratas (ironways
for climbers) are considered among the
best in Europe. Just before arriving at

the capital of Cuenca, this loop
culminatch ni La UiitJLitl Enccmlada (the
Enchanted City) where erosion has
shaped the hoces into genuine
sculptures which vividly arouse the
visitor's imagination.
Inevitably, one's first impression upon
reaching Cuenca is disbelief: is this
real or is it an illusion? Reminiscent of
Breughel's Tower of Babel, embraced on
either side by the Jticar and Huecar
Rivers and perched high up against the
rugged hoces, the city looks
allegorical. Indeed Cuenca is first and
foremost the city of the Cosos Colgadas
(Hanging Houses). This seemingly
inexplicable wonder of popular
architecture, veritable skyscrapers of
up to 12 stories, fully blends in wiih
its most peculiar natural setting and
never fails to fascinate, l l clearly
constituted the primary precept to the
designation of Cuenca as a World
He ri I age city in 1996. Here, too, this
status has made a difference. Cuencabased Marian Revuelia, die global
coordinator for tourism at the recentlyestablished Group of World lieritage
Cities in Spain, explains that in

addition to new tourists coming to
visit specifically for this reason, it has
also stimulated suppori for new
development policies, and funds have
been made available for promotional
campaigns.
Acting as a perfect natural defense
system, Cuenca's tall ridges were first
turned into a fortress by the Moors.
Once recaptured and much less
expo.sed to invasions, the ciiy
expanded and gradually became a
flourishing center of lexiile
manufaciurers, especially the famous
Cuenca tajiesiries and carpets. From
this period, and alongside the vertigoproducing popular architecmre, an
important number of noble houses
h.W:- been pr.'~iTU-d.

One of the world's
loveliest museums
That's how James Michcner (American
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Novelisi, 19071997) desc-ribed Cuenca's Museum of
Abstract An when Fernando Zohel
took him for a visil just after it had
opened. Indeed, a sea change came in
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In the south of Cuenca lies the area
called Ribera del Jucar, hugging the river
of the same name. In 2003, a group of
five cooperatives and two private
bodegas covering an area of some
9,000 ha (22,239 acres) obtained their
Designation of Origen Ribera del Jucar
status [Spain Gourmetour No. 73).
Juancho Villahermosa, Director of the
Regulatory Council, explains that the
area has an output of some 28 million I
of wine, of which only the top million
goes towards the production of DO
wines. After thorough restructuring,
today not only autochthonous varietats
like Tempranillo and Bobal are carefully
grown and vinlfied, but Cabernet, Syrah,
Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc, etc, are too.
The recovery of the traditional small grain
muscatel, now used to produce
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interesting monovarietal dry while
wines or sweet dessert wines like
LSgrimas de Casa Gualda from a
50-year-old cooperative in
Pozoamargo deserves a special
mention. Its Petit '^erdot and Bobal
coupage were recently rated 90 by
Robert Parker And that's also the
score the Adar 2005 kosher wine
from Bodegas lllana received on
Stephen Tanzer's list. Another
outstanding product is an
increasingly exported ecological
red coupage, exclusively from
Bodegas La Morenilla.
One thing is sure: good things are
happening at the banks of the
Jucar and its wines are to be
closely watched.

the 1970s thanks to Zdbel, an artist
and art collector At the insngation of
Gustavo Tomer, an artist from Cuenca
whose work was already being shown
in collections in Europe and the US, he
found in the Casus Colgadas of Cuenca
the long sought-after home for his
fascinating private collection. The
museum opened in 1966 and soon
turned into a center of cull in the
contemporary art world. Many artists
flocked from iheir hubs in Paris and
New York, and ihe likes of Rueda,
Millares, and Saura, among others,
effectively lent their support and took
up residence, dicreby ctininhuung to
the gradual rehabilitation of some of
the houses in decay. Their presence
also had a symbolic value, as their
abstract work centered aiiention on a
country, slill ihorouglily turned inward
and anchored in tradition, as it opened
up lo modernity.
The mtiseumfe difTerent levels, narrow
winding stairs, irregular spaces and
little nooks confer it a sort of domestic
intimacy, wliich. logeiher with the
fabulous views over the hoces and ihc
Parador across the precipice, propitiate
a serene and personal relationship with
the invaluable yet small number of
works on display This contemporary
art colleciion, now donated to and
managed by the prestigious Juan
March Foundation, is one of the largest
in Spain.

True nirvana
Then, in 1998, the Antonio Perez
!•
J.Ulou opened il» dcot;- in tlx
beautifully rehabilitated Carmelite
Convent. This is the perfect place to go

Cuencas Githedr.il Square

when you are in a bad mood; widiin
Lhe first few minuies, your spirits will
be lifted. You will feel like Antonio in
Wonderland, where his magnificent
coniemporarv' an collection is
interspersed with his own work, an
inspiring and smile-provoking project
called Foutid Objects.
The latest addition to ihis nirvana for
contemporary art lovers, and for those
who on their way to becoming ones, is
Espacio Tomer in the Iglesia de San
Pablo next to the Parador, which offers
gorgeous views of the city. And don't
miss the Antonio Saura Foundation,
housed in Casa Zavala, originally home
to die now deceased painter, and
looking out over the other side of town
on the Hoz del Jucar.
Imagine all of this being set in a place
that has changed little in over 400

years. Marta Tirado, Provincial
Director General for Tourism, explains
that considerable rehabilitation and
restructuring projects have been
cartied out and arc still under way in
an ongoing effon LO preserve, improve
and further dynamize the city, further
boosted by Cuenca's candidacy as
Cultural Capital of Europe, for which
it competes wilh Alcala. The original
rondos, for example, have been fully
recovered. These walkways offer
spectacular views of both canyons,
connected by the emblematic San
Pablo footbridge, and they sei the stage
for a pleasant stroll through the
narrow, sloping streets and ihe Plaza
Mayor. You can stop at the many
monuments and places of interest,
including small shops like Jesiis Parra's
ceramics store, where his wife lulia

sells the products thai Parra makes at
his potter)' workshop in Priego (on the
Wicker Route), keeping with the
family tradition. Or swing by El
Convemo, a small channing food store
that sells local and regional specialties
such as Toi ta de Aiajit, a Qai round
honey and almond based sweet bread.
In addition lo the aforementioned
modern an venues and the Casas
Colgadas, there is the early-gothic,
several times rehabilitated Cathedral
and its adjacent Diocesan Museum, the
Town Hall, the outstanding Torre de
Mangana with its clock and regularly
tolling bells, and the Archaeological
Museum, among other sites. And last
but not least is the Posada San Jose, an
officially protected building and
longtime hallmark of Cuenca. Dating
from the 17"' century, this school for
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the San Jose choirboys later became
the home of Velazquez's (1599-1660)
son-in-law, the painter Marilnez del
Mazo (1612-1667). Today, Jennifer
Moner and her husband .Vmonio
Cortina have just celebrated their 25'''
anniversary nmning the place: now it
is a chaiming hotel featured in
Rusticac, a great source for hotels with
flair in Spain. Jenny doesn't like the
word "austere"; what really applies
here is "genuine." The rooms, vvhich
differ in both size and distribution
ihroughout all four floors, are
decorated distinctly, but simply and
vvith lovely details; some have small
terraces, and the majority offer views
of vvhich one will never tire. The
dining room is lively and offers
excellent cuisine, which is
unsurprisingly simple and genuine,
courtesy of their youngest son.

\ s T [ L I .\ N

Angel and his brother Rafael
opened La Ponderosa over 25
years ago when Ihe TV series
Bonanza was very popular in Spain,
Since then, together witti their
wives, who take turns In the
kitchen, they have served essentia!
regional dishes using only topquality products and treating them
with utmost care. Try, for example,
the typical ajoarriero (a creamy
paste made with garlic, salt cod and
mashed potatoes), morieruelo (a
line ragout of hare, partridge, rabbit.

B 0 N .\ N Z A

ham, liver and rustic bread), or their stellar
dish, perdiz en escabeche (partridge
pickled in their cooking juices wilh vinegar
and flavoring).
Four years ago they started up a small
canning industry. Ttieir products can now be
found in many top-of-the-line stores and no
less than five of them are featured in Garcia
Santos' annual publication Best of
Gastronomy. Exports are taking off slowly:
it's Ihe price," says Angel, "but what can I
do? The tiest ingredients are expensive,"
and thai includes exclusive mineral v;ater
from Solan de Cabras.

And the magio
goes on
Il is in this stimulating scenario that
other cultural initiatives have definitely
added to Cuenca's international
presiige. Created in 1962, ils Religious
Music Week had already found a niche
in this rather specialized area, and
concerts were mainly performed in
local churches. However, as cxplaincil
by lavicr .\vila, the passionate
President of its Board of Trustees and
President of the Provincial Delegation
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Enchanted City

of Cuenca, a great impulse came in
1994 with the inauguration of the
spectacular new auditorium. One of
the star performances of 2008 was
Bach's Passion accortiiiig to Saint John.
by ihe famed English Soloists
Ensemble and ihc Monlevcrdi Choir,
conducted by Sir John Eliot Gardiner.
A more recent ccmtribution came in
2006 in ihe form of the Iniernaiioiial
Film Festival called Mujeres en
Direccion (Women Directing).
""Surprising things have already
happened," says Javier, its original
organizer, amused. Two films first
featured here won first prize al the
Sundance Festival and an Oscar
nomination for best foreign language
movie in 2007, respectively. Not a bad
start,
.And of course, here in Cuenca, as in
.Alcala, there are numerous popular
festivals, particularly the widely
recognized and officially protected
Holy Week celebrations that drawlarge crowds.
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But man does not live on culture
alone, so leaving Cuenca without
having visited La Ponderosa would be
a serious omission. Located in a small
cul-de-sac on Calle San Francisco right
next to the majestic Provincial
Delegation Offices is a gastronomic
haven for those wiih a penchant for
simple and authentic lop-class food,
even if ihey have to eat sianduig up.
"There's a Dutch couple that returns to
Cuenca every year for ten days," says
its co-owner Angel, "and they come
over for lunch and/or dinner
practically every day" (Casiilian
bonanza, page 69).

Closing the loop
We can now either take the highway
direcUy back to Madrid or, like
modem-day Quixotes, we can drive
through what gradually becomes the
typical landscape of La Mancha, with
genily sloping grain and sunflower
fields and vast vineyards, and we can

make short deiours in this area south
of Cuenca specked with small villages
and castles, idyllic churches and
typical windmills. A curious place to
visit is pretty Villanueva de La Jara,
where, just oulside ihe village, canned
into ihe rust-red soil, we can still find
former mushroom caves vvhere the
lucrative cultivation of "white gold"
started some 50 years ago. "Although
conditions in the caves were optimal,"
explains Joaquin Peraile, whose family
runs a local canning industry, "there
vvas neither electricity nor water"
Operations have therefore been moved
to technologically updated facilities
and today the area, which produces
some 50 million kg (110,231,131 lb) a
year, is Spain's largest cultured while
mushroom producer. About 30% of it
is canned and the remainder is sold
fresh. Of Joaquin's total production,
about 90% goes to the hotel and
restaurani business in Spain, but the
company is taking its first steps
towards exporting.

Cathedral

widely-praised one-Michelin-star
resiaurant. Las Rejas (Spain
G(>iirmetour No. 47). Here you will be
treated like Don Quijote, but you are
expected lo bring Sancho Panza's
appetite. From here your very own
Rocinanie will take you on ihe new
highway back lo Madrid in alxnii
an hour.
Now wouldn't it be great to have been
living in the right place at the right
time? To have been in Alcala during

From here it is worth making the
short drive ihrough ihc DO Ribera del
Jucar (Spain Gourmetoitr No. 73)
vineyards (Vt'ines to be watched, page
66) 10 the village of Las Pedrofieras,
not only because it holds the first
garlic Proiected Geographic
Indication for lis wonderfully
flavorful purple bulbs, but foremost
because stopping here will put ihe
final touch on this rewarding trip
with a meal ai Manuel de la Osa's

Cathedral

Museum ol

Abstract Art
IHanging Houses)
I

France

Santiago de
• Compostela

Salamanca

rarragona
Segovia
' AlcalA do Henares

Avila
Cuenca's
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Pisza
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5
o
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CAceres
,
M^ritJa

Toledo

Cuenca

I tea

CPiurch of
San Miguel

the Golden Age and to have become
imbued with the spirit of learning and
literary achievement, or in Cuenca in
the 1970s, and have been part of this
circle of young, active vanguard artists.
While ihai will remain wishful
thinking, this trip demonstrates that
\ \ ; i i k l 1 Ii:'i'.i,ii:L' ' . ; r . >

; . \ i iih

ih;i-:

beaurifiil monumental sites, often in
splendid natural sellings. They
transmit the spirit of vvhai once vvas,
and what can slill be captured today
and in the future, thanks to combined
efforts lo preseive diis invaluable
heritage that vve can all share in
together.
AJIJIC van Wijck .Adan is a sociologist
and has a Master's degree in gosdoiiomv
from Boston Dniver.sity, Her articles have
appeared in The Boston Globe.

San Cflstfibal
de la Laguna
.WorklHwITageCilios
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Quintessential
Flavors

A Soft
Touch
Spain has quite a catalogue
of soft cheeses, some made from
raw and others from pasteurized
milk. They come lightweight
and smooth-tasting, like PDO
Cebreiro; full of flavor, like PDO
Torta del Casar and PDO Queso
de la Serena; gooey, like PDO
Queso Tetilla and in any of the
various versions of PDO Afuega'l
Pitu... The repertoire is wide,
varied and exciting.

TEXT
ISMAEL DiAZ YUBERO/©ICEX
PHOTOS
FERNANDO MA DA Rl AG A/© ICEX
TRANSLATION
H A W S PRITCHARD/©1CEX

The earliest history of the
Mediterranean Basin countries offers
many references lo cheese as a food. At
later periods, il is mentioned as a
product in the contexts of trade,
[midiicnon, industrialization,
monetary value, and so on. Its
historical importance has been
reinforced by the fact that the elements
used in its manufacture are resistant to
the passage of time and are therefore
often turned up during archaeological
digs. The frequent references to cheese
in mythology (Amalihea,
Polyphemus), literature (Virgil, Pliny,
Apicius) and history (the diet of
Roman legionnaires, cheesemaking in
monasteries, donations of food to
pilgrims, for example) make it clear
that cheese has been a significant
foodstuff since the dawn of rime.
That cheese should be imporiant in
Spain is unsurprising given the
ancestral presence here of the species
(cows, sheep and goals) that provide

7^
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its raw material. Furthermore, ihe
species in question are represented by
very diverse breeds, all with iheir own
idiosyncrasies as to whal lime of year
they produce milk, and the
characteristics of thai milk. Then there
are die varied lerrauis, assorted
microclimates (and, by extension,
pasturage), different technic[ues
(bequeaihed by the iraditional practice
of transhumance), not to mention the
cultural input contributed by all the
people that have passed through the
Peninsula over the course of its
history,,. These all help explain the
existence of so much variety among
Spanish cheeses.

The earliest
cookbooks
The earliest cheeses were made to be
consumed immediately or within a few
days at most: ambient conditions were
only minimally controllable and it was

difficult to keep things edible for long.
Cheese was both a dish in itself and an
ingredient in many other dishes, as we
\es,m from early works of Spanish
literature. El libra del buen amor (The
Book of Good Love) by early 14'*'century poet Juan Ruiz, Archpriesi of
Hiu, recommends a dish called Toria de
habas frescos (Fresh broad bean Ilai
cake) made by cooking the beans in
milk, and then mi,\ing them with cut
up pork and very finely chopped fresh
cheese. Mid-15"'-century author
Ruperto de Nola uses fresh cheese in
many of the recipes featured in his
cookbook Libra de cozina. Among the
most interesting are Almodrote que es
capirotada (Chicken with cheese sauce
and bread) which he suggests should be
made wiih light Aragon cheese; an
onion stew known as cebollada;
Rebanadas o tajadas de cfueso que esfnUa
de sarten (Fried slices or chunks of
I heoei: and f'i'iii.v JiJic riionvfUi-li'
(spiced game stew, slill made today).

Francisco Martinez Moniino, Marc[ues
de Villena, (chef to the Royal
Household in the early 17''' century)
recommends ihe use of fresh cheese for
his Cazuela dc natas (creamy ca,sserole)
recipe, adding "and should you be
unable to find it, use ihe freshest you
can find, and made not vvith rennet bui
with cardoon flower" Juan de Altimiras
(pseudonym of Franciscan monk Fr.

Raimundo Gomez, late 17'" century1769), who gives a recipe for making
curd cheese, is another of the many
authors throughout history who have
given widely varying examples of the
use of cheese in cooking. And ihey are
srill at it today: Ferran Adria's Pintlt'io,';
de queso (cheese lollipops) and Tono
Pt'rez's Secreto ck ihitico con DOP Torta
del Casar (Iberico pork fillet with PDO

CEBREIRO
Region: Galicia
Milk: Rubia Gallega, Alpine Brown and
Friesian cows
Shape: likened to a chef's hat or a giant
mushroom
Size: 275 g to 2 kg / 10 02 to 4 1/2 Ib
Organoleptic properties: metallic touches,
slightly acidic taste and strong smell

Torta del Casar cheese) are fantastically
cuumg-edge.

The range of soft
cheeses
Cheesemaking manuals vary
considerably in their vvay of classifying
cheeses: grouping can be based on
rind type (invaded by molds or
washed); on whether or not proteinbreaking enzymes are at work within
the curd (these function best when it is
only mildly acidic); and also on the
predominani pauern of maturation,
namely 'Trom oulside inwards" or
• from inside outwards" However, to
be able to include all ihe Spanish
cheeses within this complex group, it
is more useful to focus on why their
paste is soft-textured when they reach
the consumer, There can be various
reasons for this: there is no time for
them to solidify because they are eaten
very fresh (fresh cheeses); the
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hardening process has been slowed
down or prevented altogether
(maiured sofl-lextured cheeses);
vigorous proteolysis (breaking down of
proteins) has been triggered, causing
ihe cheeses to spread and flatten out
(torta, or disc-shaped, cheeses); or the
already solidified cheese has been refermented with the aid of milk, fresh
rennet or distilled liquor, in panicular
environmental conditions (Refermented cheeses, page 79).

that current taste inclines move
I owards mi Ider-llavored cheeses has

Cebreiro

also been innueniial. Certain cheeses

This Galician mountain cheese is made

in this group are. almosi e.xclusively.

from milk obtained from Rubia Gallega,

eaten freshly made, although al times

Alpine Brown and Friesian cows. Goats'

of year when the animals give birlh

milk is sometimes included in spring,

.:iid riill; nr.iij nl !i-i! pL-,;k-. ~,i\v.: .rx

when kids are being born, but as the

sei aside and left to maiure.

regional herd is small and the

ARZUA-ULLOA

FRESH CHEESES
WITH PDO
These cheeses are made with sheeps',
cows' or goats' milk, or a mixture of
milks. In some cases, sheeps milk ha-^
been totally or partially replaced by
cows' because industrial cheesemakers
prefer to use it in hard cheeses
iniended for long maturation. The fact
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Region: Galicla
Milk: Rubia Gallega, Alpine Brown and
Friesian cows
Shape: cylindrical with rounded edges
Size: around 1 k g / 2 1/4 lb
Organoleptic properties: oozes pleasantly
in the mouth, with a smooth flavor and a
good, quite forcible aroma

SOFT CHEESES i-TT^

O'

CO
GO
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production period short, it is almost
always made entirely of cows' milk. The
maiuration period, which is tending to
get shorter, lasts around 10 days,
meaning that nowadays these cheeses
are nearly always eaten fresh and sofiicxiured. They have no rind, although
in more mature cheeses, a thin coating
is just about discernible encasing the
sofi, oozily smooth, slightlj' granular
paste Among PDO Cebreiro chee,ses
idios)ncraiic feaiures are the metallic
edge to its slightly acidic taste, and a
strong smell, while ils shape—variously
likened to a chef's hat or giant
mushroom and created by die paste
overllowing its mold during
pressing-is unic[ue among cheeses. All
in all, PDO Cebreiro could not be
described as mn-of-lhe-inill. It shows
its gastronomic cro'dentials to full
advantage when mi.Ked with a little
butter and spread on r>'e bread, with a
glass of DO Ribeiro wine (.another
Galician specialty) on the side.

MATURED
SOFT CHEESES
WTH PDO
These are cheeses that have matured to
some degree without being allowed to
become fimi. To achieve this, the curds

El Til-iers Is an Interesting cheese,
known by the name of the company
that makes it in Sort (Ueida province).
When its rind Is covered in white
molds, it looks rather like a Camembert
or Brie, but when treated with salt and
yeasts, it turns a reddish color
reminiscent of Livarot, which it also
resembles organolepticaliy Small and
cylindrical, each cheese weighs around
200 g (7 oz).
The Pas Valley In Cantabia has a long
tradition of producing a cheese h;nown
as Pasiego, historically a prime feature
at rural nnarhtets. It can still be found in
local and regional rnarl<ets, sometimes
crossing the borders into northern
Castile and the Basque Country, its
flattened cylinder, disc-like shape is
broad based and can vary in height,
Ihough it is always much wider than it
is high. There are two versions of It:
unpressed Pasiego, which is fresh and
intended for Immediate consumption,
and pressed Pasiego, which is matured
for barely two weeks, during which
time the rrnd appears, altieit vestigial
and slightly moldy and sticky. The flavor
is buttery, like lermented cream, and it
is either eaten fresh or used lor making
the famous local dessert quesadas
paslegas (cakes made with fresh
cheese, eggs, flour sugar, butter,
lemon and cinnamon). The variant on
this cheese made in Ampuero, known
as Las Garmillas, is held in justifiably
high esteem by cheese connoisseurs
despite the fact that ils fragility is
something of a commercial handicap.

of a traditional cheese whose
production area now extends as far as
El Bierzo, on the border with Gailola.
This is a goats' milk cheese, for the
most part lactically coagulated though
nowadays helped along by rennet.
These cheeses used to be put in
canvas bags to drain off the whey, and
they also acquired their cylindrical
shape In the process. Nowadays,
perforated moSds combined with slight
pressure are used for shaping aid
draining. The rind is slightly moldy and
the paste very buttery, tlavortul and
slightly acidic, with hints of cereals and
mushrooms. Literary references dating
from the late 17'" century speak highly
of it as an asadero (an old term
referring to cooking cheese on the
griddle), a guise In which it still
appears-fried and in batter-In the
cuisine of El Bierzo as something of a
specialty.

The Babia and Laciana Valleys, in the
south face of the Cantabrian Mountain
chain in northern Le6n, are the source
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are not pressed, or if they are then
only gently, so thai they retain some
whey; this is what will give the cheese
its unctuous texiure later on. /Vnother
necessity is that maiuration should
take place in an environment vvhere
the temperature is low and moisture
levels are very high so that the rinds
do not dry out.

These cheeses traditionally come from
parts of the country with a reputation
for their cows' milk (of vviiicli all are
made).

Arzua-Ulloa
These cheeses, made with pasteurized
cows' milk, are matured for around

QUESO TETlLLi^
Region: Gailcia
Milk: Rubia Qallega, Alpine Brown and
Friesian cows
Shape: convex, similar to a breast
Size: approximately 1 kg / 2 1 /4 Ib
Organoleptic properties: mild flavor with a
delicately delicious aroma
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two weeks; some are ripened for
longer periods, however (sometimes
well over three months), and are
considered a great delicacy. The
yellowish rind is smooth and elastic,
wilh discernibly present molds. The
paste, which is soft and dotted with
small eyes, oozes pleasantly in the
mouth, releasing a delicate flavor and a
good, quite forcible aroma. The
cheeses are cylindrical vvith rounded
edges, and generally weigh in at just
under i kg (2 1/4 Ib). They also come
in a special edition, made from milk
given by cows after ealing turnip tops
(as they do in late winter and earl)'
spring). The resultant "turnip top
cheeses" still display all the qualities
described above bui become runnier
almost to the point of liquefaciion.
Traditionally, this is signaled b)'
presenting them within a plaited straw
support. The characierisiics of this
variant can be attributed to ihe fact

SOFT CHEESES ^-r^
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thai the flowering turnip stalks the
cows eat encourage the activity of
microbial flora whose iniense
proteolytic effect breaks the protein
chains, as in Exiremadura's flat disc
cheeses. These are supremely smooth
cheeses with a very pleasant, clean
flavor. Their only drawback is that
they do not travel well, with the result
thai they are sold and eaten only
wiihin the production area.

In ihe old days, coagulation was lefi to
natural acidification, a method that is
slill used, and made a feature by those
who do, though it is gradually being
ousted by the use of coniinercial rennet.
PDO Afucga'l Rttt is a difficult cheese to
classify because the method by which it
is made qualifies it as a fresh cheese, a
soft cheese, and even a hard cheese

Queso Tetilla

R E F E R ME N T E D

This is another highly characteristic
Galician cheese, though produced in
smaller quantities than the previous
one. It takes its name, which means
"titty", from its breast-like shape
topped by a little nipple. Measuring
around 20 cm (8 in) across the base
and 10 cm (4 in) in height, each
cheese weighs around 1 kg (2 1/4 Ib).
The rind is smooth and so fine as to be
barely distinguishable from the paste,
which is soft and unperforaied. or
sometimes randomly dotted with eyes.
Its very mild flavor reveals its qualities
when it melts in the mouth, and the
aroma is delicately delicious.

These are fascinating ancestral cheeses,
brought into being by a determination to
salvage cheeses that had become
inedibly hard. The secret is to create a
second fennentation by adding milk,
new rennet, liqueur or a mixture of these
to the old cheese.

Afuega'l Pitu

An example from Ihe l^asque Country Is
Gazlzarra (the name means "old cheese"
In E u ^ r a ) , which uses past-it [diazdtMl
fiheese as its poirst of departure. A similar
technique is applied to Roncal ctieese in
northern Navarre, where the ingredients
are mixed together in an earthenware
vessel, kneaded, and left to rest. The
reajltant cheese-very piquant and
strongly flavored-is eaten spread on
bread and washed down with a glass of
well-chilled aguardiente {marc) or
pacharAn (sloe liqueur),

PDO Afuega'l Pim is an interesting
cheese from ,Asturias. Its name refers to
its curious propeny of
adhering-alihough not unpleasantly—to
the throat on the way down {afuego
means "choking" and pitu means
"throat" in Bable, the Asturian dialect).

Tupl cheese is made In the Catalan
Pyrenees, parliculariy in ihe Aran Valley,
using cheeses made from cows',
sheeps' or goats' milk. These are broken
up into small pieces and placed in an
earthenware vessel (or tupl). where they
are mixed with fresh rennet and,
sometimes, a little aniseed liqueur or
aguardiente, Tbe r^uttant paste, which

depending on its stage of development.
In shape, these cheeses are reminisceni
of the cloth in which they are wrapped
to help drain the whey off the curds,
though increasingly they are made in
molds, either bucket-shaped or
cylindrical. Eduardo Mendez Riestra
(Chairman of the Acadcmia de la
Gastronomia Astuiiana) explains that

CHEESES

is very strongly flavored, is spread on
bread with the cptlonal addition of
mayonnaise, honey, jam or quince paste.
It is sdd in tut)s.
La Armada cheese, from Leon, originally
used to be made wilh colosiLrum. or •'first
milk", whose high protein content made
the paste very crumbly and liable to
crad<, so tfiat the cheeses aged very
readily. Rather than waste them, they
were mixed with fresh rennet and
kneaded repeatedly, creating a creamy
paste with a strong, very piquant flavor,
known as Ouemdn. This traditbn is still
canied on today, though the basic
ctieese is now made from covre' milk, or
a mixture of cows' and goats' milk.
In Asturias, they use the same meUiod to
make the most of Cabrales cheeses that
have become too old, dry, or moldy The
final paste is known as Picafion, and the
versions made in Oceiio, on ttie hillside
tieside the Cares Rwer, and the in the
/^jidara caves are spd<en of with
reva'ence by those in the know.
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Queso de Burgos
Queso de Burgos is a typical example of
the way in which fresh cheeses acquire a
particular identity. If is named after the big
weekly market in Burgos at which alt the
area's producers used to converge to sell
their wares. The fact that two very different
breeds of sheep are raised in the region
(Castellana to the south of the provincial
capital and Cburra to the north) is
deteclE^le in these cheeses' organoleptic
properties, which vary according to where
they come from, Anoiher factor that
contributes to differences among them is
that the maturation period is often tailored
to suit the producer or to fit in with the
rliythm of attending Ihe market, A
prototypical Queso de Burgos would be
made using fresh milk with the enzymatic
aid of rennet. This cheese is eaten fresh,
within 10 days of being made. Although it
traditionally used to be made with sheeps'
milk, it is now made with cows', which
gives a white, soft paste cheese, cylindrical
in shape and weighing around 1.5 kg (3 Ib
5 oz). The flavor is very lactic, sweetish and
smooth and varies noticeably as the
pasture changes according to the season.
The fact that it is very readily digestible
makes it a favorite among people with
digestive problems, and its low calone
content makes it the dieter's cheese of
choice.

SO
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El Villalon or pata de mulo
This interesting cheese is similar in
ctiaracter to the previous one. It takes Its
name from Villalbn de Campos, the town in
Valladolid whose big market was once the
commercial hub for all the region's
cheeses. Villalon is made with very fresh
milk: although historically this would have
been sheeps' milk, it is made nowadays
with cows', or sometimes a mixture of the
two. It is minimally matured and is available
for sale virtually as soon as it is made:
consequently, its flavors are still very lactic,
slightly salty and leave a sweetish
aftertaste. Its shape, unique among
Spanish cheeses, Is the result of being
wrapped In a cloth into a cylindrical shape.
Dimensions can vary, but Villalon cheeses
are generally around 40 cm (16 in) long and
12 cm (5 In) across-hence, presumably, its
alternative name pata de mulo (mule's leg).
They are occasionally matured for long
periods.
Valencia's fresh cheeses
The Valencia region is home to small, fresh
cheeses made primarily with cows' milk,
although goats' and sheeps' milk are
sometimes mixed in. These are smooth,
lightweight cheeses whose flavor clearly
communicates the type of milk from which
they are made. Their highly characteristic
shapes are often the source of the names
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by which they are known: for example, the
cylindrical shape and concave top of a
Cassoleta cheese is suggestive of a
coo'r<ing vessel. Cassoleta cheeses weigh
under 100 g (3 1 /2 oz) and are sweetish in
flavor with an acidic zing. They are stored
in brine, and therefore become saltier the
longer they are kept before eating.
Sen/illeta cheeses owe their name to the
cloth in which they are wrapped for
shaping and draining off the whey and
which leaves its imprint on them. This
cheese is eaten very* fresh, to the extent
that it often resembles junket, and Its
llavors and aromas are very milky. The
cheeses usually weigh around 500 g (1 lb 2
oz] though Ihey are occasionally made
larger, particularly if they are going to be
matured (as they occasionally are): they
then resemble Mahdn-Menorca cheeses
{Spain Gourmetour No, 74) in both shape
and flavor. Alicante cheese is also known
as La Nucia, and although it Is currently
made throughout the province, it used to
be made only In the town of La Nucia, on
the Alicante coast. This is a bucket-shaped
cheese, flattish with almost vertical sides,
and rather cake-like in appearance. Its
smooth, very lactic flavor makes it suitable
for various dishes, but it is particularly good
In salads.

Other fresh cheeses
Catalonia's Mato cheese belongs to this
family. There is some confusion about liow rl
should be categorized because it is
sometimes confused with recuit, which is a
sort of cottage cheese. Mate is a fresh
cheese wtxjse shape, size and weight vary
considerably depending on the vessel used
to mold il. Though originally a goats' milk
cheese, it is now made vMi cows' milk, and
vegetable rennet has now tieen replaced hy
an industrial substitute. Its mild flavor with
just a slight acid edge and very little sail, is
jusl right for the traditional combination ot
.me' / mato (mato with honey), in which the
sweel and lactic flavors contrast deiiclousty
with each oUier Other classic combinations
are Mato with sugar or caramel, aniseed
liqueur and fortified Panedes or Priorato
wine.
The Abredo quarter of Coaiia {Asturias)
produces a cheese Ihat is very fresh, gooey,
fatty and similar to set yoghurt in texture. On
the east coast, near Llanes, they make a
junket (known in Bable as cuayau) which,
after a brief maturation period, takes on the
name of its place of provenance. As the
most productive places are Vidiago and
Porrua, these are the names by which it is
generally known in Ihe principality. The
cheeses are cylindrical in shape and,
although other characteristics may vary
slightty, all share the same smooth, rather

fatty yet gelatinous paste, an absence of
eyes, and a very fresh flavor.
Close to the border between Sorta and La
Rioja, Iwo goats' cheeses are made that are
very aiike In shape because both are drained
in little baskets which also serve as molds,
leaving the imprint of the wicker of which
they are woven. One ol tliem comes from
Cameros (La Rioja) and is usually sold fresh,
unmatured aid barely stiaped, although a
medium-cured version Is now starting to
appear. The other, from Soria, has a wtiite,
compact, eyeless paste vifhose slightly safty
taste is dominated by goats' milk notes
which themselves are influenced by where
the animals have grazed, so that there is a
very clear differervse between cheeses made
in spring and fall.
Malaga goats' cheese ts gei'ierally eaten
fresh, though some are adlowed to mature, in
which case the paste becomes hard. This is
a big cheese, around 30-40 cm (12-16 in)
across and 8 cm (3 in) high. The rind is
striated and imprinted with the patterns of Its
braided esparto mold, and the paste dense,
white and delicious. The first Cat6logo de
quesos esparioles also included the very
similar Queso de Cadiz; however, tx5lh these
traditional artisan products are in the process
of being replaced by new, modern cheeses.
Packed with flavor and with the txjnus of
being made from top quality Payoya goats'
milk, these are being very well received.
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the cylindrical shape harks back to a
period in history when llcxible strips
of dried chestnut wood were used to
form them, creaiing the elongated
cylinder still replicated today
One of the ways in which PDO
Afuega'l Pitu is sold is freshly made,
when tl has no rind and consists of a
creamy mass, generally eaten spread
on bread, fhe flavor is acidic,
pronounced and buttery on the palate,
ll also comes in another, briefly

fermented, variety; the action of
certain molds turns this version an
orangey color and it also loses its
initial punch and some of its stickiness
in the throat. Its evolving flavor
develops greater complexiiy
The last variety takes its name from the
part of Aslurias where it was first
made: Pimenlonado de Aramo is a PDO
Afuega'l Pilu made orange or red by
the addition of pimcnion (Spanish
paprika), which also contributes

varying degrees of piquancy. The
maturation period lor these cheeses is
variable, and their out-of-the-ordinary
sensory qualities earn ihcm a goumiet
reputation.

Queso de L'Alt
Urgell y La Cerdanya
This cows' milk cheese is made in Alt
Uigell y La Cerdanya, the area of the
Catalan Pyrenees where the provinces

AFUEGA'L PITU
Region: Asturias
Milk: Friesian and Asturian Valley cows
Shape: reminisaait of the cloth in which
they are wrapped to help drain the whey,
also shaped like a bucket or an elongated
cylinder
Size: from 200 g to 600 g / 7 oz to 1 lb 5 oz
Organoleptic properties: acidic,
pronounced and buttery on the palate
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of Llclda and Girona mt-i.-i FlLitii^h,
wide-based and cylindrical in shape,
each cheese weiglis around 2.5 kg (5 lb
\0 oz) and must undergo maturation
for al least two weeks-a process that
takes place in moisture and temperature
conditions that make ils orangey-red
rind go sticky. The lightly pressed paste
is while or ivory colored, soft-textured,
creamy, smooth and pleasant, with a
nicety balanced aroma. This is not a
iradiiional CIUVM-. hui r.ulicra recent
addition ui the rc|X'rtoire, similar In
character to certain French cheeses
from across the border

FL^T -TORTACHEESES WITH
PDO
As ihey maiure, all cheeses undergo
certain biochemical processes in vvhich
their component substances
(carbohydrates, proteins and fats) play
a key rote in changing their texture,
flavor, aroma and color, and giving
each its own specific character. In

effect, these processes have been
harnessed to produce particular
results.
However, results are not always
predictable, and when a cheese's
evolution diverges from the norm, its
organoleptic properties will not be as
expected. Certain cheeses said to share
characteristics vvith Manchegos, such
as those produced in the province of
CiSceres, in the La Serena and Los
Pedroches Valleys, and some other
parts of Spain, used to be panicularly
prone to this syndrome, l i took many
years to undersiand fully a mysterious
phenomenon that caused ihcm
.sometimes to settle and spread into a
toria (pancake, or llattened cylinder
shape). Declared "spoiled" and
therelore considered unsaleable, they
were eaten up by shepherds, who
would even hide them away to avoid
being reprimanded by the estate
owner Ironically, it was an estate
owner who eventually lasted one and
not only enjoyed it, but actually issued
instructions that when such cheeses

"occurred" they sliotild be reserved for
Iiim. As word got round their
reputation grew, yet it vvas not until
\9b9 thai a description of Tona del
Casar vvas included for the first time in
ihe Catalono de quesos espaiwles
(Catalogue of Spanish Cheeses)
published by Spain's Direcumiic
General for Livestock. An earlier
mention, by Gregorio Sanchez in
1791, of the fact that the cheeses of
this area were acceptable currency for
payment of taxes referred to ils
traditional ones, which were liard
cheeses.
Not only did Tona del Casar cheeses
become well-known and in demand,
they went on to become something of
a yardstick of quality The cause of
these occasional anomalies had
formcrl)- been variousl)' attributed to:
certain grazing areas: the fact that the
milk had coagulated at the time of the
full moon; genetic strains of sheep that
were different from the rest, even
within the native breeds; the use of
cardoon flower coagulant; and so on...
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SS'hile there might have been a grain of
truth in all these theories, the real
explanation was ihat when it rained a
lot in spring (hence the observation
that (yrtos occurred some years and
not others), the abundance of moist
pasturage ihi.s produced was populated
hy proteolytic microbial llora which
coniamiiiated the milk (vvhich was
always raw, never pasteurized).
Combined with the fact that the curds
were only mildly acidic, having been
coagulated with vegetable rennet, this
fostered the microorganisms'
characteristic casein chain-breaking
effect, thereby creating ihe soft texiure,
and the aromas and flavors, so typical
of these cheeses.
Thanks to the wonders of science, it
proved possible to select proteolytic
fermenting agents that could he
perfectly controlled rather than being a
ctmtaminant, acidity levels in the paste
could be kept lovv, and ripening
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conditions could be managed. All in
all, the process was thoroughly
understood anil us rLSulis could he
replicated systematically.

Torta del Casar
El Casar, from which this cheese takes
its name, is a little municipality not far
from Caceres. The cheese is also made

in the nearby villages of the Los Llanos
district of the Sierra de Fuenies and in
Monianches. This is a region of short,
mild winters and long, very hot
sunmiers-semi-steppe territory vvhere
pasturage is seasonal, in plendful
supply for only short periods that
occur in spring and sometimes fall.
The soil is sandy and granitic and

QUESO DE LALT URGELL Y LA
CERDANYA
Region: Catalan Pyrenees, in the LAIt
Urgell y la Cerdanya district
Milk: Friesian cows
Shape: (latiish, wide-based and cylindrical
Size: approximately 2,5 kg / 5 lb 10 oz
Organoleptic properties: creamy, smooth
and pleasant, with a nicely balanced aroma
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vegetation sparse but quite varied, and
this contributes to the superb quality
of the milk produced here.
These cheeses are made vvith raw milk
obtained from Merino and Entrefina
sheep, one of whose characteristics is
that their milk yield is low but of lop
quality, being vety rich in fats and
proteins. Cynara cardunculus (cardoon

flower) is used as the coagulant, and
the cheese is cured for at least two
months. The rind, which sometimes
spins open because of [iressure from
within as the paste increases in volume
during maiuradon, is leathery and dull
yellow or ochre in color. The paste is
creamy, sprcadable and eminently
mclt-in-the-mouih, revealing complex

TORTA DEL CASAR
Region: Los Uanos district, Sierra de
Fuentes and in Montanchez iCaceres)
Milk: raw, from Merino and Enfrefina sheep
Shape: cylindrical
Size: 500 g to 675 g / 1 Ib 1 oz to 1 Ib 8 oz
Organoleptic properties: cardoon flower
used as coagulant. Creamy, spreadable
paste. Complex aromas and a rich longlasting taste, with a very characteristic
bitter edge

aromas and a rich long-lasting taste
with a very characteristic bluer edge.

Queso de
la Serena
This is anoiher modern cheese. Until a
mere 25 years ago, the cheese
produced in this eastern area of the
province of Badajoz was a traditional
hard cheese very similar to Manchego
both in characteristics and in the way
it was made. Technological progress
turned what had been an occasional
product into an ongoing one.
Gradually all the local cheesemakers
started making Ui Serena, popularly
known as Torta de la Serena.
It Is made wiih milk obiained from
Merino sheep which graze on land of
sharp slaty .soil and t)'pically
spontaneous, endemic vegetation that
varies greatly according to weather
condiuons. Asa result, production is
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concentrated in spring as it is clo.scly
associated wilh lambing. As In the
previous case, the milk is very rich In
nuirients and Is set using cardoon
flower, known locally as verbacucijo. Its
maturation period Is similar to that of
the cheese described above, and its
sensory characteristics are also very
similar However, there are appreciable
differences between cheeses produced
by different makers. .Although
conforming lo type in general terms,
the end result is influenced by various
factors: how the milk is obtained,
whether the products of different
milklngs are mi.xed, how much rennet
IS used, variations in temperature and
duration of setting, draining off the
whey, granule sire, conditions in the
maturation cellar, and so on,
PDO Tona del Casar cheeses are
enjoying such success that it is being
replicated In other areas such as Los
Pcdmches (Ccirdoba) and Tierra de
Barros (Badajoz), using sheeps' milk in
both cases. In the Monies de Toledo
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and Seville's Sierra Norte, interesting
results are also being achieved vviih
goats' milk, though the more complex
structure of ihis t)pe of milk makes
the cheesemaking process less
straightforward.

i.iriiof J Diaz Yubero is o member of the
Spanish Academy of Gastronomy and
cooniinalor of the Ferran Adria Oiair of
Gastronomic Culture and Faid Sciences
(Camilojose Cela University, Madiid). Fie
has aho occupicci the j'usLs of directorgeneral of Spatiish Food Policy, president of
INDO, Spain's permanent representative at
till- I'ood and .4.griciti[iuc Or^anistiliorj of
the United Nations (FAO), and directorgeneral of Food Safety and of the Spanish
hlational Consumers' Insiitute.

QUESO DE LA SERENA
Region: La Serena (Badajoz)
Milk: Merino stieep
Shape: cylindrical
Size; fi-om 750 g to 2 kg / 1 Ib 10 oz to
4 1/2 lb
Organoleptic properties: cardoon flower
used as coagulant. Properties vary
depending on the cheesemaker generally
similar to Torta del Casar
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Cantattnan Sea

I Astunas

5

^

Calalonia

Portugal

Extremadura

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PDO Oueso Tetilla
PDO Arzua-Ulloa
PDOCebreira
PDO Afuega l Pilu
PDO Oueso de t All Uraell y La Cerdanva
PtX) Torta del Casar
PDO Oueso de la Serena

W E B 8 I T ES

www.doafuegalpltu.org
PDO Afuega'l Pitu (Spanish)
www. mapa.es/es/al i mentacion/p
ags/Denominacion/queso lacteo/
arzua_ulloa.htm
PDO /\rzua-Ulloa (Spanish)
www.cebreiro.es
PDO Cebreiro (Spanish)
www.mapa.es/es/alimentacion/p
ags/Denominacion/queso_lacteo/
queso^alt urgell.htm
PDO Queso de L'Alt Urgell y La
Cerdanya (Spanish)
www.quesoserena.com
PDO Oueso de la Serena (Spanish)
www.tortadelcasarcom
PDO Torta del Casar (English,
French, German, Spanish)
www.queixotetilla.org
PDO Queso Tetilla (Spanish)
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IiUroduclion
Almudena Muyo/©ICEX
Translation
Jenny McDonald/OlCE.X
Pholos, recipes
Toya Legido/©ICEX
Pholos, introduction
Tomas Zarza/©ICEX

Restaurante El Cingle
Plaza Mayor, s/n
08233 Vacarisses
(Barcelona)
Tel.: (+34) 938 280 233
vv^vvv. el c I ngle. com
montse@ekingle.com

Restaurafite
El Cingle

lORECIPES
Cuisine based on sensations and essences, CLtisine that's creative. These are
some 'ways to describe the cuhnary skills of Montse Estruch, a woman with
ideas who decided a number of years ago to devote herself to gastronomy. She
took over aiT old, Mediterranean-style construction inland, very close to
Montserrat mountain in the province of Barcelona, which belonged to her family
She named it El Cingle, after a nearby peak, and eventually won it a Michelin
star. The keys to her career are respect for the traditions she inherited from her
mother, the lechnic^ues she learned from experts such as Pierre Herme, Ferran
Adria and Mey Hofman, and special dedication to top-class ingredients. The
ultimate expression of her savoir-faire appears in her use of flowers and plant
shoots. She now has her own kitchen garden at El Cingle, where she can pick
pansies, nasturtiums, calendulas, begoiiias, rosemary, thyme... Initially Montse
used Qowers to add a touch of color to her dishes, but she soon discovered they
have surprising textures and flavors, so many of her creations now include
edible sprouts, bulbs, petals and roots. The wines were chosen in collaboration
•with Fernando Riquelme, sommelier at El Cingle,

FLOWERS
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Feminine complexity,
between the sea and flowers
(Complejidad femenina entre el mar y las flores)
As I see It, this Is a feminine dish, vviih
subtle aromas and the perfume of
flowers. We .serv^e it as three dishes in
one, or you could prepare and seiTe
each fish on its own, increasing the
t|uaiuiues accordingly.
SERVES 4
For the sea bass: 50 g / 2 oz sea bass;
30 g / 1 oz strawberries; black pepper: butter;
300 ml / 1 1/4 cup strawberry pulp; 1 thin
slice of strawberry.
For the sole: 50 g / 2 oz sole; 30 g / 1 oz
banana; 30 g / 1 oz clarified butter: 5 g /
1 small Isp curry powder: 100 ml / 1/2 cup
cream; 1 thin slice of banana.
For the red mullet: 50 g / 2 oz red mullet;
1 orange, peeled and in segments; juice of
1 orange; 25 ml / 2 tbsp coconut milk; 5 g / 1
small Isp dried orange peel; butter
Others: salad shoots; escarole; tasil;
dianthus; calendula (pot marigold): pansy:
baby mesclun leaves; violets; spring onion
microgreens; nasturtiums; one mizuna leaf;
Hawaii salt: extra virgin olive oil.

Using a very little oil in a frying pan,
sear the three types ol fish, skin side
dovvm first. Then turn and sear until
thoroughly cooked. Set aside.
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Sea bass

Preparation lime

Liquidize the strawberries, siraln and
redttce in a small pan until syrupy in
texture.

45 minutes

Sole
Brown the banana on both sides in the
clarified butter Keep the butler
Reduce the cream to sauce consistency,
then add the curry powder Mix well
and set aside.
Red mullet
Slightly reduce the orange juice and
add the coconut milk. Reduce until
sauce consistency, then add the dried
orange peel and set aside.
To serve
Plate the three fish Into bite-size
pieces, each vvith Its accompaniments:
the sea bass with a ihin slice of
strawberry, escarole, dianthus. basil
microgreens and strawberry- sauce; the
sole vvith a thin slice of banana, baby
mesclun leaves, violets, spring onion
microgreens and curr)' sauce; and the
red mullet vvith a large orange segment
inside, together vvith the nasturuum,
the mizuna leaL basil, Hawaii salt and
the coconut and orange sauce. Add a
little e.xtra virgin olive oil.

Cooking lime
2 minuies
Recommended wine
Mysti 05 (DOCa Priorato, made from
Gainacha, Syrah and Cabernei
Saiivignon). by Celler Mas de les
Pereres. This powerful, deep-colored
wine, fruity in the mouth and with
touches of oak is a delight lor the taste
buds and perfect to accompany this
hsh dish with ils feminine touches.
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stuffed,
fried
zucchini
flowers
(Flores de
calabacin
rellenas
y fritas)

The crisp texture of the fried flowers,
especially vvith this filling, iransporis
our senses directly to the peace and
calm of the countryside.

For the titling: 100 g / 3 1 /2 oz black and
while Vacarisses butifarra sausage; 100 g /
3 1/2 oz sweet Figueras onion; thyme; 15 g /
1 tbsp sugar: 50 ml / 4 tbsp extra virgin olive

:>!,
SERVES 4
5 zucchini flowers (male), slightly open with a
3 cm / 1.2 in stem; sunflower oil; salad ol
seasonal green leaves and llowers.
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For the batter: 400 ml / 1 3/4 cup water; 300
g / 10 1/2 oz flour, 6 g / 1/6 oz salt; 40 g / 1
1/2 oz yeast.

Clean the flowers.

rilling
Peel and saute the black and white
builfarra sausage together without
adding seasoning. Con fit ihe onion
(sianing vvith cold oil) with the sugar
and the olive oil. Once any water has
evaporated, add the thyme and season
with salt.
Place the filling in a piping bag and fill
the flowers halfway

Baiter
Ml.x the water, flour, sail and yeast and
ml,\ until smooth, then coat the
zucchini flowers and fry In sunflower
oil at 170"C/338''F Drain

To serve
Serve hot with the seasonal greens and
flowers (violets, nasturtium and
begonia, etc.).
Preparation time
30 minutes

Recommended wine
Mas de Sant Iscle Picafwll, from
bodegas Mas de Sam Iscle (OO Pla de
Bages). This wine Is made with \00%
authoctonous PIcapoll grapes and,
with its strong floral bouquet, goes
perfectly with this dish.

Cooking time
35 minutes
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SERVES 4
For the tomato and rose jam:
100 g / 3 1/2 oz tomato )am; 2 sheets gelatin;
2 drops essence of rose; rose petals.
For the transparency of muscovado s u g a r
1 1/4 1/4 cup syaip ( 1 1 / 4 1/4 cup water +

For the strawt>erry velvet: 1 kg / 2 1/4 Ib
stravirtDemes; 200 g / 7 oz sugar; ICO ml / 1 / 2
cup water.
For the meringue: 90 g / 3 oz egg whites;

g / 3 t / 2 oz muscovado sugar.

75 g / 3 oz sugar: 75 g / 3 oz superfine sugar;
1 sheet red coloring.

70 g / 3 oz sugar; 200 g / 7 oz egg yolks;

For the hibiscus soup: : 1 1/4 1/4 cup

10 g / 1/3 oz gelatin; 2 vanilla pods.

water; 60 g / 2 oz hibiscus; 80 g / 3 oz sugar;

For the foamed cream: 600 ml / 2 1/2 cup
cream; 30 g / 1 oz sugar; 10 g / 1/3 oz
lavender; i 1/2 sheets gelatin.
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1/4 1/4 cup water + 500 g / 1 Ib 2 oz sugar).

500 g / t lb 2 oz sugar); 8 sfieets gelatin; 100

For the vanilla cream: t I / 4 1/4 cup cream;
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For the strawberry granita: 500 g / 1 Ib 2 oz
strawberry puree; 500 ml / 2 1 /6 cup syrup (1

3 sheets gelatin
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Hibiscus soup
with letters
(Sopa de hibiscus y letras)
This dessen is oui-of-ihe-oidinary, complete wiih letters spelling/lores, the
S[ianish word for flowers, and strong bui feminine aromas.

Tomato and rose j a m
Chop the ro.se petals, add to the tomato
jam and heal. Add the gelatin and msc
essence. Slir and set aside.
Transparency o f muscovado
sugar
Soak the gelatin in cold water Heat the
s>Titp and ml.x in the muscovado sugar
Strain.
Vanilla cream
Bring the cream to a boil with the vanilla
and leave to infuse. .Mix the egg yolks
Willi ihe sugar and lieai until pale. MLx
with the cream to fonn a custard, then
add the softened gelatin.

Strawhcriy granita
Mix the puree vvith the symtp. Freeze.
Slrawberi^y velvei
Mix all the ingredients and place in a
bain-maiie.
Meringue
Beat the egg whites with the sugar, then
add the superfine sugar and then the
coloring. Gradually fold in using a
spatula. Bake at I OtfC /212°E Cm to
form the letters of ihe word "llower".
Hibiscus soup
Infuse the hibiscus with the water for 4
minuies. Strain, stir m the sugar and,
when dissolved, add the gelatin. Chill.

To serve
Plate the 6 elements (transparency of
muscovado sugar, lomato and rose jam,
vanilla cream, foamed cream, sirawberrv'
granita and strawberrv- velvetl foiniing a
circle and lop each vvnth a menngue
letter, fomting the word flores. Serve the
hibiscus soup separatelj;
Recommended w i n e
Cava Due de Foix Reserva, hy Vifiedos y
Bodegas Covides. A cava with
personality. Its aromas ofripefruit,
tlowei-s and wood make it the ideal
accompaniment for this creative dish. Its
straw-yellow tone blends In with the
predominant color of the Ingredients.

Foamed cream
Mix the cream with the sugar and
lavender and leave to infuse. Add the
gelaun and strain. Chill for 12 hours,
then beat until Huffy
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The sweet world
of roses
(El mundo de las rosas en dulce)
Subtle and smooth in the mouth, these
small rose cakes vvith a rose cream are
ideal as a summer dessert, served in
the garden with a gla.ss of chilled tea,
or they could make breakfast or snack
lime into something really special.
SERVES 4
too g / 3 1/2 oz flour; 6 g / 1/6 oz baking
powder; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz butter; 2 eggs;
60 g / 2 oz sugar; 12 rose petals.
For the rose cremeux: 100 ml / 1/2 cup
water; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz sugar; 12 rose petals;
200 g / 7 oz rose jam; 2 g / 1 .'9 oz agar agar

Beal the eggs vvith the sugar, and melt
the butter and leave to cool.
Sift the flour with the baking powder
and fold into the egg and sugar
mixture. Then add the melted butter.
Pour the mixture Into small cake
molds. Crush the rose petals with a
lltile sugar in a monar to lonn a
creamy pa.ste. Add to the mixture and
hake at iaO°C / 356"F for 5 to 7
minutes.
Rose cremeux
Prepare a syrup and add the rose
petals. Bring to a boil and add the rose
)am and the agar agar Leave to cool.
Blend to a One puree.
To serve
Serve a line of little cakes together with
the rose cremeux.
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Preparation l i m e
30 minuies
Cooking time
30 minuies
Reconimended w i n e
HIsenda MIrei by Pares Balta (DO
Penedes). 100% Garnacha This is an
elegant wine which is sweei on the
palate, lis aromatic complexlty-wlih
flowerv- fragrances, creamy notes and
forest fruits-make It excellent company
for this visit to the world of roses. The
aftertaste Is of spicc and toasi.

FLOWERS - s o n CHEESES

Garden of cheeses,
flowers, herbs and pebbles
(Un jardin de quesos, flores, hierbas
y piedras del camino)
My idea here Is to form a garden of
cheeses. As in any garden, it has
flowers, grass and pebbles. And the
aromas and flavors offer a little of
everything-sweei. savory, bitter, dairy,
piquant... If we close our eyes, this
gasironomic stroll will lead us
wherever we desire.

SERVES 4
BASE
For the sand: 600 g / 1 Ib 5 oz softened
butter {soften, but do not liquefy, by heating to
no more than 3CK; / S&'F); 60 g / 2 oz sugar;
60 g / 2 oz ground almonds; 240 g / 8 1/2 oz
superfine sugar; 500 g / 1 lb 2 oz flour; 200 g
/ 7 oz egg yolk.

Gradually add the sugar, ground
almonds, superfine sugar and Hour to
the butter Then add the egg. Slir until
smooth. Cook, then leave to cool,
forming a cookie.
For tfie sand grains: 250 g / 9 oz cookie
(see above): 250 g / 9 oz superfine sugar;
1 packet Fisherman's Friends lozenges;
25 g / 1 oz cocoa.

Blend ihe sugar with the lozenges In
the Themiomix. Then do the same
with the cookie, adding the cocoa. Sift.
For the cheeses: 80 g / 3 oz A Fuega'l Pilu;
80 g / 3 oz Arzua-Ulloa; 80 g / 3 oz Cebreiro:
80 g / 3 oz Queso Tetilla.
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PEBBLES
For the caramelized almonds: 100 g / 3 1.''2
oz almonds, peeled and toasted; 100 g / 3
1/2 oz sugar; 30 ml / 2 heaping tbsp water:
10 g /1/3 oz tiutter; cooking chocolate;
cocoa powder.

Make a s)nnp with the sugar and
vvater. When thick, add the almonds
and slir until well coated. Remove
from the heat, add the butter and turn
onto a silicone baking sheet.
When cold, coat the almonds vvith
melted chocolate. Stir until cold, ihen
gradually add cocoa powder,
separating ihe almonds.

Others, nasturtium and pansy llowers. pea
and t>asil microgreens.

Beal the eggs with the sugar until light,
silt the Hour vvith the ccicoa and fold
in. Add the ground almonds and
flower petals and transfer to molds.
Bake at ISO^C / 3.'>6"F for 30 minutes.

To serve
Make a base of "sand", top with the
flower cake, the chocolate cremeux.
caramelized almonds, while chocolate,
chocolate algae, and flowers and salad
shoots, and add the delicious cheese
on top.

For the chocolate crcmeux: 30 g / 1 QZ
white cfiocolate.

Preparation t i m e
60 minutes

Freeze the white chocolate, then grate
using the microplane. Set aside in the
freezer

30 minutes

For the chocolate algae: ICiO g / 3 1/2 oz
V/alrhona chocolate: superfine sugar.

Place plenty of superhne sugar on a
tray. Place the melted chocolate in a
piping bag and squeeze out into algae
shapes onto the sugar Chill in the
freezer
For the flower cake: 300 g / 10 1 /2 oz egg;
180 g / 6 1/2 oz sugar; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz flour;
150 g / 5 1/2 oz cocoa: 60 g / 2 oz ground
almonds: flower petals (pansy, rose,
nasturtium, begonia and lavender).

Cooking time
Recommended w i n e
Gramona Brut Imperial (50% .Xarel-lo,
40% Macabco, 10% Chardonnay), a
classic, stylish cava. With ils touches of
apple, cookie, spice, flowers, sea
breezes and nuts, it marries well with
the varied flavors In this special
garden.
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Transparency of tomato,
Queso de la Serena, and herbs
and flowers on black bread
(Jransparencia de tomate, Queso de la Serena,
hierbas y flores sobre pan negro)
This dish offers a colorful combination
of flavors and colors on a bread base
for a summer evening, or perhaps for a
candlelit dinner In the right company,
made special by the shimmer of gold.
SERVES 4
For the transparency of tomato: 6 beeftieart
tomatoes, weighing approximately 650 g / 1
lb 7 oz: 2 sprigs basil; 3 sheets gelatin: 10 ml
/ 2 tsp sherry vinegar; edible gold powder;
500 ml / 2 1/6 cups extra virgin olive oil; salt;
white pepper; fleur de sei.
For the Queso de la Serena bars: 250 g /
9 oz Oueso de la Serena; 0.100 g edible
flowers; 0.050 gfinelychopped chives; 40 g /
1 1/2 oz mizuna leaves.
For the black bread: 500 g / 1 Ib 2 oz flour
30 g / 1 oz SLigar; 20 g / 1 oz salt; 20 g / 1 oz
fresh yeast; 120 ml /1/2 cup water; 20 g /
1 oz squid ink.

Transparency of tomato
Soak the gelatin sheets in iced water,
then strain.
Peel the tomatoes, ihen blend in the
Thermomix. Add the basil leaves, extra
virgin olive oil and sherry vinegar,
season with salt and blend again.
Strain, Heat and add the .softened
gelatin.
Pour the tomato mixture into a mold
1.5 cm / 3/4 in deep covered with
plastic wTap. Shake gently until
perfectly smooth. Chill. When set, cut
inio rectangles 10 cm / 4 in long, and
set aside.
Queso de la Serena bars
On a sheet of plasiic wrap, form bars
of cheese 10 cm / 4 in long and 2 cm /
1 in high. Sprinkle with the petals,
chives and mizuna leaves. Chill.
Black bread
Thoroughly mix the flour, salt and
squid ink (jusi enough to make the
mixture black) In ihe breadmaker. .Add
the yeast with the sugar and mix in.
Gradually add the water until the
mixture is smooth.
Sprinkle a flat pan vvith flour, add the
dough and stretch inio a rectangle
vvith your fingers. Leave to rise,
covered with a damp cloth to prevent a
dry crust from forming. When risen,
turn the dough onto a slightly deeper,
floured pan and bake for 15 minutes al
170°C 1338"? until completely risen.

To serve
Cut a piece of black bread the same
size as the tomato transparency and
glaze wilh olive oil. Wrap the tomato
transparency around the cheese bar
and place on top of the black bread.
Sprinkle with a little powdered gold,
some extra virgin olive oil and fleur de
sei.
Preparation time
30 minutes
Cooking time
15 minutes for the bread.
Recommended wine
+7 (DOCa Priorato, made from
Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah and
Gamacha), by Bodegas Pinord. The
complex fruity aromas with notes of
jam and minerals and the red berry
flavors with just a hint of smokiness
make this the perfect partner for this
cheese dish.
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Herb salad with Queso Tetilla and tomato
nectar, on aromatio earth
(Ensalada de hierbas oon Queso Tetilla y
nectar de tomate, en tierra aromatica)
I always feel salads look their best
served in a glass dish so that we can
see all the dillereni components and
pick out whichever we like, separately
or logeiher .A good option is lo use
bamboo longs. In this case, the salad
comes vvith delicious white bread.
SERVES 4
For the herb salad: 200 g / 7 oz tomato
nectar (see below); baby mesclun; red endive;
basil; quince; violet jam; pumpkin seeds;
Aragonese olives; pine nuts; strawberries;
crantierries; figs: enokitake; a Jeaisalem
artichoke; thyme; seasonal flovi/ers
{nasturtium, begonia, pansy, lavender and
dianthus).
For the aromatic earth: 300 g /10 1/2 oz
bread; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz smoked bacon; 5 g /
1 tsp powdered orange peel; 5 g / 1 tsp
powdered juniper; 5 g / 1 tsp dried thyme;
salt; pepper
Others: 120 g / 4 oz Oueso Tetilla; extra virgin
olive oil; Modena vinegar
HERB SAtAD

To make 200 g / 7 oz of tomato nectar,
take 1 kg / 2 1/4 lb of red plum
tomatoes, blanch and then peel and
seed.
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Cook at a low flame with extra virgin
olive oil, salt, pepper and thyme until
the liquid has evaporated. Season with
salt and crush, ihen strain and set
aside.

Queso Tetilla
Cut the cheese Into small cubes to
form the basis for the salad.

To serve

Stone the olives and cmsh in the
mortar with a little extra virgin olive
oil and thyme.

In a transparent dish, mb; die salad
ingredients, aliernaimg the colors and
sizes. Jusi before serving, dress with a
mixture ol olive oil and Moden.i

The enokliaki mushrooms should he
washed and served raw, and the
Jerusalem artichoke should be peeled,
boiletl and sauieed

Preparation l i m e
.30 minutes

Aromatic earth
Break the bread into crumbs by hand,
fry and drain off the oil. Push through
a sieve.
Cut the smoked bacon into julienne
sirips and fry very slowly on its own
until crisp. Drain, and when cold,
crush and leave on a pa]5er towel so
ihal any remaining fat Is absorbed
To make the powdered orange rind,
place the rind in a symp (from equal
amounts of water and sugar), then ilry
It m ihe oven for about 6 hours ai
around 100°C/ 212"F Leave to cool,
then gnnd and sieve.
MIX all the ingredients for the aromaiic
earth and place between two paper
towels for any fat to be absorbed.

Cooking time
f) hours
Recommended w i n e
Emendls Trio 2007 (DO Penedes), by
Masia Puigmoltb; 55% Chardonnay,
25% Macaheo and 20% Muscat. This
wine's unusual aromatic louch c>l
roscmat)' and menthol with a slightlv'
sweel, almost caramelized Iruitincss
coming from the clay soils vvhere the
grapes grow brings us In line with this
salad, hlled with colors and llavors.
The wme can be seen as one of the
salad ingredients

FLOWERS - SOFT CHEESES
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Trinxat from La Cerdanya
with Queso de L' Alt Urgell y La Cerdanya, pork
belly confit, boletus and lemon thyme
(Trinxat do la Cerdanya con Queso de L' Alt
Urgell y La Cerdanya, pancetta confitada, setas
de La Cerdanya y tomillo limonero)
Frinxai is a typical dish from the
Catalonian dismct of La Cerdanya
(made of cabbage, potatoes, pork belly,
garlic, olive oil and salt). The cheese,
vegetables, pork and delicious
mushrooms found In La Cerdanya give
the characteristic aroma of this region,
one that is well worth visiting for ils
idyllic and mysterious landscapes.
SERVES 4
For the trinxat: 2 potatoes; lOOg / 3 1/2 oz
winter cabbage; tOO g / 3 1/2 oz Queso de
L'Alt Urgell y La Cerdanya; 50 ml / 4 tbsp
extra virgin olive oil; 1 clove garlic, chopped.
For the pork belly confit: 1 piece of pork
belly, preferably from the top end; salt;
pepper; thyme; sugar; extra virgin olive oil,
For the boletus: 100 g / 3 1/2 oz boletus,
extra virgin olive oil; salt; white pepper
Others: lemon thyme; extra virgin olive oil:
fresh herbs.

Trinxat
Boil the potatoes and puree. Blanch

the cabbage. Fry the chopped garlic,
•.idd ilic cabbage mixed imo the potato
puree and the cheese. Season vvidt salt.
Jusi before serving, fry quickly to
brown.
Pork belly confit
Marinate the pork for 24 hours.
Place in a vacuum pack with the extra
virgin olive oil, salt, pepper, thyme and
a little sugar and steam for about 3
hours. When cold, cut wafer-thin
slices using an electric slicer. Jusi
before serving, sear in a frying pan
until crisp and golden.

Preparation time
45 minutes
Cooking time
30 minutes / 3 hours to confit the pork
Recommended wine
Gaintus, by Flereiat Mom-Rubi, made
100% from SumoU grapes, a native
Catalonian variely. This wine gives a
lojxh ii( aiyle u> this siin[-)le dish from
La Cerdanya.

Boletus
Clean ihe mushrooms with a damp
cloih and trim the bases. Lightly .same
in a non-stick pan with extra virgin
olive oil, and season with salt and
freshly ground white pepper
To serve
Serve the wafer-ihin slices of pork
alongside ihe trlnxai and top with the
boletus mushrooms alternating with
the fresh herbs. /\dd a little extra virgin
olive oil and the lemon thyme.
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Pumpkin secret
with Torta del Casar cheese and meatballs
(Secreto de calabaza con queso Torta
del Casar y albondigas)
This dish takes me back to my
childhood. Pumpkiti Is a wonderful
]•>induct and I add my personal louch
with the Torta del Casar cheese served
In cubes. Another option would be to
leave the cheese whole and serve It In
spoonfuls with the beaten cream.
SERVES 4
For the pumpkin secret: 4 small pumpkins;
1 sweel onion; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz butter; 60 ml
/ 1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil; salt; pepper;
2 sprigs fresh ttiyme; 50 ml / 4 tbsp cream;
6 lavender flowers; water: Maldon salt.
For the meatballs: 250 g / 9 oz of chopped,
lean Iberico pork; 150 g / 5 1/2 oz chopped
chicken breast; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz chopped
pork belly; 1 egg; gariic; parsley; 10 g /1/3 oz
salt; 2 g / ^/9 oz black pepper; 11/41/4 cup
mineral water
Others: 120 g / 4 oz Torta del Casar; 120 g /
4 oz toasted bread; Maldon salt.

P u m p k i n secret
Empty oul the pumpkins and discard
the seeds. Cut the flesh Imo small
pieces and set aside. Dry ihe pumpkin
shells in the twen with a Utile water
inside for 45 minuies ai 100°C / 212°F
and set aside.
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Peel the onion and cut very finely.
Sweat in a pan logether wiih the pieces
of pumpkin, the extra virgin olive oil,
a little sugar and the butter. Season
w iih salt and pepper, add the thyme
and lavender flowers. Cover with
water and simmer for aboul 30
minutes. Blend, strain and add salt to
la.sie. Keep warm.
Ju.st before serving, beat the cream
until thick.
Meatballs
Mix all the ingredients, season with
salt and pepper and form into small
balls. Dip into flour and boil. Set aside,
Queso Torta del Casar
While cold, dice and set aside lor
adding to the cream al the last minute.

Croutons
Cut frozen slices of farmhouse bread
into small cubes and saute Ughily in a
non-stick pan with a little extra virgin
olive oil. Set aside.
To serve
Fill ihe pumpkins wilh the cream of
pumpkin, the small meatballs (6 per
person), the cheese cubes, some
beaten cream, a drop of extra virgin
olive oil and a little Maldon salt. Serve
the croutons separately, in small
containers.
Preparation t i m e
1 hour 15 minutes
C o o k i n g time
60 minutes
R e c o m m e n d e d viine
Perinet 2005 (DOCa Priorato), by
Bodegas Mas Pcrinet (.Cabernet
Sauvignon, Syrah and Gainacha), This
Intense, deep-red wine vvith fine, Imiiy
aromas makes a delicious loll lor the
velvety pumpkin and the meatballs.

SOFT CHEESES

Sardines with rosemary
in movement with Cebreiro cheese,
red berries, figs and touches of green
(Sardinas al romero en movimiento con queso
Cebreiro, frutas rojas, higos y toques verdes)
Here we have simple sardines-but
presented as if they were
moving-dressed internally with a
delicious filling of cheese, spinach and
fmit. This is a versatile dish thai can be
used as a starter or an entree, wilh 3
sardines per person, accompanied with
a generous slice of rustic bread with fig
jain. Tij'nilv deiK inu-. ,inJ leiHiiiini:
SERVES 4
Ingredients: sardines: extra virgin olive oil;
fleur de sei; salt: rosemary: red Ezpeleta
pepper; white pepper; 200 g / 7 oz small
spinach leaves; 4 chemes; 1 Granny Smith
apple; 2 figs; 100 g / 3 1/2 oz Cebreiro
cheese.

Wash the sardines and remove the
scales. Remove the backbone but not
the head or tail, leaving the fish whole.
Marinate for 6 hours with the Ezpeleia
pepper, e.xtra virgin olive oil, salt,
rosemary and freshly ground white
pepper. Chill.
Wash the spinach and blanch for 2
minuies in boiling salted vvater.
Refresh vvith ice, drain and press. Cut
the fruit Inio small cubes. Blend the
spinach leaves to a fine puree. Remove
from the blender and add the cheese,
fniit dice. 40 ml / 3 ibsp of extra virgin
ohve oil, and a pinch of salt and of
while pepper Chill.
Remove the sardines from the
marinade and drain. Keep the
marinade juices.

Preparation t i m e
6 hours
Cooking time
5 minutes
Recommended w i n e
Rosat de Llagrima 2007 (100%
Merloi). by Mas Comtal. This wine
offers an herbal nose-vvith touches of
fennel and aniseed-and a sweetness
reminiscent almosi of balsamic
stravvberr>- candy It's the perfect
partner for this dish.

To serve
Place a spoonful of fiUing in the center
of each sardine and gently shape them
into circles, with the head meeting the
tail. Use a spatula to smooth down the
sides. Remove any surplus filling and
brush the sardines with the mannade
oil. Season with fleur de sei and serve
very cold.
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When fall arrives in mid-Oclober, saffron-growers prepare for the tough job of harvesting
the saffron flowers. Back in the 1920s, Spain produced over 100,000 kg (110 tonnes)
of saffron, but today's growing area is a tiny part of what it was then, and produciion
has shrunk accordingly. Even so, 90% of the worlds trade in saffron is in the hands of
Spanish companies.

VERDU CANTO SAFFRON SPAIN

Threads of Gold

Tor more than 100 years, saffron
packers and distributors have been
concentrated in the Alicante town of
Novelda where. parado.Kically, not a
single saftron crocus Is grown. This is
the location of Verdu Canto Saffron
Spain, a name that bears great vvTlghi
In Ils sector where It is considered a
global leader. Towards the end of the
19"' ceniury, many of the poorer
inhabitants of Nov clda had to leave the
town and look for a living elsewhere.
Jose Verdtt Canto, the founder, started
to buy saffron from growers in L i
Mancha and sell it In Alicante, vvhere It
was a popular condiment for rice
dishes. Even then, he aimed to select
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only the best saffron and pack it
correctly, and ihai spirit remains in the
company today after more than a
century.
The Verdti Canio family and heirs
continued with ihe business, but
decided that it wasn't enough to sell
e.xclusively In Spain, so, in 1920 they
began to sell iheir product abroad,
establishing a branch in India and
sending regular consignments to
Japan, Sweden and Canada, Their
foresight enabled them to lay the
foundations of a company vvhich today
exports to 140 countries. After the
Spanish Cival War (1936-1939), when
sales began their slow recovcrv; they

created two brands: Pole for the
Spanish market, and Syren for export.
Distinct and attractive packages were
designed for both, with the aim of
catching ihc eye of potential
customciN. In ihis, too, Verdu Canto
vvas ahead of its lime wilh an effective,
ihough small-scale, marketing
campaign based on iniuillon.
Subsequently, in 1980, the business
vvas completely restructured, wlih the
creation ol one company for exports
(Saffron Spain) and another to develop
the domestic market (Sucesores de J
Verdu Canio SL), New business
schemes were drafted, and the
company's capacity for buying during
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the saffron harvest was stepped up
with the aim of guaranteeing a stable
supply to all markets at competitive
prices.

World leaders
During the 1990s, the company, still a
family concern, set up a strategic plan
involving a change in the management
team and the merger of ihe two
companies Into one new one; Verdu
Canto Saffron Spain. The goals were
clear: to control and promote product
quality, to foster biological and
gasironomic research of saffron and to
diversify expons,
Today, Verdu Canto Saffron Spain sells
6,000 kg (6 tonnes) of saffron a year
(in threads, cmshed and powdered), of
which 60% goes to internal ional
markets. This makes it the worlds
leading company in quantity and
qualit)'. with a consolidated
distribution network in Europe,
America and the Persian Gulf, the
latter considered to be the most
pnimising foreign market because of
the volume and regularity of sales. "In
all Arab countries," says Patrick de la
Cueva, Manager of Verdu Canto
Sailron Spain, "ihe saffron culture has
strong roots. We arrived in the Gulf at
the right time, just when quality
conirols were being stepped up. and
we were able to meet their

expectations. We're now reaping the
rewards of many years of hard work,
the advantage of having been pioneers.
Its a stable, easily accessible market,
unlike the US, where the distribution
system is so complex thai it's
impossible lo control your product all
along the chain."

Azafran de
la Mancha,
added value
A few years ago, Verdi't Canto Saffron
Spain bought a small saffron plot
certified by ihe PDO Asafran de La
Mancha Regulatory Council, from

which all the saffron is packed under
ihe ZaIlerania brand, a label for
gourmet markets the worid over and
one which gives added value to the
companyi; international image. "The
salTrtm business," ex|3lalns De la Cueva,
•"has always been rather unique, so the
company has had to be very adaptable
and change in line with market
demands. Our only commitment is
quality, and we believe this is the only
way to achieve credibiliiy."
A total of 200,000 flowers are needed
for 1 kg (2 1/4 lb) of saffron. The skyhigh prices it fetches are not only due
to the large numbers of threads
needed, but also to the ver)' difficult
process involved.
Picking starts at dawn wiien the
llowers open up, and must be
completed before the heal withers
them, and handling must be
meticulous as the pistils lose their
flavor if crushed. Having spent all
morning in the fields, the afternoon is
devoted to removing the stigmas from
the flowers by hand, and ihe evening
to dning them. The whole prticess has
to take place in a single day to preserve
the full aroma. Toasring uses large
sieves over hoi embers, with neither
flames nor smoke. This is what sets the
La Mancha saffron apart from others:
In other countries the threads are dried
In ihe sun, where they lose some of
their aroma
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"The instability of saffron-producing
countries such as Iran led us to
reconsider things. Wc decided lo
diversify to ensure that ihe company
could survive if vve have trouble
sourcing the raw material. The price of
Iranian saffron has doubled over the
last two years, so producing saffron in
Spain is no longer so expensive and is
much safer We always try to be a step
ahead, so we've now Joined up with a
group of Spanish companies to invest
in cultivation in Spain, guaranteeing
part of our supplies."
Saffron vvas originally brought to the
Iberian Peninsula by the Arabs (8'''-15*
centuries). They called it za' faran, and
this name has remained in almost all
western languages. It is often wrongly
:i^:M!L;a;u(.l v, iili IriLLun ^ahixin i.-i
turmeric, a spice with a potent
coloring power but no aroma. Henry
VllI of England (1491-1547), an
enthusiastic consumer of La Vlancha
saffron, established the death penalty
for anyone who adulterated or falsified
it. In fact, saffron fraud is as old as
saffron itself. 'These things are
inevitable with high-priced products,"
says De la Cueva. "There's plenty of
scope for dubious dealings. Bui
obviously we have nothing to do with
this. Our handling, production and
packaging sv'sterns are backed by ISO
9002 cerifficaies. and we control the
raw material from the field lo the pack.
Our qualiiy is guaranteed."
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Investing in R&D
To achieve these high levels of quality,
Verdii Canto Saffron Spain has been
forced to develop its own precision
leclmology. De la Cueva explains that
no-one outside the business would be
prepared to Invent in this type of
machinery- because of its cosL, so it is
the saffron dealers themselves who
have to work with engineers and
manufacturers to creaie their own
tools, especially scales, vvhich are
essential, as well as labor-saving
packaging equipment. "When you
export to markets such as the Nordic
countries, you are subject to hundreds
i>: ti-.i.tlli)- ci>ntro;.<. if the >xh;\ ci/dm*.
to contain one gram, il must contain
precisely that; iherefore, to weigh the
threads we have to use precision scales
like those used In laboratories. And
our pacl<aging equipment has to be
equally reliable because this is a very
fragile product. But we're happy lo
invest heavily in R&D because vve see
it as the key to our fftture."
l in; dTi 'r;^ •.i Xcruti i, .iriti' .^ii'Triin
Spain are focused at present on
calculating and developing a saffron
dosage table. "The mosi difficult aspect
of cooking with saffron is knowing
exactly how much to use. You can ruin
a dish if you use too much," says Maria
Jose San Roman, chef at the restaurant
Monastrell in Alicame (Spain
Courinctaur No. 74), She has been
working with this company in Novelda
and with the Liniv^ersiiy of Alicante on
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Continuing witti the expansion and
business diversificaticHi initiated by
Patrici< de la Cueva. a new concept
for gourmet products has been
created; Food Hunter Under this
umbrella, the new De la Cueva brand
packs products for other companies
to sell, all with the same image. "Ttie
aim, above all, is to make things
easier for our foreign custom^s. It's
always complicated to first loc;ate
and then import quality goods. We
hunt out the best artisan products
and place them under a single
brand, And we suggest that our
customers set up a corner in their
stores offering quality Spanish
products (cheeses, charcuterie.
presen/es, etc,), all under Ihe De la
Cueva brand. We've created a
modern image and very attractive
pacl<aging, in line with Spain's
gastronomic reputation today. During
the first year, v*ich w ^ practicaliy a
trial period, our revenues totaled
500,000 euros, so we feel this
project has a promising future. We
transmit credibility, we know our
products well and we only work with
what's authentic." So far De la
Cueva products are sold in
Switzerland, Germany and Ireland.

VERDlJ CANTO S.AFFRON SPAIN

OT

%

a research pmjeci on saffron which
should soon be coming out in book
lonn. "The Idea is to rediscover
saffron," affirms De la Cueva with
enthusiasm. "We are trying to show
that it's not as expensive as It might
seem because you can get wond^ji ILU
results with tiny amounts. This should
help us sirengthen markets that
already consume saffron by opening
up new sales channels. For example, in
Just two years, Italy has surpassed
Spain in consumption. This scientific
research, which goes together wilh
development of saffron's culinary
potential, should help consolidate the
market. Whal makes our company
different is that we're doing something
no one else does. We're trying to
determine the exact dose of safl'ron
needed in different dishes. Al the same
time, we're working on solutions in
water and fats, in slock, bread, egg,
cream or syrup, and testing different
preparations such as saffron honey, oil,
salt, and butter. That's where the fulure
lies, though It's still too eariy to see
these things in the stores."

Other spices and
seasonings
With the aim of diversifying their
business and not depending solely on
saffron, one year ago Verdu Canttj
Saffron Spain created its Toque
Especial brand, a line of seasonings
that allows cooks to change the flavor

of simple dishes (pasta, rice, salads)
Just by adding herbs and spices. It's
like a gastronomic tour of the
world-from Provence to Mexico-in
the form of 12 easily-recognizable
flavors packed in attractive, userfriendly grinding mills. A total of
700,000 units have already been sold
(10% was exported to the Persian
Gulf, Mexico and Germany), and in
2008 they received the Product of the
Year Award in the condiments
category, granted by Spanish
consumers, "We're especially proud of
this," says De la Cueva. "The idea
came from one of my trips aimed al
gaining a global view of consumer
tastes and discovering market niches.
We have a sound distribution
structure In Spain and abroad, so why
limit it only to saffron? If we want to
grow and improve, we have to take
risks. Thai's been ihe philosophy of
Verdu Canui from the start, and we're
convinced we're on the right paih."

V E R D Li C: A N T 0
8 AF F R0 ¥
S PAI N

Date Q{ foundation: 1890
Activity: Packaging and sale of
saffron and spices
Workforce: 32
Turnover for 2007: 7.5 million
euros
Export quota: 55%
Main export markets: France,
Persian Gulf, Sweden, United
Kingdom,
Headquarters:
Sargento Navarro, 7
03660 Novelda (/Vlicante)
Tel; (+34) 965 600 078
www.saffron-spain,com

Julia Perez is a food writer and has
worked for over 15 years as the food and
wine editor for several magazines
including Mia Cocina, Vogue, Gala,
Elba, and Clle. She writes regularly for
the newspaper El Mundo and for the
magazines Esquire, Spanorama and
Vino+Gasironomi'a, as well as for other
Spanish and foreign publications. She has
published several books and restaurant
giddes and, in 2005. received the Spanish
National Gastronomy Award for the best
lournalist.
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ON THE MOVE

TEXT
ALMUDENA MUYO/©lCE.X
ILLUSTRATIONS
JAVIER VAZQUEZ
TRANSL.XTION
H.AWTS PR1TCHARD/©ICEX

On the Move
Bodegas Roda
does well in Dubai
Dubai's presligious Burj
Al Arab hotel, the
world's first of only two
seven-star hotels
(located on an ariihclal
island, 270 m (886 ft) from ilic
beach) has added Boilegas Rodas
Roda and Roda 1 (DOCa Rioja) to its
wine list. The hotel has nine
restaurants: AI Mahara, held lo be one
of the ten best restaurants in the
world, is particularly outstanding. As
Sara Fernandez Bengoa, Export
Manager of Bodegas Roda, observes:
"This contract is important not only
because of the presiige that attaches to
two of our wines featuring on these
restaurants' wine lists, but also because
of the poiential business opporiuniiies
that might arise through the hotel's
distinguished clientele."
In Fernandez's opinion, it was the
personality of the chosen wines thai
opetted doors: "...their fniity
notes-red in Roda, black in Roda
I-w iih hints of mineral, providing
comptexiiy, and aitractlve balsamic
qualities contributing freshness. Added
to all that is their engaging amplitude
and silkiness combined with plenty of
body and structure. These are very
elegant wines Indeed, and they have a
lot to say for themselves,"
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have recently added Hong Kong and
the Ukraine to their customer list, and
have become something of a
benchmark winery for the
Amanresorts hotel chain.

Bodegas Roda's foray Into ihe Persian
Gulf began in Dubai In 2007, when
they started disiribuung iheir wines
there, and has since moved on to ihe
United Arab Emirates, vvhere their
strategic plan, to be implemented
immediately, entails presenting their
various wines at promotional days
featuring Spanish products to be held
ihroughout the year. "The UAE is a
very wealthy country and as such is a
great showcase for top quality
products. It's an important market as
regards our brand.s' future
development," declares Fernandez,
confldemly
Aware of just how imporiant It Is lo
establish an international presence for
iheir brands. Bodegas Roda inserts
their wines into quallty-orleniaied
markets. Consequently, their wines are
currently sold in over 60 countries, the
most important being the US,
Germany, Switzerland, the UK.
Sweden, Japan and Australia. They

Date of foundation: 1987
Aciivlty: Making and marketing wines
Workforce: 30 employees
Turnover: 6.4 million euros
Export quota: 30%
www.roda.es

Dhul goes to Wal-Mart
After two years of Intensive
negotiating, Dhul has succeeded in
peneiraiing the US market via WalMart, Into whose shops it is
intioducing five desserts; egg flan
(custard). 0% flan, crema catalana
(creme brQlee). profiteroles and
liramisu. The dessens will be on sale
in approximately 600 of the chain's
shops on the east coast of the L'S and
in Texas. Funhennore. under the
temis of a strategic alliance with
American company Gourmet
Selections, delivery of Dhul's products
will he channeled ihrough 15 WalMart distribution centers.
Dhuls presence in the US marketplace
is a consequence of Wal-Mart's
decision to revamp its hiiheno jellydominated range of desserts and opt
for ones vvith greater added value.

Of\l THE r^OVE

—

According lo Gmpo Dhul's Export
Manager, Gonzalo Sanchez,
"...turnover for the first year is
cxpecied lo be around 6 million
euros."
This agreement has al.so had the
knock-on effect of getting other Grupo
Dhul-owncd brands into Wal-Mart;
line example is Tra]5a chocolates, now
available at the retailer's shops in
Mexico. In the short and medium
term, Sanchez hopes lo expand Dhul's
presence In the aisles of Wal-Mart to
include its fruit desscris. cheesecakes
and rice puddings.
This agreement strengthens Dhul's
export strategy over the last few years
still further. Whereas 2007 vvas the
year Its sales oulside Spain trebled.
2008 has seen those expons
consolidated, with the brand taking off
In markets such as Poland, Hungary
and Russia,
To date, Gmpo Dhul, which
encompasses Dhul, Clesa (both milk
product brands) and Trapa
(chocolates) among others, has a
market presence in 40 countries.
Date of foundation: lv)67
Workforce: 500 employees
,\clivity: Producing and selling
refrigerated products
Turnover for 2008: 115 million euros
Export quota: 10%
vvwvv.dhul.es

La Taberna del Alabardero
opens In Seattle
Seattle (.US) has acquired a new
Spanish restaurant La Tabema del
/Mabardcro opened recently in
Belllown, "a neighborhood with lots of
characier," to quote Franci.sco Pena,
Manager of Washington DCs Tabema
del Alabardero. near ihe famous Pike
Place Market. "The restaurant can cater
lor 120 in the dining room, 50 at the
bar and 40 on the terrace. It has plenty
of light, high ceilings and the added
attraction of a view from the bar of the
ferries criss-crossing the bay"
-Seaille's Taberna del .'Mabardero
specializes In classic Spanish cuisine,
serv Ing a varied menu of meat and fish
dishes, slews, vegetables and legumes,
ihough pride of place Is given to rice
dishes (starring paella) and gazpacho.
Ever since Taberna del .Alabardero
opened In Washington DC In 1989,
brand owner Grupo Lezama has been
hatching plans to open another
restaurant in the US. Pena explains:
"Seattle was always our first choice
because of its business network, and
the presence of world-famous, lopflight companies such as Amazon and
Microsoft. Furthermore, the city is by
no means swamped with restaurants,
particulariy Spanl.sh ones. It^ a
friendly, dynamic place with a
youthful, well-oil population and a

European approach to life, which vvas
why vve thought that our restaurant
concept would hi in nicely"
Dale of foundation: IO74
Workforce: 282 employees
Total turnover in 2008: 15.94 million
euros
Turnover for 2008 in the US: 2.25
million euros
vvvvvv.grupolezama.es
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ARTIST'S PALiVTE
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Photos
©Prado National Museum,
Madrid, Spain
Translation
Havvys Prilchard/©1CEX

Autumn, or The Grape Harvest

Francisco de
Goya y Lucientes
(1746-1828)

GOYA

Though more transient, less formal and perhaps less intimate than others, wine and gastronomy are starling lo
be considered an art form. A very dilTcrenl one from painting, it must be said, but both share the power to stir
our feelings. And since pleasure is rooted in a mixture of amazingly diverse sensations, then contemplating

a

painting in vvhich art comes together vvith food and wine and their allied culture ought to move us all the more,
ll is vvith pleasures of this kind in view that vve launch a series of visits to the museums of Spain to see works by
our great painters. Some will associate wine wilh the gods, others wilh bacchanalian

revels, some will seat

commoners and kings logeiher at the same table, others depict them at the grape harvest, but all will engage our
senses to the full. Where better to siarl than at the Prado National Museum wilh a work by Goya: Autumn, or The
Grape Harvest.

Merriment and vivacity emanate from
this slice-of-life painting depicting the
grape harvest, an event that marks the
arrival of fall. Goya painted Autunin, or
The Grape Han'est at the high point of
his counly career, and it forms pari of
a set of paintings associated with ihe
seasons. This painting vvas done as a
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model for lapestnes that were lo
decorate the dining room of the Prince
of .Asturias (the title taken by the heir
to the Spanish ihrone) in El Pardo
Palace (one of the residences of the
Spanish royal family).
Goya's painting-still neoclasstcally
pyramidical m composition and

jDopulated by rotund figures-combines
an engaging folk scene with a cenain
degree of symbolism. This is expressed
via the contrast between the activities
in which the peasants and aristocrats
are engaged and the difference in their
approach to the task of picking grapes.
.A.II in all. sensor)' delight on many levels.

Aiirtimn.or Tiir Grtipr f (nrvf si / 178^-17R7/Oilon canvas. 2e>8xlWcm
©Pnidi) Naiiotinl Mii'.euni / Frjndstio tie Gova v Lutientes {1746-182S^
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agua
DEL SKkO XXI

El agua en la gastronomia
del siglo XXI (Water in
21 •'-century Gasironomy)
by the Academia Espafiola
de Gasironomla. Spanish.
It's the lifehlood of humans,
an indtspensablc
component of our bodies,
vital for our wellbeing,
balance, and, of course, an
esseniial ingrcdicni in any
kitchen. It's water.
Everest Editorial and die
Academia F.spanola de
Gasironomla teamed up
with International Expo
Zaragoza 2008 to put
logeiher this detailed study
vvhich covers different ly^pes
of vvater, its role in the
Mediterranean diet, tasting
sessions, consumption and
scarcity, distribution In the
body, and its many facets
within Spanish and global
gastronomy.
This book also includes a
selection of iraditional
recipes, from countries thai
aiicnded the Expo and top
restaurants in Spain, in
vvhich water plays a vital
role In their preparation
(Editorial Evca-sl, .S.A.,
mvvv.evt're.s(.fs)
Text
Samara Kamenecka/©1CEX
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Los acciles de oliva de
Calaluna (Olive Oils of
Calalonia) by the
Generalitai de Cataluna.
English, Spanish. Catalonia
has always stood oul for its
production of lop-flighi
virgin olive oils. This text
provides additional insight
on this subjeci, combining
awesome photography and
a thorough glossary to
provide an in-depth look at
the |)rodiict from various
perspectives: agricultural,
cultural, gasironomic, and
nutritional; It also includes
details on production and
preparation.
Chapters cover specific
informalion such as
symbolic and ritualistic
aspects, olive oil
cooperatives, the sensorial
characteristics of virgin oils
from Calalonia, the region's
PDO products, oil's role In
the Catalan economy, the
future of oil, oil and
culinary creativity, and ils
function In healthy eating.
(Ediciones 62, S,A,,
www.cdicions62.cat,
info(^edicioncs62.cat)

Sabor ib6rico 1 Un pais
sorprendentc] (Iberico
Flavor lA Surprising
Country!) by Maria Pilar
Qiieralt del Hierro, Susana
Vergara Pedreira, Javier
Tome. Spanish. Spain is in a
mily privileged location
where its fields and
mountains, rivers and seas,
and diverse climaie give rise
to the produciion of
excellent food, unique
festivals and wonderful
locales. The many
civilizations thai have called
Sjjain home have given it
both an ancestral and
emerging identity, and
shaped its flavors and
aromas.
This book aims to
summarize these
multitudinous flavors
through the country's most
representative foods, places
and events. The 68
examples Include elaborate
infomtatlon and stunning
pholos ranging from Rioja
wine, (urrdn fromjijona,
and Toledo's Corpus Christi
procession to Holy Week in
Leon, the chocolate
museum in /Xstorga and
hazelnuts from Rues.
(Editorial Everest. S.A.,
wvvw.everc.vt.es)

ECHAURHEH

BOCADILLOS
Y ENSALADAS

\ l I mu,.VMI(()\iiMI..\

^

Neurogastronomia
(Neurogasironomy) by
Miguel Sanchez Romera.
Spanish. Wilh more that 20
years of experience in the
fields of neurology and
neurophysiology and 12 in
neurogastronomy, this
docior-cum-chef has many
an innovative idea about
cooking and wiiat he calls
"culinaiy emotional
inttibgencc".
.Sanchez Romera maintains
that neurology and cuisine
are linked, and here he aims
to shew how cuiinar)'
experiences are the resiili of
sensorial perception. Learn
more about his ideas on
food and science, cuisine
from a neurological
standpoint, the role of the
five senses in ihe kitchen
(hearing being the most
important, surprisingly
enough), "brain foods", and
cuisine and an. He also
expounds on concepts such
as organic expressionism,
ctilinaiy constnictionism
and Total Coo king"... some
serious food for thought.
(Sana/ V Edicianes, S.L,
www.gni posan es.com,
saned@incdynei.com)

Pimientos, gtiindillas y
pimentdn (Peppers, Chllies
and Pimenton) by Francisco
Abad :?\legria. Spanish. The
pepper is a protagonist
and/or a fundamental
ingredient in countless
iraditional Spanish recipe^;,
hailed for its distinct color,
smell and often-spicy flavor.
Served cooked, raw, dried,
diced or pickled, the
pepper has always been a
key player in the countr>''s
culinarj' identity.
And for anyone looking for
the whole storv' behind ihe
pepper, here is ever^'thing
you ev^er wanted and
needed to know on the
subject, From the history of
its arrival in Europe from
America and its subsequent
disseminanon worldwide,
its organoleptic qualities,
medicinal uses, and much
more, as well as extensive
info on chilies and pimentOn
(a type of patjrikt from
Spain), this fascinating lexi
will truly spice up your
raiding list, [Ediciones Trea,
S.L, ivww.trfa.fs,
trc£i@i ira.es)

Bncadillos y ensaladas
(Sandwiches and Salads) by
Paco Roncero. Spanish.
Interactive, clever, and
downright fun, this unique
cookbook takes a new spin
on the sandwich and salad
genre. The pages are
divided Into three separate
flaps, allowing readers to
select their bread and/or
dressing from ihe top sei
(options include cherry
bread, dieieuc wasa bread,
lime mayonnaise, and lentil
and mustard vinaigreiie),
sandwich iitgredients and
lettuce ba-ses from the
middle section (try the
banana, toffee and cream
cheese, the chicken with
peanut butter, or the
avwado and cilaniro salad),
while the boiiom flap offers
beverage possibilities (white
Sangria or Coca-cola and
vanilla shake, anyone?)
Choose from a wide range
of options, mix ingredients
and textures, and mosi of
all. surprise yourself and
your guesis! (EJitnriul
E\'frfs(, S.A., wiviv.fvercst.es)

Echaurren, el sabor de la
memoria tEchaurren. the
Taste of Memories) by
Francis Paniego, Marisa
Sanchez. Spanish.
Echaurren is Indubitably
one of La Rioja's finest
establishments, and this
book offers a look at the
professional career of
Sanchez Uiamed best chef
by the Academla Espanola
de Gastronomia), who has
been the driving force
hciiiuJ ill..' ;\>'.i;ir:ini-luMLi
for more than 50 years.
Her son Francis followed in
her footsteps, opening El
Portal de Echaunen
(boasting the only Michehn
star in the region), and
putting a more avant-garde
spin on his mother's
traditional dishes. Their
more than 80 recipes
:n..lui.[L MiL;L;L;-.!iti;;- -^\wr
potaio and truffle carpaccio,
and scallops served over
cream of cauliflower wilh
pepper and pineapple,
proof thai mother and son
are a delicious duo indeed.
(Monlagiid Editoics. S.A.,
www. monlagud. com.
montagud@montagud.com)
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Mas que tapas (More Than
Tapas) by the Junta de
Andalucla. English,
Spanish. Andalusia is
renowned for its stellar
ingredients, which are
reinierpreied as they travel
the globe and meet new
chefs. This book focuses on
how Andalusian products
are used around the world.
Olive oils; wines and
vinegars; Iberico ham;
cheeses; fish and seafood;
and honey and rice are
discussed In greai detail, as
are the chefs, the
restaurants in vvhich they
work, and their professional
stories.
From the pigeon tnarinated
at a low temperature with
Sherry gelatin and Seville
olives (China) to the sirloin
steak vvith smoked mashed
potatoes and cured Trevelez
ham dust (Argendna), it's
clear that the flavors of
Spain are pleasing palates in
new and interesting ways all
the world over. (Editorial
Almuzara,
www. editoralalmuzora.cam,
info@edilorialalmuzara.com)
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Tmfas, guia y rcceias
(Tniffles, Guide and
Recipes) by Sergio Azagia,
Emilio Ubieio, Jose de Ufia.
Spanish. Welcome to
trufflemania, where it's all
iruffles, al! the time. This
book delves into the
wonderful world of this
mylliiciii trni-.hvti. Mil K!

discuss, in great detail and
with extraordinary
photographs, the relevani
terminology, iheir general
characteristics, anatomy
and physiology, the
methodology for their
identification and study,
their cullivailon, how they
are found, and their
commercialization; It also
includes a portrait of 12
species that have a special
place in gasironomy Fifteen
chefs (including juan Mari
Ariak and Andoni Luis
Aduriz) put lonh their
favorite recipes with irufOe,
which Include hen and
truffie broth; meatballs with
liquid truffle and apple
cream; and potato salad,
avocado and summer
truffle, (editorial Everest,
S.A., wivw.evfrest.fs)
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Carme Rus calle da's
Mediterranean Cuisine by
Carme Ru,scalleda, English.
It's hard not to get excited
about the five-Michelin-star
chef Carme Ruscalleda's
cookbook, jam-packed with
easy and wholesome
recipes. Here are 100
proposals for delicious
meals using fresh, seasonal,
quality products, complete
with info on the level of
difficulty, nuirilional
breakdown and if the dish
is suitable for freezing.
In this day and age, we eat a
lot of ready-made meals,
but Carme's recipes are
"designed for the rimes we
live in: fasi, modern and
healthy." From starters and
fish dishe-S to meat and
desserts, 5-siar suggestions
include pumpkin
consomme with porcini
mushrooms, eggplant and
brown rice; rabbit cutlets
with a cucumber and
yoghurt dip; and sweel
semolina croquettes. (Salsa
Books, Grup Editorial 62,
S.LU, comu@grup62.com,
grup62.com)

Desayunos en Madrid
(Breakfast in Madrid) by
Sara Cucala. Spanish.
Newsflash: Madrid in the
morning is more than
churros and chocolate;
breakfast in the capital is a
whole world vvith neverending options.
This book takes a
mouthwatering morning
journey around more than
60 spots offering Madrid's
best breakfast options, from
traditional cafes to off-ihebeaten path options. Find
out where to enjoy
everything from regional,
international and chocolatebased breakfasts to brunch.
Beautiful photos
accompany summaries of
each suggestion with details
on their specialties, opening
days and hours, and prices.
From the RItz to the casino
to the soccer stadium cafe,
you can splurge on an
exquisiie 60-euro buffet or
get to munching on your 2euro toast and coffee.
Whatever you decide, it wiU
be a tasty way to say biicnos
dias. (RBA Libras,
www. riia.es)

Boiipnifii by Angeles Ruiz
and Azahar Maris. Spanish,
Fact: the l^est way to get to
know an area is ihrough its
cuisine. Fact: Alicante
gastronomy is based on a
combination of seasonal
products, heal I hy ealing
and imagination Fact; this
i> ;i vvi'uderl J h- >v. it h

recipes from all over the
region, providing a stellar
representation of each area.
Published by the While
Coast's Provincial Tourism
Board, this text focuses on
products that are native to
Spain's southeastern region
because they arc iop-qualil>'
and have special
gastronomic qualities. With
a wide-ranging focus that
highlights everyihing from
olives, garlic, artichokes
and dates to figs, legumes,
wheat and grapes, you've
never tasted an Alicante as
delicious as this one, and
right in your own home.
(.Ptitronato pnnincial de
mrismo dc la casta blanca,
www.cosuiblanca.org)

Las eslrellas de la
gastronomia espanola
(The Stars of Spanish
Gastronomy) by Ismael
Diaz Yubero. This book
pays homage to the
products of Spain and to
the people that have, over
ihe years, produced,
preserved and processed
them. It .salutes ihose that
have used Spanish products
to create imaginative
cuisine, catapulting ihem to
their pi-estigious and wtirldrettovvned status today
The text deals with tons of
products in iniense detail:
borage from Aragon;
asparagus from Navarre;
chickpeas from
Fuentesatico; oysters from
Arcade; salmon from
Caniabria; cold cuts, from
Iberico ham to blood
sausage Irom Burgos;
partridge and suckling pig;
Galician meat pies; wines,
from Penedes to
Somontano; olive oils, such
as Arbequina; spices like
sal'fmn; cheeses: Valencia
oranges; sheny, and the lisi
goes on... (Aliaiija Etiiforial,
S.A.. iviviv.aliurie£ifiii(oria/,i's)

Guia Pcnin de los Vinos
de Espafta 2009 (Pemn
Guide to Wine In Spain
2009) English, German,
Spanish. WUh 19 years
under Its belt, Gutri Pefiin
has become the unofficial
authority on Spanish wines.
This book includes more
than 13,500 wine reviews,
as well as info on 200 more
wineries than lasi year's
edition. It also offers a
fascinating introduction,
guiding readers through the
winemaking process and
wine tastings, and
providing information on
the history of wine
production, soils, varieties
and winemaking in Spain.
(Penin F.diciones,
www.grupopen in.com)

Memi del dia (Menu of the
Day) by Rohan Daft,
English. In 1965, the
Franco government passed
a decree that called for the
provision of good, cheap
food tor workers and
something other than sun
for tourists, and thus the
menu of the day was bom;
today it is a Spanish
institution.
Comprised of a first and
second course,
coiree/tea/dessert, and
wine/beer/another beverage,
the menu varies widely
according to the region, but
they all have one thing in
common: they are
deUctous!
This book offers
infomiation on typical
Spanish foods logeiher with
recipes, from salmorejo to
marmiiako to flan, giving
readers the tools and the
insight to create a Spanish
menu del dia in the comfort
of their own homes, (Simo^i
& Schuster,
vvwiv.simonsays.com)
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For rnore infomiation:

WWW. acamacho. com

.^venida del Pilar. 6 - 41530 Moron (Seville) Spain
TeL: 34/95-585 47 00 Fax: 34/95-585 01 45
e-mail: info@acamacho,coiii
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MANCHA, origeii dc graiides suenos,
Tiorni de los mayorcs vlficdos dc Espan.i,
los que reciben mejores ciiidados.
Lu^3r Hondo sin prisa se diir.ui las iivas.
Inspimcion que cre.-» vinos sorprendeiues, llenos de matices.
Tintos. bl.incos, ros.idos y cspiiinosos.
VUKIS qlK' l l f g . l l l ,1 u i d o s .
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Fax: (34) 968 716 063
expon.-tcion@cxisadclacrmiia.com
www. casadel aerm iia. com
Page: 132

Angii Camacho
Alimcmacron, S.A, (Pragata)
Tel; (34)955 854 700
Fax; (34) 955 850 145
i n lo@ac J nine h o. CO m
wvvw.acamach o, com
Page; 122

C.R.D.O. La Mancha
Tel: (34)926 541 52^
Fax; C34) 926 588 040
alonso@l.i!Tianchado.es
vvwv\.laiiiaiicliai.lo.es
Page; 123

Bccswcet & Dairv' (Gmpo
Dhul)
Tel: (34)913 511 030
expon@het;swocl .cs
www.beesweei.es
Page: 127

C.il.D.O. Rueda
Tel: 1.34) 983 868 248
Fax: (34)983 868 219
comunicaei6n@dorueda.com
vvww;doriicdn.coni
Page: Inside front cover

Bodegas Franco Fspanolas
Tel; (34) 941 25) 300
Fax: (34) 941 262 948
franL'ocspanolas@
ir.iiicoespanolas.com
www.francocspanolas.tom
Page: 6

Caja Fspafia
Tel; 134) 987 292 694
Fxv: C34) 987 231 026
cajaesp'.niacomcx@caiaespanj cs
v^-vvw.ca j acspana.cs
Page: 14

FJ. Sanchez Siicesorcs, S.A.
Tel: (34) 950 364 038
Fax: (34) 950 364 422
fjsancliezsa@laniral.c5
v^-ww. 1 i simc hcz. com
Page: 1 ^^
Federici) Palernina, S.A.
Tel; (34) 941 310 550
Fax: (34) 941 312 778
paternina@pateniina.com
w\vw. paiemina.com
Page: 9
Feria dc Valencia - Vino Elite
Tel: (34) 902 747 330
Fax: (34) 902 747 345
V i HOC 1 i tc@ fc nade vale nt la .co m
www leriadevalencia.com
Page: 125
Gon^ale; Byass. S.A. (Tio

Bodegas Prolos
Tel: (34) 983 878 011
Fax: (34)983 878 015
vvww.txidcgiisproios.com
P,-igc: 128
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F.\tcl 1 da-.Vgcncta Andalu^a
de Proiiiocion Exterior
Tel: (34) 902 508 525
Fax: (34) 902 508 535
inlo@extenda.es
www.cxtenda.es
Page: 131
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Tel: (34) 956 357 004
Fax: (34) 956 357 044
ilope-@gon2aiezbyass.es
www. gonza I ez byass. es
Page: 130
Grupo Gourmets
Tel: (34) 915 489 651
Fa-x: (34)915 487 133
jram@goumiets.nei
www.gourmets net
Page: 10
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elite
The F i n e Wines

Industrial Qiicsera
Cut|UcrcHa
Tel: (34) 926 266 410
Fax: (34) 926 266 413
rocinanlc@miiin.lianct.es
w%vw.rocinante cs
Page: 129
IPEX - Instilnto dc
Priimocion Exterior dc
Castilla La Mantha
Tel: (34) 925 286 650
Fax: (34) 925 286 655
consuliasipex@jccm.cs
vs-vnv.ipex-jccm.cs
Page: 4
Junta de Extremadura
Tcl; (34) 924 010 658
Fax: (34) 924 010 870
vvwvv.comercioextrciTiadura.org
Page: I 1
Lorcto Speciality Foods, S.L.
Tel (34) 954 113 825
Fax: (34)955 711 056
info@ccnlo.com
wwvv.cenlo.com
Page 12
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Region de Mucia Conscjcria de .Agricultura
Tel: (34) 968 368 370
Fax: (34) 968 365 435
^vwvvcanTi cs
Page: 15
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ban Miguel
Tcl: (34) 932 272 300
Fax: (34) 932 272 398
sbru@mahou-sanniiguel.coni
www.sanmiguel es
Page: 5
Sanchez Romaic Hnos., S.A.
Tel: (34) 956 182 212
Fax: (34) 956 185 276
expon@rDmate,com
www.romate.com
Page: 13
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Sanchez Romero Carvajal
Jahujo, S.A. (5 Jotas)
Tel: (34)917 283 880
Fa.x: (34) 917 283 893
5jffiosbome.es
www.osborne.es
Page:8
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Ralacl Salgado, S.A.
Tel: (34) 916 667 875
Fa-x: (34)916 666 218
expon@rafaelsalgado.com
WAvvv.rafaclsaIgado.com
Page: 7
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If you would like to knowmore about any suhjeei dealt
with in this magazine, except
for lourist infomiation, please
write to the ECONOMIC AND
COMMERCIAL OFFICES .'Vl

IRELAND
35, Molesvvonh Street
Dublin 2
Tel: (1)661 63 13
Fax: (1) 661 01 11
dublin@mcx.es

n r ^•\iB,-.--ii - i^r '•r.wK.

ITALY
Via del Vecchio Pohlecnico, 316°
20121 Milan
Tel: (02) 78 14 00
Fax: (02) 78 14 14
inilan@mex,es

marking the enveloije REF:
SPAIN GOURMETOUR
AUSTRALIA
F:diii.'<.Ii11 Centre. Suite 40.*^
203 New South Head Road
EdgeclilT NSW 2027 Sydney
Tcis: (2)93 62 42 1273/4
Fax: (2) 93 62 40 57
sidney@nicx.es
CANADA
2 Bloor St, East, Suite 1506
Toronto Ontario, M4W 1A8
Tel: (416) 967 04 88
Fax: (416) 968 95 47
lorontoStacx.es
CHINA
Spain Bldg., 5th-6lh Floor
Gtingiinanlu Al-b. Chaoyang
District
100020 Beijing
Tel: (10) 58 799 733
Fax: (10) 58 799 734
pekin@mcx.es
25th Floor, Wcslgale Mall
1038 Nanjing Xi Road
200041 Shanghai
Tel: (21) 62 17 26 20
Fax: (21) 62 67 77 50
shanghai@mcx.es
DENMARK
Vesterbrogade 10, 3"
1620 Copenhagen V
Tel (33) 31 22 10
Fax: (33) 21 33 90
copenhaguc@mcx.es
HONG KONG
2004 Tower One, LIppo Centre
89 Queensway Admiralty
Hong Kong
Tels: 25 21 74 33/25 22 75 12
Fax: 28 45 34 48
hongkong@mcx.es
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JAPAN
3Fi, 1 -3-29, Roppongi
Minato-Ku
Tokyo 106-0032
Tel: (3) 55 75 04 31
Fa.x;(3) 55 75 64 31
lokio@mcx.es
MACWSIA
20th Floor. .Menara Bousiead
69, Jalan Raja Chulan
50200 Kuala Lumpur
PO. Box 11856
5076O Kuala Lumpur
Tel: (3)2148 73 00
Fax: (3)2141 50 06
kualalump u r@ni ex .es
NETHERLANDS
Burg. Palijnlaan, 67
2585 The Hague
Tels: (70) 364 31 66/345 13 13
Fax: (70) 360 82 74
laiiaya@nicx.es
NORWAY
Karl Johansgale, 18 C
0159 Oslo
Tel: (23) 31 06 80
Fax: (23) 31 05 86
oslo@tncx.es
RUSSIA
Ul. Vozdvizhenka, 4/7
(enter via Mokhovaya 7,
Business Centre Mokhovaya,
3rd Floor)
125009 Moscow
Tels: (495) 783 92
81/82/93/84/85
Fax; (495) 783 92 91
moscu@mex.es

SINGAPORE
7 Temasck Boulevard,
#19-03 Sumec Tower One
038987 Singapore
Tel: 67 32 97 88
Fax; 67 32 97 80
singapur@nicx.es
SWEDEN
Sergels Torg, 12, 13 tr.
SF,-l 11-57 Stockholm
Tel: (8) 24 66 10
Fax: (8) 20 88 92
esiocolmo@mcx,es
UNITED KINGDOM
66 Chilteni Street
W I U 4LS London
Tel: (20) 7467 23 30
Fax; (20) 7487 55 8W7224 64 09
londre5@mcx.es
UNITED STATES
405 Lexinglon Av. Floor 44
10174 4497 New York, NY
Tels: (212) 661 49 59/60
Fax; (212) 972 24 94
nuevayork@nicx.es
For lourist information,
contact vour nearest TOURIST
OFFICE OF SPAIN
CANADA
2 Bloor Street West
Suite 3402
Toronto, Ontario M4\V 3H2
Tels: (416) 961 31 31/40 79
Fax: (416) 961 19 92
i-.VMir;''''ii;ir^[ir:'i

www tours pain,toronto.on.ca
CHINA
Tayuan Office Building 2-12-2
Liangmalie Nanlu 14
100600 Beijing
Tels: (10) 65 32 93 05/07
Fax: (10) 65 32 93 05
pckin@tourspam.es
DENMARK
NY Ostergade 34,1
110! Copenhagen K
Tel; 33 18 66 30
Fax: 33 15 83 65
copenhague@toiirspain.es
www'spanicn-turist.dk

tupo
a I i m en t a ci 6 n

ITALY
Via Brolctlo, 30
20121 Milan
Tcl (02)72 00 46 17
Fax: (02) 72 00 43 18
milan@iourspain,es
wwvv.lurismospagnolo.il
Via del Mortaro, 19
Intemo 5
00187 Rome
TPI (06) 678 29 76
Fax: (06) 679 82 72
roma@lourspain.cs
www.tunsmospagnolo.it
JAPAN
Daini Toranomon Dcnki Bldg
6F-3-1 -10 Toranomon
Minato Ku, Tokyo 105-0001
Tels: (3) 34 32 61 41/42
Fax: (3) 34 32 61 44
tokio@tourspain.cs
www.spaintour.com
NETHERLANDS
1 Jan van Meerdervoot, 8 A
2517 The Hague
Tel: (70) 346 59 00
Fax: (70) 364 98 59
lahaya@iourspain.es
wivvv.spaansverkeershureau nl
NORWAY
Kronprinsensgate, 3
0251 Oslo
Tel: (47) 22 83 76 76
Fax: (47) 22 83 76 71
oslo@tourspain.es
wvwv.tourspain-no.org
RUSSIA
Tverskaya - i6fl
6th Floor, Office A-601
Moscow 125009
Tel: (495) 935 83 99
Fax: (495) 935 83 96
moscu@tourspain.es
SINGAPORE
541 Orchard Road » 09-04
Liat Tower
238881 Singapore
Tcl: 67 37 30 08
Fax: 67 37 31 73
singapore@tourspain.es

SWEDEN
Stureplan. 6
114 35 Stockholm
Tel: (8) 611 19 92
Fax: (8)611 44 07
estocolmo@tourspain.es
UNITED KINGDOM
79 New Cavendish Street
London W1W6XB
Tel; (20) 7317 20 00
Fa,x: (20) 7317 20 48
londres@tourspain.es
wvvw.tourspain.co.uk
UNITED STATES
Water Tower Place
Suite 915 East
845 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, 1L60611
Tel: (312)642 19 92
Fax: (312)642 98 17
chicago@lourspain.cs
8383 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 960
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Tel: (323) 658 71 95
Fax: (323) 658 10 61
losangelcsffilourspain cs

<gg^ fgjj^
Export Destinations:

1395 Bnckcll ,Avenue
Suile 1130
Miami. FL 33131
Tel: (305) 358 19 92
Fax: (305) 358 82 23
miami@tourspain.cs
666 Fihh .Avenue. 35ih floor
New York. NY 10103
Tel: (212) 265 88 22
Fax: (212) 265 88 64
nuevayork@tourspain.es
wvwv.okspain.org
PARADORS CENTRAL
BOOKING OFFICE
Requena. 3
28013 MADRID
Tel: (+34)915 166 700
Fax: (+34)915 166 663/4/5
www. parador es
reservas@paradores

Join the main supplier of Spanish Food
Products and be part of our team of distributors
in more than 50 countries worldwide
Contact us:

® Beesweet & Dairy
.Av de las dos Caslillas. 33. Edificio Alica No.7, PI. la
28224 Pozucio de Alarc6n. Madrid. Spain.
Tel: (+34) 91 351 10 30
S exportt" beesweet.es O vvww.becsweet.es

hi<^h enpression
o f o u r ruxtii/e l(\n(l

Food
Products
Flower Prociucers
.ARO.A. S.C. (Arlcsanos de la
Ticrra)
Tel/Fax: (+34) 943 140 289
info@aro.'isc.com
vwvvv.aroasc.coni
Paniies Ilorticoles
TeL (+34)973 431 421
Fax: (+34) 973 449 162
inloffi'pamieshoriicolcs.com
wvvw. painieshort Icoles com

Protos
BODEGAS

PROTOS
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The following list Includes a
selection of exporters. Il is
not intended as a
comprehensive guide and for
reasons of space, vve cannot
list all the companies devoted
to ex-port of the featured
products. The information
included is supplied by ihc
individual .sources.

Sahor y Salud
Tel: (+34) 951 167 584
1 n fo@sabo r- sa 1 ud. co m
wvvw.sabor-salud.com
Source: ICEX

f(ocinanU
PREMIUM QUALITY SPANISH CHEESE
- T H E G R A N D E E O F SPAIN-

Award winning 12 month matured
Manchego D.O. from La Mancha October 2008
Awarded first prize Manchego cheese at the annual
Manchego cheesemakers guild contest.

PDO Soft Cheeses
Consejo Kegulador DOP
Afuega l Pitu
Tel: (+34) 985 264 200
Fax: (+34) 985 263 682
dop@lilasiurias.com
www.doafuegalpitu.com
Consejo Rcgulador DO?
Arzua-Ulloa
Tel/Fax: (+34)981 507 653
qucixo@arzua-ulloa.org
vvvvvv.arzua-ulloa.org
Consejo Regulador DOP
Cebrciro
Tel; (+34) 982 367 012
Fax: (+34)982 367 412
queixocebrciro@wanadoo.es
vwvw.cebreiro.es

Consejo Regulador DOP
Qucso de La Serena
Tel/Fax: (i 34) 924 772 114
info@quesoserena.com
wwvv.quesoserena com
Conscjo Regulador DOP
Qiieso Tetilla
Tel; (+34) 981 511 751
Fax; (+34) 981 511 864
secreiana@queixoieulla.org
\v^vwqueixotelilla.org
Consejo Regulador DOP
Torta del Casar
Tel: (+34) 927 290 713
Fax: (+34) 927 291 634
info@iortadelcasarorg
wwwtonadelcasar.org

QUESERA CUQUERELLA, S.L - QUESOS ROCINANTE
rocinante@rocin3nte.es - www.rocinante.es

TARTESANA, S.L
Tarquessia de La IVIancha"
ctra. de Toledo, s/n
13420 Malagon (CReal) Spain
TeL- +(34)926 256 410
Fax: +(34) 926 266 413

tarqiiessj3@tartesana,es

Consejo Regulador DOP
Qucso de I'Alt Urgell y La
Cerdanya
Tel; (+34) 973 350 266
Fax; (+34) 973 352 705
cadi@cadi.es
www'.cadi.es

rhe Original Spanish

Cheesecake"

exten(ia
Espana

TRAIJE P R O M O T I O N
AGENCY OF ANDALUCIA

Andalusia,
a mosaic of
flavours.
Discover in Andalusia the happiness
of its people, its colourful landscapes
and the goodness of a land full of
sensations.
Enjoy the variety of flavours of its
gastronomy, the body of its wines,
the nobility of its oil, the qualities of
its Iberian cured ham,...
Enjoy the quality of its products that
make this region one of the first
agro-food industries in Europe.

Discover the taste of
Andalusia.

vww, extenda.es
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M L A PEDRIZA

L A PEDRrZA

The products o f

Pedriza are f r u i t s o f a unique nature,

that o f the south of Spain. Selected one by one and
enriched i n the purest tradition o f the Mediterranean,
Specially made for those w h o wish to enjoy the best
of a thousand years o f a cuisine w h i c h is conquering
consumers all over the w o r l d .

F. J. SANCHEZ SUCESORES, S.A.
C/ Campanario - Apartado Postal n" 4 - 04270 Sorbas (Almen'a) Spain,

Tel: 34.950.364038 - 34.950.364060 - Fiix: 34.950.364422 - Telex: 75337 l]sl e

LA
PEDRIZA

VERDEJO GRAPE

NEVER DID A GRAPE MEAN SO MUCH TO A W

D.O. Rueda, the Spanish leader in white wine
www.dorueda.com

